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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the development of a system in which a team of heterogeneous mobile robots
can cooperate to perform a wide range of tasks. In order that a group of heterogeneous robots can
cooperate among them, one of the most important parts to develop is the creation of an architecture
which gives support for the cooperation. This architecture is developed by means of embedding
agents and interfacing agent code with native low-level code. It also addresses the implementation of
resource sharing among the whole group of robots, that is, the robots can borrow capabilities from
each-other.
In order to validate this architecture, that is to check if it is suitable for implementing cooperative
tasks, some cooperative applications have been implemented. The first one is an application where a
group of robots must cooperate in order to safely navigate through an unknown environment. In this
case, only one robot has a camera mounted on it and the none of the other robots have any type of
sensor. The robot with the camera calculates the optical flow values from the images that it gets from
the camera, and from these values calculates the “time to contact” values that determine the time that
the robot has before colliding with an obstacle in front of it. This information is shared among the
team so that any robot can navigate without colliding with the obstacles.
The second cooperative application implemented in order to validate the architecture consists of
enabling the team of robots to create a certain formation and navigate maintaining this formation.
Four robots have been used in this case, one robot with a laser system, another one with a camera,
and finally, another two robots without any type of sensor. The application consists of two parts or
stages. The first one is the creation of the formation, where the robot with the camera, called leader,
can detect where the rest of the robots are in the environment and indicates to them which is their
initial position in the formation. In the second stage, once the formation has been created, the robots
must be able to navigate through an environment following the path that the robot with the laser, called
conductor, indicates. At the beginning, it was desired that the robots could follow the conductor only
using the information that this robot provides to the rest of the group, but this approach had to be
abandoned due to the odometry errors of the robots. To solve this problem, the camera of the leader
is used so that robots which lose their correct position in the formation can re-align themselves.
Finally, in an attempt to facilitate access to the robots of the team and to the information that
their accessories provide, a system for the teleoperation of the team has been implemented. This
system can be used for teaching robotics or to facilitate the tasks of programming and debugging in
the research tasks.
Some of the main contributions of the thesis include:
• Design and implementation of a control agent-based architecture for the cooperation of a team
of heterogeneous mobile robots.
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• Implementation of a cooperative task for the navigation between several robots by means of the
use of the optical flow and time to contact techniques, where the most interesting thing is how
the robots cooperate to navigate in a safe way.
• Development of a cooperative task for the creation and maintenance of multirobot formations.
The robots must cooperate in order to follow the path indicated by the conductor robot without
losing the formation. It has been necessary to develop new methods in order to achieve this
end:
– A new method for the visual localization of the robots; using a very common and simple
target it is possible to localize one robot and determine its position and orientation relative
to the robot with the camera.
– An improvement in the calculation of the path to be followed by the formation; this
method tries to soften the sharp angles that are present in the original path calculated
by the navigation software of the robots.
– A new design of formation navigation based on a “conductor-reference” approach, with
a series of virtual points at a distance from the conductor position for the construction of
the formation, and Bezier curves for the movement of each robot.
– Implementation of a cooperative method in order to eliminate the odometry errors of the
robots and exploit the resources of each robot in order to benefit the whole team. The
cooperation is done in the way that the robots without sensors can use the resources of the
others to navigate while maintaining the formation.
• Implementation of a teleoperated system to facilitate access to all the robots of the team and all
their accessories at a glance. This system helps the learning of the robots and is an important
tool to detect failures in the development of cooperative tasks.

Resumen
Motivación
Esta tesis se centra en conseguir que un equipo de robots, cada uno de ellos con diferentes caracterı́sticas tanto de diseño fı́sico como lógico, sean capaces de cooperar y colaborar entre ellos y a su
vez con humanos para la realización de tareas de diversa ı́ndole.
Establecer estos mecanismos de cooperación entre los robots implica considerar un problema de
diseño del comportamiento cooperativo, es decir, dado un grupo de robots, un entorno y una tarea a
realizar, ¿cómo deber llevarse a cabo la cooperación? Tales problemas implican varios desafı́os, pero
entre todos ellos el más importante es la definición de la arquitectura que da soporte a la cooperación.
En lı́neas generales, las arquitecturas previas tienden a considerar a cada uno de los robots como
un todo y se centran en la implementación de la cooperación a nivel de ente. La idea principal seguida
para la implementación de la arquitectura descrita en esta tesis es que cada robot puede usar también
las funcionalidades del resto de robots del equipo para compensar la falta de esta funcionalidad o para
poder mejorar alguna ya disponible, generando una cooperación a un nivel más bajo.
Además, con la intención de validar esta arquitectura, varias aplicaciones cooperativas han sido
desarrolladas. En la primera de ellas, un grupo de robots debe cooperar para lograr una navegación
segura de todo el grupo a través de un entorno desconocido. La segunda aplicación consiste en
hacer posible que un equipo de robots pueda crear una determinada formación y mantenerla mientras
navega por el entorno. Finalmente, un sistema de teleoperación ha sido implementado en un intento
de facilitar el aprendizaje del manejo de los robots a usuarios inexpertos, ası́ como ayudar en las tareas
de depurado de las aplicaciones que se creen.

Objetivos
El principal objetivo de esta tesis es la definición e implementación de una arquitectura de control que
dé soporte para la cooperación y colaboración entre un equipo heterogéneo de robots móviles, y que
además facilite la implementación de tareas cooperativas para dicho equipo.
A parte de este objetivo principal, se incluye otros objetivos parciales:
• Implementación y diseño de la arquitectura haciendo posible la compartición de los recursos
de un robot entre el resto de robots del equipo.
• Definición de la arquitectura siguiendo criterios como reusabilidad del software, escalabilidad
y facilidad de uso.
• Definición de la arquitectura tratando de separar la parte de acceso a los recursos fı́sicos del
robot de la parte más comportamental, por medio de un middleware que separa estas dos capas.
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• Implementación de la arquitectura siguiendo un enfoque basado en agentes.
• Acceso a los elementos fı́sicos del robot y a sus funcionalidades de forma transparente para el
programador.
El objetivo principal para las dos aplicaciones creadas para demostrar que la arquitectura es válida
para la funcionalidad con que fue pensada es mostrar que por medio de esta arquitectura un equipo
de robots, con diferentes habilidades de cada uno de sus miembros, es capaz de colaborar y cooperar
para ayudar a los miembros más desfavorecidos a completar la tarea requerida.
Por ultimo, el objetivo marcado para el sistema de teleopereción es el facilitar el acceso al manejo
y a la información de los robots del equipo para ayudar en tareas de aprendizaje para estudiantes y en
tares de desarrollo y depuración de tareas para el equipo.

Metodologı́a
Esta tesis se centra en el desarrollo de un sistema en el cual un equipo de robots móviles heterogéneos
pueda cooperar para realizar una gran variedad de tareas. Para que este grupo de robots heterogéneos
pueda cooperar, una de las partes más importantes a desarrollar es la creación de una arquitectura que
de soporte para esa cooperación. Esta arquitectura ha sido desarrollada mediante el uso de agentes
embebidos y código nativo de bajo nivel con interfaz para código agente. Además implementa la
compartición de recursos entre el grupo de robots, esto es, los robots pueden compartir capacidades
o habilidades unos con otros.
Para la comprobación de la arquitectura, se han implementado dos aplicaciones. En la primera
de ellas, un grupo de robots debe cooperar para navegar de forma segura a través de un entorno
desconocido. En este grupo, solo un robot dispone de una cámara montada sobre el que le permite
reconocer el entorno; el resto de robots son completamente ciegos, es decir, no disponen de sensores
que les ofrezcan información sobre el entorno. El robot con la cámara calcula los valores del flujo
óptico a partir de las imágenes, y a partir de estos valores calcule los valores para el “tiempo de
contacto”, es decir, el tiempo que el robot dispone antes de chocar con algún obstáculo frente a el.
Esta información es compartida entre el equipo para que cada robot pueda navegar sin colisionar con
los obstáculos.
La segunda aplicación consiste en hacer posible que un equipo de robots pueda crear una determinada formación y mantenerla mientras navega por el entorno. En este caso han sido usados 4 robots,
cada uno de ellos con diferentes caracterı́sticas. Uno dispone de un sistema láser, otro de cámara, y el
resto sin ningún tipo de sensor. La aplicación está compuesta por dos fases. En la primera de ellas se
crea la formación de forma totalmente autónoma. El robot con la cámara, llamado “leader”, detecta al
resto de robots en el entorno y les indica cual es la posición que deben ocupar en la formación. En la
segunda fase, una vez la formación ha sido creada, los robots deben ser capaces de navegar a través del
entorno siguiendo una determinada trayectoria indicada por el robot con láser, llamado “conductor”.
En una primera instancia, el deseo fue que los robots pudieran seguir al conductor usando únicamente
la información que este robot sirve a todo el grupo, pero debido a errores de odometrı́a se tuvo que
desechar este enfoque. Para solucionar este problema, la cámara del leader es usada para recolocar a
los robots en la formación en el caso de que ellos hayan perdido su posición.
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Finalmente, con la intención de facilitar el acceso a los robots y a la información que sirven sus
accesorios, se ha implementado un sistema para la teleoperación del equipo. Este sistema podrı́a ser
usado para enseñar los fundamentos de la robótica a estudiantes o para facilitar las tareas de programación y depurado en el ámbito de la investigación. En este sistema, dos subsistemas han sido
tenidos en cuenta, por un lado el modelo de control y por otro lado el modelo de interface. En referencia al modelo de control, un modelo supervisor ha sido escogido para su implementación, donde
es posible tanto actuar directamente sobre los robots como simplemente permanecer en un estado
pasivo y supervisar la operación de los robots. Para el modelo de interface, un modelo multimodal,
donde diferentes tipos de información pueden ser mostrados al mismo tiempo ayudando a la rápida
comprensión del entorno del robot y facilitando ası́ la toma de decisiones por parte del operador en
caso de manejar directamente los robots.

Aportaciones
Entre las principales contribuciones de esta tesis, cabe destacar:
• Diseño e implementación de una arquitectura de control basada en agentes para la cooperación
de un equipo de robots móviles heterogéneos.
• Implementación de una tarea cooperativa para la navegación entre varios robots por medio del
uso de las técnicas de flujo óptico y tiempo de contacto, donde la aportación más interesante es
como cooperan los robots para navegar de una forma segura.
• Desarrollo de una tarea cooperativa para la creación y mantenimiento de formaciones de múltiples
robots móviles. Los robots deben cooperar para seguir el camino indicado por el robot conductor sin perder la figura de la formación. En el desarrollo de esta aplicación ha sido necesaria la
implementación de algunos métodos nuevos:
– Un nuevo método para la localización visual de los robots; usando un objetivo muy común
y simple es posible localizar un robot y determinar su posición y orientación respecto al
robot con cámara.
– Perfeccionamiento en el calculo del camino a seguir por la formación; este método trata
de suavizar los ángulos bruscos que hay presentes en el camino original calculado por el
software de navegación de los robots.
– Un nuevo diseño de navegación de la formación basado en un enfoque “referencia al
conductor”, con una serie de puntos virtuales desplazados sobre la posición del conductor
para la construcción de la formación, y curvas de Bezier para el movimiento particular de
cada robot.
– Implementación de un método cooperativo para eliminar los errores de odometrı́a de los
robots y explotar los recursos de cada robot en beneficio de todo el equipo. La cooperación
está enfocada a que los robots sin sensores puedan usar los recursos de los otros robots
para navegar manteniendo la formación.
• Implementación de un sistema teleoperado para facilitar el acceso a los robots del equipo y a
todos sus accesorios de un vistazo. Este sistema facilita el aprendizaje de los robots y es una
importante herramienta para la detección de fallos en el desarrollo de tareas cooperativas.
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Conclusiones y trabajo futuro
Esta tesis considera el problema de tener varios robots trabajando juntos pare el desarrollo de tareas
comunes, es decir, cooperar entre ello en la resolución de la tarea. Uno de los puntos más importantes
para conseguir la cooperación en un sistema es el desarrollo de una arquitectura que de soporte a esa
cooperación. Por tanto, esta tesis propone la creación de una arquitectura que permita el desarrollo
de tareas cooperativas con un equipo de robots heterogéneos.
Los resultados obtenidos con las aplicaciones implementadas demuestran que la arquitectura generada es válida para dar soporte a cualquier tares que requiera cooperación entre los robots. Además,
la arquitectura da soporte para que todos aquellos equipos de robots con un limitado poder de sensorización puedan realizar tareas por medio de la compartición de recursos entre el equipo, proporcionando a los robots con menos poder de sensorización con la capacidad de usar o aprovecharse de
los recursos de los otros robots en su propio beneficio y por tanto de todo el grupo.
Finalmente, como puede verse a partir de varios trabajos presentados en la tesis, el sistema de
teleoperación desarrollado puede ser usado en tareas de enseñanza en robótica o para facilitar las
tareas de programación y depurado en las tareas de investigación.
Respecto al trabajo futuro, en esta tesis se propone las siguientes lı́neas:
• En relación con la arquitectura de control: mejorar el protocolo de interacción creado para dar
acceso a los agentes a un elemento determinado. En este protocolo, cuando un agente gana el
acceso al elemento fı́sico en cuestión, tiene ese acceso hasta que finaliza su tarea. Una mejora
seria introducir un tiempo máximo para la realización de la tarea y una vez este tiempo ha finalizado, el agente debe esperar hasta conseguir otra vez el permiso. Otra posibilidad podrı́a
ser añadir un sistema de prioridades, ası́ si un agente tiene una tarea urgente que realizar, puede
conseguir inmediatamente el acceso, echando temporalmente al agente que en ese momento estaba usando el elemento. O incluso, una mezcla de ambos enfoques podrı́a ser más beneficioso.
• En relación con la aplicación del flujo óptico:
– Uno de los problemas con la técnica del flujo óptico es que es imposible distinguir las
situaciones en que un objeto está demasiado cerca al robot. En este caso los sonars pueden
ser usados para distinguir estas situaciones y permitir al robot realizar una maniobra evasiva.
– Otro problema es el calculo del flujo óptico en superficies homogéneas. Nuevas técnicas o
formas de detectar estas situaciones deben ser estudiadas y mejorar el sistema para poder
tratar con ello.
– También es importante tratar de reducir el tiempo que se consume en el cálculo del flujo
óptico. Para ello, nuevo métodos más rápidos que el usado en esta tesis pueden ser usados
para conseguir que el robot pueda reaccionar más rápido a cambios en el entorno.
• En relación con las formaciones multirobot:
– La localización de los robots por medio de los objetivos de color ha sido una tarea muy
dura debido a la sensibilidad del sistema de visión a las condiciones de iluminación. Trabajo podrı́a ser realizado en el desarrollo de procedimientos mas robustos de localización
usando combinaciones de diferentes caracterı́sticas para detectar el objetivo en el espacio
de la imagen.
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– Uno de los puntos todavı́a no desarrollados corresponde con el cambio de formación
mientras los robots se mueven. Esto puede ser útil para evitar obstáculos o pasar a través
de pasajes estrechos donde la formación no cabe. Con la actual implementación no es muy
difı́cil realizar esta tarea con la formación en movimiento, las curvas de Bezier pueden ser
usadas para mover los robots a puntos virtuales que determinen la posición que los robots
deben ocupara en la formación después del reposicionamiento.
– Otro punto todavı́a no desarrollado es la detección de obstáculos en el camino de la
formación. En este momento, todos los obstáculos estáticos son detectados y evitados
por medio de la generación del camino que los robots deben seguir, pero los objetos
dinámicos no pueden ser detectados. Es necesario estudiar como es posible, con los
sensores disponibles, detectar obstáculos dinámicos y evitarlos. También es importante
estudiar como evitar los obstáculos, esto es, si es necesario modificar la formación o es
posible mover la formación como todo un bloque para evitar el obstáculo.
• En relación con el sistema de teleoperación: podrı́a ser provechoso mejorar el sistema teleoperado incluyendo técnicas para facilitar al usuario la percepción del entorno. Para ello, técnicas
para crear una representación virtual en 3D del entorno podrı́an ser implementadas. Además,
es necesario incluir nuevas formas de introducir órdenes para los robots en un nivel superior y
más cercano al operador. Finalmente, ahora las órdenes solo se realizan en un robot cada vez,
por tanto, es necesario introducir mecanismos que faciliten la especificación de órdenes para
todo el equipo o un subconjunto del mismo.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This section explains the motivation behind the elaboration of this thesis, the physical setup used, and the main
goals achieved.

1.1 Motivation
Since the beginning of time, biological systems have shown a certain intelligent behaviour, the capacity to cooperate. The interaction between organisms such as birds, ants, termites, primates, fish or
wolves has been studied for many years ago [135, 245, 352, 353]. Observations from biological systems have been used as the inspiration for developments in robotics such as subsumption architectures
or to implement inter-robot communication for groups of robots [11, 56].
If individuals within a group want to cooperate with each other, each member must be able to
communicate with the others. This communication can take place directly via an explicit communication channel or indirectly through changes in the environment that the other robots can sense [252].
Some biological cooperative systems are described in the following paragraphs.
Cooperation among bacteria, the simplest biological organism that exists, is as old as life on
earth. Over millions of years, bacterias have existed, and they have exhibited a very primitive type
of cooperation. Bacterias are able to organize themselves in hierarchical colonies and can communicate among themselves using sophisticated chemical signals [44, 181]. In figure 1.1, an example of
bacteria colony is shown.

Figure 1.1: Bacteria organization in a colony.
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These biochemical messages also are used by bacteria to exchange information among colonies
of different species, or even other organisms. Collectively, bacteria can collect information from the
environment, give a meaning to this information, develop common knowledge and learn from past
experiences. In these cases, the colony behaves as a social community of high complexity.
Other societies that are able to cooperate are the insects, like ants, termites, bees or wasps [91, 366,
367]. The most representative are the ants, which exhibit a large number of cooperative behaviors.
For example, when a worker ant discovers a new food source, it leaves a pheromone track during its
return to the nest, as described in [293]. Recruited ants will follow this track to the food source with
some variation while leaving their own pheromones. Any variation that results in a shorter track to the
food, by chance, will be reinforced at a slightly faster rate. In that way, the ants can quickly establish
the near optimal shortest path as an emergent consequence of a cooperative task, due to the fact that
all the ants try to find the path. Figure 1.2 shows how ants follow the best path.

Figure 1.2: Ants searching the best path for returning to the nest.
In this case, the mechanism that ants use to communicate among them is the pheromone signals.
The receiver of the communication can sense the pheromone at the location it was emitted. This
mechanism, which is more complex than for bacteria, is still relatively simple. But, the ants also can
communicate by signaling directly from antennae to antennae.
Another more complex example is the society that wolves form. Wolves are carnivores that form
packs with strict social hierarchies and mating systems [335]. Wolves are territorial and mark its territory urinating on objects on the periphery and within territories. This is a communication system that
resembles the ants and their chemical tracks. Moreover, wolves can communicate with pheromones
excreted via glands near the anus and the dorsal surface of the tail.

Figure 1.3: Wolves cooperating in a hunt.
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An example of cooperation is the fact that wolves hunt in packs, as can be seen in figure 1.3.
During the hunt, each wolf cooperates by observing the actions of the others and the dominant male
in particular. Each wolf knows all the members and can identify them individually, visually and by
smell, and can communicate with any member. The communication consists of a combination of
specific postures and vocalizations. These vocalizations and postures are learned during development
in a social environment.
Other animals that show sophisticated cooperative behaviour are the primates. Higher primates
are able to represent internal goals, plans, aptitudes and intentions of others and to construct collaborative plans jointly through social action [78].
In this case, the majority of interactions involve passive observation of collaborators via visual
and auditory cues, which are interpreted as actions and intentions. Some explicit posing and gesturing
is also utilized, which is used to establish and control ongoing cooperative interactions. Figure 1.4
shows a group of primates in a cooperative attitude.

Figure 1.4: Primates in a cooperative attitude.
Finally, the most complicated organisms also show cooperative behaviours. Humans cooperate
in many and varied ways. They exhibit cooperative relationships with mates, relatives, friends, organizations, and societies where they exchange resources for mutual benefit [95]. Moreover, humans
can organize themselves into hierarchies and negotiate subdivision of tasks to perform large tasks,
or adapt these subdivisions to changing circumstances while the task progresses.In figure 1.5, it is
possible to see a group of humans cooperating in a task.

Figure 1.5: A group of humans cooperating in a task.
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Humans make use of a broad set of communication systems. They make an extensive use of
explicit communication, written and spoken. But they can also make use of implicit communication,
such as posturing, known as body language, or even they can use explicit gesturing, like pointing or
facial expressions.
But, why it is important to understand how biological systems cooperate? In this way, it is possible
to determine what benefits are created for biological systems through cooperation and apply them in
the design of cooperative robot systems. Knowing the cooperative mechanisms of biological systems
makes it feasible to copy them in robot systems in order to solve similar problems, making the robots
evolve the capabilities necessary for solving more complicated tasks. This subject of study has been
called “Ethology”.
Also, it is important to note the fact that to have a cooperative system it is necessary for more than
one organism to have a relationship with another. So, to implement cooperation in a robotic system,
it is necessary to have more than one robot working in the same environment, a multirobot system.
The advances in mobile robotics, computing power and wireless communications in the last years
have made the development of communities of autonomous robots feasible. Lastly, there is an increasing interest in the development of systems of multiple autonomous robots, which are capable of
exhibiting cooperative behaviour. This interest is due to the fact that having one single robot with multiple capabilities may be a waste of resources. Different robots, each one with its own configuration,
are more flexible, robust and cost-effective. Moreover, the tasks to be performed may be too complex
for one single robot, whereas they can be effectively done by multiple robots [13]. But unfortunately,
there are also drawbacks, in particular regarding coordination and elimination of interference. So,
it is important that the cooperation is done in a way that allows each robot to take advantage of the
particular resources of the other robots in the system.
There are several applications in which having more than one robot working in parallel has improved the system’s fault tolerance, and has reduced the time required for executing the tasks. Some
of these applications are autonomous cleaning [179, 192], tour guiding in museums, art-galleries,
or exhibitions [112], surveillance and patrolling [111, 359], rescue in disasters such as fires, floods,
earthquakes [113], landmine detection [1] and autonomous exploration and mapping [65, 305].
This thesis takes this into account and aims to develop a system in which a team of heterogeneous
mobile robots can cooperate to perform a wide range of tasks. In order that robots can cooperate
among them, one of the most important parts to develop is the creation of an architecture which provides support for the cooperation. The implementation of this architecture is described in this thesis.
Also, to validate this architecture, some cooperative tasks have been implemented and are depicted
in this thesis. Moreover, at the end, an application is described which allows an easy communication
and tele-operation with all the robots of the team and all their accessories.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 provides an overall description of the
problem considered in this thesis. Next, section 1.3 summarizes the main contributions of this work.
Finally, section 1.4 outlines the contents of the following chapters of the thesis.

1.2 Problem description
As it has been said before, the object of this thesis is the creation of an architecture (Acromovi - an
acronym in Spanish which stands for Cooperative Architecture for Intelligent Mobile Robots) that
gives support for the cooperation of a team of multiple heterogeneous robots. And in order to validate
this architecture some cooperative applications have been implemented.
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The main goal is the design and implementation of a distributed architecture for the programming
and control of a team of coordinated heterogeneous mobile robots, which are able to cooperate among
themselves and with people in the accomplishment of tasks of service in daily environments. This
architecture is a development by means of embedding agents and interfacing agent code with native
low-level code. It also addresses the implementation of resource sharing among the whole group of
robots, that is, the robots can borrow capabilities from each-other.
To validate the architecture, two cooperative applications or tasks have been implemented. The
first one is an application where a group of robots must cooperate in order to safely navigate through
an unknown environment. In this case, only one robot is equipped with a camera and the rest of
robots do not have any type of exteroceptive sensors. The robot with the camera calculates the optical
flow values from the images obtained from the camera, and from these values calculates the “time to
contact” values that determine the time that the robot has before colliding with an obstacle in front of
it. This information is shared among the team so that any robot can navigate without colliding with
the obstacles.
The second cooperative application implemented in order to validate the architecture consists of
the team of mobile robots creating a certain formation and navigating while maintaining this formation. In this case, once more, only one robot is equipped with a camera, another one includes a
laser sensor and the rest of robots do not have any type of exteroceptive sensors. The robot with the
laser is the one which indicates the path to follow, leading the whole team of robots. The robot with
the camera has two tasks. In the first stage, it is in charge of detecting the rest of the robots in the
environment and indicates to them which is their initial position in the formation. Then, while the
formation is moving, it is in charge of detecting if the follower robots are in the correct position in
the formation. Finally, the robots without sensors, at beginning, wait for the instructions to create the
formation and then they have to follow the leader and modify its position if they are not in the correct
one, this fact is indicated by the robot with camera.
Finally, since the robots can be online and can have access to Internet, the teleoperation systems,
which enable multiple users to interact with the robots, have gained success and have become a very
useful tool in teaching robotics. In an attempt to facilitate the access to the robots of the team and
to the information that serves its accessories, a system for the tele-operation of the team has been
implemented. This system can be used for teaching robotics or to facilitate the tasks of programming
and debugging in the research tasks.

1.2.1 Physical setup
In order to understand the purpose and working environment of the architecture and the applications,
their physical embedding instances are described in this section.
• Pioneer-2 Robots. For the development of the architecture, a team consisting of six Pioneer2 mobile robots, manufactured by ActivMedia Robotics, has been used. Though sharing the
same platform, the robots have different features, such as different accessories (cameras, laser,
grippers) mounted on them, constituting therefore a heterogeneous group. In particular, only
one Pioneer has a laser rangefinder system and two Pioneers carry camera systems; but all the
Pioneer robots have a gripper and a front ring with 8 sonar discs, except the robot with the
laser that also includes a rear sonar ring. All robots of the team maintain the same logical
design based on a microcontroller which transfers the readings of the standard elements of the
robot (ultrasound sensors, wheel encoders) via RS232, by cable or radio, to a computer client,
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which can be onboard, where the applications are executed. Finally, the robots are connected
by means of a Wireless Ethernet network, which, through several base stations, can access the
local network of the university, and the Internet. The robots can be seen in figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: The team of Pioneer-2 robots.
• Mobile Manipulator. In order to add to the Acromovi architecture the capability to manage
new components, a new robot was integrated in the team, a mobile manipulator. The mobile
manipulator used in this work is made up of a Mitsubishi PA10 arm with all its accessories
and an ActivMedia Powerbot mobile robot, as in figure 1.7. The PA10 arm has 7 degrees of
freedom, and is equipped with a two-finger gripper, a force sensor, some infrared sensors for
collision detection and a stereo-pair mounted at the end-effector, which consists of two digital
IEEE1394 color cameras. At the front of the Powerbot mobile robot there are IR sensors for
the detection of stairs and holes, and around it there are bumpers and sonars. Also, it has an
onboard computer and a wireless card, which enables it to communicate with other robots or
Internet. Finally, the controller of the arm and the rack for batteries are located at the back
of the mobile manipulator. This rack provides the necessary power for the arm and makes the
mobile manipulator autonomous.

Figure 1.7: Our mobile manipulator (Powerbot + PA10 arm).
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• Linuxbots. It is desired that Acromovi architecture can control any type of mobile robots. For
this reason, a new type of robot was used, the Linuxbots. In the integration of these robots to the
Acromovi architecture, concepts of object-oriented programming were used, like superclasses,
interfaces or inheritance. The Linuxbots, one of them can be seen in figure 1.8, are a set of
mobile robots from the “Bristol Robotics Laboratory” that includes an onboard computer and
can communicate with other robots or PC’s by means of a Wireless network. With regard to the
sensors, these robots only have one set of infrared sensors facing forward, which allows them
to detect obstacles in front of them and no more.

Figure 1.8: One Linuxbot robot.

1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
• Design and implementation of a control agent-based architecture for the cooperation of a team
of heterogeneous mobile robots [263, 265, 266]. This architecture has not only been used for
mobile robots, but also to define the cooperation between an arm and a mobile base in a mobile
manipulator [269].
• Design of a task of cooperative navigation between several robots by means of the use of the
optical flow and time to contact techniques [264, 268]. The most interesting thing is how
the robots, one of them with camera and the other without it, cooperate to navigate safely by
passing the visual information, represented by the optical flow and time to contact values, from
the robot with camera to the others.
• Development of a cooperative task for the creation and navigation of a team of mobile robots
maintaining a predefined formation. In this case, one robot carries a laser rangefinder and is the
responsible for setting the path to be followed by the formation. Another one includes a camera
and is in charge of detecting the rest of the robots in the initialization phase and detecting their
real positions while the formation is moving. The rest of the robots do not carry any sensor.
Some new methods have been developed:
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– A new method for the visual localization of the robots has been implemented. Using
a very common and simple target it is possible to localize one robot and determine its
position and orientation with regard to the robot with the camera.
– An improvement in the calculation of the path to be followed by the formation has been
developed. This method tries to soften the sharp angles that are present in the original
path calculated by the navigation software of the robots.
– A new design of formation navigation based on a “follow the conductor” approach, with
a series of virtual points with a displacement of the leader for constructing the formation,
and Bezier curves for the movement of each robot.
– Implementation of the cooperation method in the formation task in order to eliminate the
odometry errors of the robots and exploit the resources of each robot for the benefit of
the whole team. The cooperation is carried out in such a way that the robots without
sensors can use the resources of the others to navigate and maintain the formation. For
this reason, the robot with the laser sensor indicates the path to be followed and the one
with the camera produces information about the errors of odometry to the robots so that
they can correct these errors.
• Implementation of a teleoperated system to make the access to all the robots of the team and
all their accessories quicker and easier. This system facilitates the learning of the robots and is
an important tool for detecting any failure in the development of cooperative tasks.

1.4 Outline of the thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a brief description of the approach followed in this thesis and the tools
used for it.
• The control architecture implemented for developing cooperative multiagent applications and
its evolution are described in Chapter 3.
• Chapter 4 shows how two robots can navigate safely through an environment though only one
of them has a camera. For this reason, they have to use the technique of optical flow to detect
the information of the environment and cooperate among themselves in order to complete the
task successfully.
• How to perform cooperative multirobot formations is shown in Chapter 5. The autonomous
initialization of the formation and how to construct and maintain the formation is explained.
The cooperation is done in such way that one robot with a camera can localize the “blind”
robots and help them to maintain the formation.
• Having a simple way to interact with the robots of the team is an important issue. Chapter 6
provides the description of the system implemented to teleoperate with the heterogeneous team.
• Finally, Chapter 7 provides some general conclusions and briefly describes some lines of future
work.

Chapter 2

Methodology and tools
The state of the art of the techiques used in this thesis is explained in this chapter. Also, the general problem is
reduced to the specific sub-problems that have been used in the resolution of the thesis.

2.1 Architectures for robot control
The amount of research in the field of cooperative mobile robotics has grown progressively in recent
years [70, 290]. To establish mechanisms of cooperation between robots means that it is necessary
to consider the problem of designing cooperative behaviour. That is, having a group of robots, an
environment and a task, how the cooperation should be carried out? Such a problem presents several
challenges, emphasizing among them the definition of the architecture of the group.
Dean and Wellman [96] state that “an architecture describes a set of architectural components
and how they interact”. Albus [5] describes an architecture as “a description of how a system is
constructed from basic components and how those components fit together to form the whole”. Finally, Mataric [233, 238] defines the concept of architecture in the field of robotics as a methodology
that “provides a principled way of organizing a control system. However, in addition to providing
structure, it imposes constraints on the way the control problem can be solved.”

2.1.1 Characteristics of a group architecture
The architecture of a group shapes the infrastructure through which the collective behaviour is implemented. Depending on this architecture, the group will have a different application field and different
limitations. The characteristics of the multirobot system will be fixed according to the selection which
is made from the various possibilities available. Cao [70] proposed five research axes for classifying a collective of robots: group architecture, resource conflicts, origins of cooperation, learning and
geometric problems. Among them, the most important is the “Group Architecture”, which is characterised by the following features:
• Centralized vs decentralized.
• Homogeneous robots vs heterogeneous robots.
• Communication structures.
• Modeling of other robots’ behaviour.
9
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Centralized vs decentralized
The centralized architectures are those that only have only one control agent. The decentralized ones
that don’t have an agent of this type, and can be of two types:
• Distributed. All the agents have the same control load.
• Hierarchical. A control hierarchy exists among the agents.
The decentralized architectures have a major complexity but have some advantages like fault
recovery, scalability, reliability and exploitation of parallelism.
Homogeneous robots vs heterogeneous robots
A group of robots is homogeneous if all the robots have been endowed with the same capabilities,
and are heterogeneous if they have not.
Heterogeneity adds complexity to the system, task allocation needs to take into account the differences among the robots and try to divide the tasks in an optimal way. Moreover, the robots must
be able to model the rest of the robots of the group.
Cao [70] states that the cover of a task is a measure of the grade of cooperation that is needed
by a task to be performed. This measure decreases with the growth of heterogeneity. The more
homogeneous the group is, the more it is necessary for cooperation to take place in order to perform
a task. But homogeneous systems present a major fault tolerance due to the fact that the robots are
not specialized.
Communication structures
The structure of communication in a system determines the interaction system of the members. The
main modes of interaction are:
• Environment interaction. The environment works as communication channel. There is no
explicit communication.
• Sensorized interaction. The communication occurs through the sensors of each member of the
group when it detects the other members. There is no explicit communication. In order to use
this type of communication, the members must be able to distinguish the other members of the
group from the rest of objects in the environment.
• Communication interaction. It uses explicit communication with some type of protocol. Techniques from communications networks are used together with new techniques specially designed for multirobot systems.
Each robot has to decide for itself whether it is necessary to communicate or not in order to
perform the tasks, make future plans, obtain information, and so on.
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Modeling of other robots’ behaviour
The modeling of the intentions, actions, states and capacities of the other robots can be very effective
for implementing the cooperation in a system of robots. Whoever or whatever is in charge of modeling
has to have some type of predefined representation of the rest of robots. This can reduce the need for
communication for the cooperation.
It’s important to remark that modeling is of special importance in systems with multiple heterogeneous robots.

2.1.2 Types of architectures
Many different robotic architectures have been defined in the literature. In the following subsections
these types are described.
Classical architectures
This approach, also known as deliberative or hierarchical architectures, is the one used from the
earliest days of robotics and is based on the ideas of world modeling and planning. In this architecture
the control system is broken down into an ordered sequence of functional components or modules, as
can be seen in figure 2.1. This approach is also known as the “sense-plan-act paradigm”:
• In the sensing phase, the objective is to get the required information from the available sensors
and convert it into some usable form, a model of the world.
• Plan refers to the use of the available information from the sensing phase to determine the
control parameters and sequences of actions required for various components in order to make
the robot proceed towards the final goal.
• Act phase is the execution of the processes and sequences from the planning phase.

Figure 2.1: Break down of a classical robot control task (adapted from [177]).
The advantages of this approach are the guarantees and optimizations it makes possible. Planning
strategies can, in a finite amount of time, compute a sequence of motions that guarantee the successful
completion of the task or prove that the task is impossible to carry out. Moreover, a successful plan
can be optimized before the robot makes any movement.
But this approach also has some disadvantages, which are increased for mobile robots working
in natural or changing environments. These disadvantages are the result of the large amounts of data
and the intense computation that are required for modeling the environment or to calculate the plan
of actions to perform the task. Also, the time needed to model the environment and to calculate the
plan is high and if the environment happens to change during this time, the plan may fail, so it is not
able to deal with unknown elements in the scene. In this approach it is very important to have a good
balance between time of process and execution.
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Another drawback of such architectures is their lack of robustness. Since the information is
processed sequentially, a failure in any of the components causes a complete breakdown of the system.
A classical architecture is behind the design of some of the first autonomous robots, such as
Shakey [278]. Another examples of this approach are the Handey project [216, 215], CART [259],
Nasrem System [218] and ISAM [170].
Behaviour-based architectures
As result of the work of Brooks in the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory [57, 60], an alternative break down of control tasks was developed, giving birth to the “behaviour-based architectures”.
Behaviour-based architectures, or reactive architectures, are based on a bottom-up methodology, inspired by biological studies, where a collection of behaviours acts in parallel to achieve independent
goals. The overall architecture consists of several behaviors reading the sensory information and must
be running simultaneously and asynchronously, so a mechanism, a coordinator, must be defined when
more than one is in charge of determining the action to be taken by a given actuator, as is shown in
figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Decomposition of a robot control task based on behaviours.
A behaviour is a processing element or procedure and can be considered as a control law in Control Theory [238]. Each behaviour is a simple module that receives inputs from the robot’s sensors,
and output actuator commands, as can be seen in figure 2.3. The internal structure of each behaviour
can be composed of many modules. However, the behaviours must be independent of each other.
These type of architectures are ideal for parallel or decentralized systems, where the behaviours can
accomplish possibly competitive goals.

Figure 2.3: Diagram of a single behaviour.
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Behaviour-based systems have been proved more appropriate than the classical systems when
the real world is not static or cannot be accurately modeled, since they do not need a model of the
whole environment [21], only the relevant part of the model is processed in each behaviour. As
there is no world model, very little memory is needed in the system. Moreover, due to the fact that
behaviours are thought to be simple programs, most of their computations are uncomplicated and can
be performed by simple processors within their cycle time. And finally, the most powerful feature
is that the intelligence of these systems can be improved incrementally by creating new layers of
behaviours. However, not all are advantages, one disadvantage of the behaviour control approach is
that the resulting system can’t deal with sensor fusion or world modeling. Another one is that it is
very difficult to design purely behavioural agents that can learn from experience and improve their
performance over time.
Brooks [57] proposed a purely reactive behaviour-based system, in which individual behaviours
are designed as simply as possible and no internal representation or time history are taken into consideration. Behaviours are grouped into several levels of competence, each level corresponding to a
control task. These levels of competence are developed from the lowest to the highest level, following a bottom-up approach, so that each level includes a subset of a lower level. This architecture was
named the “subsumption architecture”, since each level subsumes the levels over which it is defined.
Coordination between levels is achieved by the inhibition or suppression by one module of the output
of another module, which provides a replacement output.
Connell extended the work of Brooks introducing a number of new ideas to the subsumption
architecture [81, 84, 85] and tested those ideas with “HERBERT”, a robot that could collect cans of
soda. Moreover, Brooks [60, 59] and Maes [58, 223] perform many experiments with behaviourbased robots, like “GENGHIS”, that could walk, climb, collect, wander, hide and learn. Other robots
that used this architectures were “TOTO” [235], a robot for hallway-navigating, and “POLLY” [163],
a tour-guide robot.
Another well-known behaviour-based architecture, more directly inspired by biological sciences,
was introduced by Arkin [17, 18, 21] and is based on results from the schema theory [14, 15].
Arkin [21] defined a schema as “the basic unit of behaviour from which complex actions can be
constructed”, and added that “it consists of the knowledge of how to act or perceive as well as the
computational process by which it is enacted”. In a schema-based architecture, schemes define a collection of behavioural primitives that can act distributedly and concurrently to build a more complex
behaviour in response to stimuli from the environment [20, 21]. They can be considered as software
objects that can be easily reused [221].
Other behaviour-based architectures have been proposed. Some of them are:
• Circuit architecture [180]. Reactive behaviours are expressed using a logical formalism, which
allows an evaluation of the performance and properties of the system. Behaviours are grouped
into levels of abstraction, and coordination is carried out through arbitration within each level
and then between levels.
• Colony architecture [82, 83]. Direct descendent of the subsumption architecture, it allows a
more flexible specification of the relationships between behaviours. A hierarchical ordering of
priorities between behaviours is considered for coordination.
• Autochtonous behaviours [152]. The development of this type of architecture has been oriented
towards grasping and manipulation tasks, instead of robot navigation. It relies more on models
built from sensor data than other behaviour-based systems.
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Hybrid and other architectures
It has been proved that behaviour-based architectures are effective in dynamic and complex environments, but they are not always the best choice for some tasks. Sometimes the task to be performed
requires the robot to make some deliberation and keep a model of the environment. But behaviorbased architectures don’t take into account this deliberation and modeling. On the other side, classical
or deliberative architectures are not the best choice for tasks in complex environments. Thus, a compromise between these two opposite points of view must be obtained, a hybrid architecture.
Hybrid architectures often include at least one part of deliberation, in order to model the world,
reason about it and create plans, and another one to represent reactivity, responsible for executing the
plans and reacting to any unpredicted situation that may arise. Thus, these architectures present two
layers, like in [211]. The architecture described consists of two hierarchical layers for strategic and
reactive reasoning. A blackboard database keeps track of the state of the world and a set of activities
to perform the navigation. Arbitration between competing activities is accomplished by a set of rules
that decide which activity takes control of the robot and resolves conflicts.
But these architectures can also be structured in three layers, as illustrated in figure 2.4: the
deliberative layer, with the classical planning to achieve the goals; the control execution layer, which
breaks down the plan given by the deliberative layer into smaller subtasks; and the reactive layer, in
charge of executing the subtasks set by the control execution layer, implemented with a behaviorbased architecture.

Figure 2.4: Diagram of a three layered hybrid behaviour.
Examples of hybrid architectures are AuRA [16], Atlantis [142], the Generic Robot Architecture
[279] or the Animate Agent Architecture [121].
In other approaches, a network of agents have been proposed to control the robot [283].

2.1.3 Multirobot systems
In the study of cooperation among mobile robots, the two most influential disciplines are the Distributed Systems and the Distributed Artificial Intelligence [70].
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A system of several cooperative robots is in fact a distributed system, and the most part of the
theory of distributed systems can be applied to the study of the cooperation.
The Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) is the subfield of Artificial Intelligence in charge of
studying the distributed systems composed by intelligent agents. This field comprises two research
areas: Distributed Problem Solving and Multiagent Systems [52].
In Distributed Problem Solving (DPS), the agents solve subparts of the problem in an independent
way (task-sharing), and periodically communicate their results among them (result-sharing). The
cooperation is divided into three phases: problem breakdown, where the problem is divided in an
optimal way and shared among the agents depending on their characteristics; subproblem resolution,
each agent solves their part of the global problem; solution synthesis, from the different subsolutions
is possible to solve the global problem.
Multiagent Systems (MAS) has centered its research in the collective behaviour of a set of agents
with objectives that may be in conflict between them. In that way, the problem is divided and each
sub-problem is sent to different problem solving agents with their own interests and goals.
In 1986, Minsky proposed the idea that the brain is composed of independent agents, collectively interacting to produce intelligent behaviour, and proposed the notion of multiagent intelligence
systems in which parallel processes interact to produce emergent behaviour [256].
Multiagent systems are an important tool for the development of new robotic applications. They
are the natural environment for the development of applications which consist of more than one robot.
And the fast implementation of powerful architectures for the specification and execution of tasks for
those teams of robots is made possible by their use.
But , what is an agent? Agents have their origin in the Psychology and Distributed Artificial Intelligence, and integrate several aspects as learning, planning, reasoning, knowledge representation. An
agent is an entity which can perceive its environment through sensors and act upon that environment
through actuators [317]. An agent can be said to be autonomous when its behaviour is based on its
own experience, although it can use knowledge previously integrated. In figure 2.5, the relationship
between an agent and its environment is shown.

Figure 2.5: Relationship among the environment, the sensors and the agent.
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Agents are however seldom stand-alone systems in the environment. In many situations they
coexist and interact with other agents in several different ways. A system that consists of a group of
agents that can potentially interact with each other is called a Multiagent System (MAS). In order to
successfully interact, agents need ability to cooperate, coordinate, and negotiate.
Multiagent systems differ from single-agent systems in that the dynamics of the environment can
be varied by the other agents. So, it is possible to think that all multiagent systems have a dynamic
environment, where there can be any number of agents with different degree of heterogeneity and
with or without the ability to communicate directly among themselves.
Multiagent approaches have already demonstrated a number of important advantages:
• Co-evolutionary learning. Many different strategies can evolve simultaneously as they are
developed, tested and shared by members of the group.
• Cooperative behaviour. Robots can share tasks and information to produce synergistic behaviour. Robots can be specialized to increase efficiency.
• Distributed processing. Real-time response can be achieved by distributing the control and
information processing among the group.
• Fault tolerance. Distributing the task among the team of robots, the group can succeed when
one robot might fail.
• Extended capabilities. Augment the class of tasks that robots can accomplish.
• Scalability. It is easy to add new agents to a multiagent system which can add new capabilities
for the whole system.
Multiple agents can improve efficiency in many tasks, due to the fact that some tasks simply
cannot be done by a single robot. Multiagent strategies not only increase utility but also allow to
develop an important aspect of intelligence: social behavior. Some scientists, such as sociologists
and psychologists, use simulated groups of robots to model social behavior in humans.
Multiple scenarios are possible in Multiagent Systems. These scenarios can be organized along
two main dimensions: agent heterogeneity and amount of communication among agents [342]. These
scenarios can vary from homogeneous non-communicating agents, heterogeneous non-communicating
agents, homogeneous communicating agents and heterogeneous communicating agents.
The simplest multiagent scenario involves homogeneous non-communicating multiagent systems,
all the agents have the same internal structure including goals, knowledge, and possible actions. They
also have the same procedure for selecting among the actions. The only difference between the
agents are their inputs from sensors and the actions they take at any moment [341]. And of course,
they cannot communicate directly between themselves. The communication must be implicit and
be done via the environment. A change made in the environment by one agent can be seen by the
other agents and then the agent can select the behaviour or action which is stimulated by that change
in the environment. In [326], this type of system is used in order to create a robotic football team.
Also, in [29], homogeneous, non-communicating agents are used to study formation maintenance in
autonomous robots.
In heterogeneous non-communicating multiagent systems, the setup gains potential by the addition
of heterogeneous agents in the multiagent domain, but the price is a more complex system. In this
case, the agents also have different inputs from sensors and take different actions depending on these
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inputs. But the agents have many more differences, they can have different goals, sets of actions
and/or knowledge. In this case, the robots cannot communicate directly among themselves, only
by the environment. An example that uses this systems for robotic soccer is explained in [338].
Another example where two robots move continuously to get some food that appears randomly in the
environment can be seen in [151]. Finally, in [166] is followed this approach for coordinating the
motion of a group of robots.
By using homogeneous agents that can communicate with each other directly, the system changes
to a homogeneous communicating multiagent systems. With the help of communication, agents can
coordinate much more effectively than the other cases. As in the homogeneous, non-communicating
case, the agents are identical except that they have different inputs from sensors and take different
actions at any moment. But in this scenario, the agents can communicate directly in different ways:
by broadcasting or posting on a blackboard for all to interpret, or sending the message point-to-point
from one agent to another specific agent.
However, communication also introduces several problems or issues to be solved. One of the
most important is exactly what the agents should communicate among them, that is, the content
of the communication. Regarding this, agents can communicate several things, among themselves,
the states that they have sensed from the environment or they can share information regarding their
individual goals. Examples of these systems are [242], where a cooperative distributed monitor is
constructed using either stationary cameras and cameras on mobile robots, and [340], where robots
communicate internal state information for playing football.
When the system includes agents that may differ in some way, including their data from sensors,
their goals, their actions, or their knowledge, then it is an heterogeneous communicating multiagent
system. In this case, agents can vary in any degree from homogeneity to full heterogeneity. These
multiagent systems, which combine heterogeneity and communication, are the ones with more potential, but at the same time are the most complex ones.
In these systems, one of the most studied issue is the communication protocols. In all communicating multiagent systems there must be a common language and a common protocol for the agents
to use when interacting. Some aspects to take into account in these protocols are the information in
the content of the messages, the format of the message, and the conventions made in order to get
coordination.
Some works that implement heterogeneous communicating multiagent systems are: ARCHON
[175], one of the first industrial multiagent systems; Creatures [149], that is a a multiagent computer
game based on biological models and where agents have the ability to grow and learn based on
interaction with human users or other agents; ALLIANCE [287], which use communication among
heterogeneous robots to perform tasks divided among the robots; and Millibots [48], that are the
smallest components of a heterogeneous multirobot system which is able to perform collaborative
communication and mapping. Each millibot is specialized with a different subset of sensors.
Finally, when designing any agent-based system, it is also important to determine how complicated the agents are. Reactive agents simply execute behaviours similar to reflexes without maintaining any internal state. On the other hand, deliberative agents behave more as if they are thinking, by
searching through a space of behaviours, maintaining internal state, and predicting the effects of actions. But, there are also several systems and techniques that mix reactive and deliberative behaviours
in an agent.
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2.2 Vision for safe navigation
Human and animal vision are the most powerful perception systems. Vision is a sense that consists
of the ability to detect the light and interpret it, that is “see”. Vision gets help from multiple information sources to interpret the world. The visual system allows to assimilate information from the
environment to help guide the actions.
In the 1980s, researchers such as Arbib [14] began to examine animal models for motor control
and perception. They found that a frog uses simple visual motion detection to catch preys and bees
center on specific aspects of color spectrum for foraging. They tried to simulate this systems in
machines and robots, thus giving birth to the Computer Vision. Computer Vision incorporates vision
in machines and computers.

2.2.1 Computer Vision
Computer Vision is the branch of Artificial Intelligence that focuses on providing computers with
the functions typical of human or animal vision. It is concerned with the theory and technology for
building artificial systems that obtain information from images. The image data can take many forms,
such as a video sequence, views from multiple cameras, or multi-dimensional data from a medical
scanner.
The first use of Computer Vision was made by Larry Roberts in 1961 when he created a program
that could “see” a structure of blocks, analyze its content and reproduce it from another perspective.
A good text about the essentials of Computer Vision is [161].
Computer vision studies and describes artificial vision systems that are implemented in software
and/or hardware. Subdomains of computer vision include scene reconstruction, event detection, tracking, object recognition, learning, indexing, ego-motion and image restoration.
It was not until the late 1970s that a more focused study of the field started when computers could
manage the processing of large data sets such as images. However, these studies usually originated
from various other fields, and consequently there is no standard formulation of “the computer vision
problem”. Instead, there exists an abundance of methods for solving various well-defined computer
vision tasks, where the methods are often very task specific and seldom can be generalized over a
wide range of applications. In most practical computer vision applications, the computers are preprogrammed to solve a particular task.
A significant part of artificial intelligence deals with autonomous planning or deliberation for
system which can perform mechanical actions such as moving a robot through some environment.
This type of processing typically needs input data provided by a computer vision system, acting as
a vision sensor and providing high-level information about the environment and the robot. As a
consequence, computer vision is seen as a part of the Artificial Intelligence field.
Another field which plays an important role in Compute Vision is Neurobiology, specifically the
study of the biological vision system. There has been an extensive study of eyes, neurons, and the
brain structures devoted to the processing of visual stimuli in both humans and animals.
There are many fields related with Vision. Image Processing and Image Analysis tend to focus on
2D images, how to transform one image to another, e.g., by pixel-wise operations such as contrast enhancement, local operations such as edge extraction or noise removal, or geometrical transformations
such as rotating the image.
Computer vision tends to focus on the 3D scene projected onto one or several images, e.g., how
to reconstruct structure or other information about the 3D scene from one or several images. Machine
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Vision tends to focus on applications, mainly in industry, e.g., vision based autonomous robots and
systems for vision based inspection or measurement. This implies that image sensor technologies and
control theory are often integrated with the processing of image data to control a robot.
Imaging is primarily focused on the process of producing images, but sometimes also deals with
processing and analysis of images. For example, Medical imaging contains lots of work on the
analysis of image data in medical applications. Finally, Pattern Recognition is a field which uses
various methods to extract information from signals in general, mainly based on statistical approaches.
A significant part of this field is devoted to applying these methods to image data.
Examples of applications of Computer Vision systems include:
• Medical Computer Vision. It is characterized by the extraction of information from image
data for the purpose of making a medical diagnosis of a patient. Image data is in the form of
microscopy images, X-ray images, angiography images, ultrasonic images, and tomography
images. An example of information which can be extracted from such image data is detection
of tumours, arteriosclerosis or other malign changes. It can also be measurements of organ
dimensions, blood flow, etc.
• Industry. Information is extracted for the purpose of supporting a manufacturing process. One
example is quality control where details or final products are being automatically inspected in
order to find defects. Another example is measurement of position and orientation of details to
be picked up by a robot arm.
• Military applications. Examples are detection of enemy soldiers or vehicles and missile guidance.
• Autonomous vehicles. Autonomous vehicles use computer vision for navigation, i.e. for knowing where it is, or for producing a map of its environment (SLAM) and for detecting obstacles.
It can also be used for detecting certain task specific events, like forest fires. Examples of supporting systems are obstacle warning systems in cars, and systems for autonomous landing of
aircraft.
• Other applications. Support of visual effects creation for cinema or surveillance.
Each of the application areas described above employs one or several computer vision tasks.
Some examples of typical computer vision tasks are presented below.
Recognition
This problem consists of determining whether or not the image data contains some specific object,
feature, or activity. The existing methods for dealing with this problem can solve it only for specific
objects, such as simple geometric objects (e.g., polyhedrons), human faces, printed or hand-written
characters, or vehicles, and in specific situations, typically described in terms of well-defined illumination, background, and pose of the object relative to the camera.
Several tasks based on recognition exist, such as: content-based image retrieval, which consists
of finding all images in a larger set of images which have a specific content; pose estimation, that
estimates the position or orientation of a specific object relative to the camera; and optical character
recognition, which function is to identify characters in images of printed or handwritten text.
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Motion
Several tasks relate to motion estimation, in which an image sequence is processed to produce an
estimate of the velocity either at each point in the image or in the 3D scene. Examples of such tasks
are egomotion, that is determining the 3D motion of the camera, or tracking, that consists of following
the movements of objects (e.g. vehicles or humans).
Scene reconstruction
Given two or more images of a scene, or a video, scene reconstruction consists of the computing of a
3D model of the scene. In the simplest case the model can be a set of 3D points. More sophisticated
methods produce a complete 3D surface model.
Image restoration
The aim of image restoration is the removal of noise (sensor noise, motion blur, etc.) from images.
The simplest possible approach for noise removal is various types of filters such as low-pass filters
or median filters. More sophisticated methods imply a model which distinguishes the image from the
noise.
Computer vision systems dependant tasks
The computer vision systems depends heavily on the application. Some systems are stand-alone applications which solve a specific problem, and others constitute a sub-system of a bigger application.
So, the specific implementation of a computer vision system depends on its functionality.
But there are some typical functions which can be found in many computer vision systems, like
image acquisition, consisting of the production of a digital image produced by one or several image sensors; pre-processing, that is any process - resampling, noise reduction, contrast enhancement,
scale-space representation - made in the image before applying the image method to assure that the
image satisfies certain assumptions; feature extraction, in which image features of interest are extracted from the image data; detection/segmentation, where some points or regions of the image are
extracted as relevant for the processing; and high-level processing to execute the remaining image
processing from any set of data of the image.

2.2.2 Active Vision
Traditionally, artificial or computer vision has been considered to be “passive”, where the observer is
limited to see what it is allowed to see. In this approach, the observer is not capable of choosing how
to view the scene, only what is offered, determined by the preset visual parameters and environment
conditions [7].
One of the most representative authors that worked with passive vision was Marr, who in the
1980s developed the “computational theory” [230]. He defined visual perception as a reconstruction
process of the sensory input,that is a problem which is only solvable under well-defined conditions
and assumptions and therefore an ill-posed problem [249]. But this approach attracted a lot of criticism, some of the most important are cited below:
• Excludes the observer’s behaviour, that is, only takes into account the passive vision.
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• Does not consider the importance of additional information sources, which are available in
biological vision systems, and thinks that vision is enough.
• Considers vision as a general process independent from the observer and the task.
• Tries to collect all the information present in the scene.
• Does not take into account that visual processing is a context-sensitive process.
• Prevents the introduction of learning, adaptation or generalization due to its hierarchical organization of representation scheme.
Active Vision overcomes the mentioned drawbacks of passive vision. Active vision introduces an
active observer into the task, that is, the observer performs some kind of activity the purpose of which
is to dynamically adjust the parameters (optical or mechanical) of the system in order to simplify the
processing for computer vision and improve the results.
An Active Vision system is able to interact with its environment by altering its point of view and
by operating on sequences of images rather than on a single frame. As Swain and Stricker [347]
characterized, an Active Vision system has mechanisms that can actively control camera parameters
such as position, focus, zoom, aperture and vergence (in a two camera system) in response to the
requirements of the task and external stimuli.
Active Vision has its origin in the year 1982, when Bajcsy used the term in a NATO workshop.
But it was not until the end of the 1980s when basic ideas were suggested by works Bajcsy [26] and
Aloimonos [6].
Aloimonos argued that perception is intimately related to the physiology of the perceiver and the
tasks it performs. By being active, visual systems in animals control the image acquisition process,
thus introducing constraints that greatly facilitate the recovery of information about the 3D scene [7].
After Aloimonos and Bajcsy, many other researchers have extended their work and made important contributions to Active Vision. Some of them are Ballard [32], Eklundh [107], Brown [61],
Hynoski and Wu [169] or Swain and Stricker [347] to cite some of them.
But it should be taken into account that active vision also carries a number of subproblems. Some
of these problems in which active vision tasks can be involved are: selective attention, foveal sensing,
gaze control, data selection from multiple sources, cues from motion, depth cues from binocular
disparities or hand-eye coordination among others [108].
Many fields can benefit from Active Vision systems. Some of them include physical aids for
visually/physically handicapped, security monitors, unmanned vehicle navigation, crop harvesting,
virtual reality, driver assistance, or handwritten recognition [169].
The most obvious advantage of Active Vision is possibly being able to move a camera to enlarge
the effective visual field, or to track a moving object while it moves around. However, there are many
others like:
• Depth computation. Knowing the motion of the camera it is possible to calculate the depth
estimation [168, 354] or improve it [24].
• Self-calibration of cameras. If the camera can move, it can calibrate itself [37, 55, 314]. The
benefit of this technique is that it does not need a predefined pattern for calibration.
• Contour extraction. If the observer can move with a motion which is known, then with two
successive images it is possible to compute the shape of the 3D contour of an object [6].
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• Active tracking. It refers to the problem of keeping track of one or several objects over time.
The difference from passive tracking is that in this case the camera can be moved to get a higher
field of view. One example is explained in [86].
• Surveillance. It can take profit from an active point of view in order to classify moving objects
and determine what are they doing [128, 281].
• Motion estimation. Consists of computing the relative motion of an object or a robot between
two consecutive positions. Fixation greatly simplifies the computation by placing the object at
the center of the visual field [116].

Active Vision capabilities have had great success in robotics applications, due to the fact that
robots offer an excellent way to integrate movement in image processing applications. Although
Active Vision can be applied in any field of robotics, the most successful field has been navigation,
where Active Vision is used to detect obstacles in the pathway and to look for landmarks for selflocalization, thus making navigation safer. Some works that use Active Vision for navigation are
described below.
The RHINO project of the University of Bonn investigated autonomous robots [63]. The Rhino
robot moved autonomously in office environments applying collision avoidance and path planning.
The system used camera, sonar and laser inputs to analyze the current path.
At the UBW of Munich, visual guided vehicles were developed [243]. The vehicles were able to
drive autonomously by active control of steering, brakes and accelerator. The entire control system
depended on visual input.
In the MOPS project of the institute of robotics at EZH Zurich, autonomous mobile robots as
interactive and cooperative machines were investigated [358]. In this project, an autonomous robot
was used for internal mail distribution. The robot was able to navigate very accurately based on the
visual recognition of natural landmarks.
Another robotics institute, in the Carnegie Mellon University, worked in Automated Highway
System (AHS) [40]. The goal of the project was to create the specifications for vehicles and roadways
in order to provide hands-off, feet-off, computer-controlled driving.
At the University of Stuttgart, autonomous robots were used for navigation in unknown environments and for recognition of complex and similar objects [282]. At the University of Stanford,
autonomous robots were designed to follow objects [42]. Finally, the University of Rochester turned
wheelchairs into mobile robots [39] with the aim of following another robot that is manually controlled.

2.2.3 Motion estimation: Optical Flow
As it has been seen, Active Vision systems do not just sense, they act [347]. The most important
property of an active Vision system is their interaction with the environment. The systems can change
their location, can change the focus, can look to another direction, ... So, the mechanics for moving
the camera can not be ignored. One of the most important mechanisms, for moving the camera from
one point to another, is the mobile base, which is most usually characterized by a mobile robot.
The use of vision for mobile robot navigation offers some advantages over other types of sensors
that make the motion estimation an interesting current field of research. On the one hand, cameras are
cheaper than other sensors like laser range-finders, sonar, ... On the other hand, vision data is rich with
different types of information about the environment, such as surface color and texture, environment
structure, and motion. So, a lot of research has been done in this field.
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Since the beginning of time, animals have used motion estimation to survive. Animals based on
motion estimation to search for food, to find their mates, to navigate or to detect nearby danger or
enemies [195, 260]. If an eye, or a camera, moves in the environment, a flow field appears. This
resulting field represents the apparent motion in the image and is called Optical Flow.
In fact, if a series of images are taken in time, and there are moving objects in the scene, or it is the
camera itself which is moving, useful information about what the image contains can be obtained by
analysing and understanding the difference between images caused by the motion. One of the main
characteristics that can be extracted from the optical flow is the velocity of an object, and thus, it is
possible to have a notion of the position that the object will have in the next instant of time. This is
very important in order to prevent possible collisions among objects while navigating.
Optical flow can be defined as the distribution of the apparent velocities of movement of the
brightness pattern in an image, and arises from the relative movement of some objects and a viewer
[162]. Also, Barron [35] defines the optical flow as the computing of the approximation to the 2-D
motion field from a projection of the 3-D velocities of surface points onto the imaging surface from
spatio-temporal patterns. So, the optical flow describes the direction and the speed of the motion of
the features in the image.
Supposing that the illumination of the environment is constant, at least during a short period of
time, a pixel maintains its intensity when it moves. Extending this fact to all the pixels of the image,
it is possible to deduce an equation that indicates velocity.
Being I(x, y, t) the intensity of the pixel (x, y) of the image in the instant t. Then,
I(x + δx, y + δy, t + δt) ≈ I(x, y, t)

(2.1)

where (δx, δy) is the displacement of the image after time δt. Expanding the left-hand side of the
equation in a Taylor series,
I(x, y, t) + δx

δI
δI
δI
+ δy
+ δt + O2 = I(x, y, t)
δx
δy
δt

(2.2)

where O2 contains the second or higher order terms, which are assumed insignificant. Substracting I(x, y, t) on both sides, dividing by δt, and ignoring O2 ,
δI δx δI δy δI
+
+
=0
δx δt
δy δt
δt

(2.3)

Using the abbreviations
u=

δy
δI
δI
δI
δx
, v = , Ix =
, Iy =
, It =
δt
δt
δx
δy
δt

where (u, v) are the x and y components of the optical flow vector, it is obtained the following
equation,
Ix · u + Iy · v + It = 0

(2.4)

This image is known as the optical flow constraint equation, and serves as basis for all the techniques that calculate optical flow.
But optical flow calculation has several problems, and it is generally an ill-posed problem itself
[116]. Insufficient texture or illumination makes the determination of the optical flow a difficult
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problem. Also, due to the aperture problem, only the normal optical flow can be estimated, that is,
the flow in the normal direction of the spatial gradient [117, 302].
Also, optical flow calculations are usually very computationally expensive. An additional drawback derives from the fact that after the calculation of the optical flow, another calculus is needed to
interpret the information, so, the time of computation is increased. Finally, other disadvantages are
caused by possible occlusions or on the transparency of any obstacle.
In order to get the best results for the calculation of the optical flow, the environment must satisfy
a series of requisites:
• There must be uniform illumination
• The object must not reflect in an anomalous way
• The object must move in a parallel plane to the image plane
Almost 30 years ago Horn & Schunck [162] published the seminal paper on optical flow calculation. Since, then, many techniques have been proposed to compute the optical flow. Some surveys can
be seen in [41, 140]. Barron in [35] classifies optical flow algorithms by their signal-extraction stage.
This provides four groups: differential techniques, energy-based methods, phase-based techniques
and region-based matching.
Differential Techniques
Differential techniques are characterized by a gradient search performed on extracted first and second
order spatial derivatives, and temporal derivatives. From the Taylor expansion of the flow constraint
equation, the gradient constraint equation is obtained:
∇I(x, y, t)(vx , vy , 0) + It (x, y, t) = 0

(2.5)

Horn and Schunk [162] combine a global smoothness term with the gradient constraint equation
to obtain a functional for estimating optical flow. Their choice of the smoothness term minimizes the
absolute gradient of the velocity. This functional can be reduced to a pair of recursive equations that
must be solved iteratively.
Lucas and Kanade [217] also construct a flow estimation technique based on first order derivatives of the image sequence. In this case, a pre-smoothing of the the data before using the gradient
constraint equation has been chosen.
Fleet and Langley [123] try a more efficient implementation using IIR temporal pre-filtering and
temporal recursive estimation for regularization. The temporal support was reduced to 3 frames, and
the computation time improved, while only slightly diminishing performance.
Spetsakis [334] uses an adaptive Gaussian filter approach to minimize the loss of occluding information. Spetsaskis derives a measure of confidence called the incompatible measure. If the residual
is high, the solution is considered robust. If the residual is low, then the Gaussian has not gathered
enough information and its size must be increased.
Energy-Based Methods
The advantage of energy-based methods is the hierarchical decomposition of the image sequence in
the frequency domain. Energy based techniques extract velocities by using families of band-pass
filters that are velocity and orientation adjusted. The Fourier transform of a translating 2-D pattern is
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(2.6)

where Iˆ0 (k) is the Fourier transform of I(x, 0), δ(k) is a Dirac delta function, w denotes temporal
frequency, and k = (kx , ky ) denotes spatial frequency. This implies that all power associated with
the translation will be mapped to a plane that traverses the origin in frequency space.
Heeger [157] uses a family of twelve Gabor filters of different spatial resolutions to extract velocity information from the image sequences. By using Gabor filters [122], which provide the simultaneous spatio-temporal and frequential localization, a clean band-pass representation is obtained. A
least square fit is then applied to the resulting distribution in frequency-space.
Phase-Based Techniques
Phase-based methods use a family of velocity-tuned filters to extract a local-frequency representation
of the image sequence. Flow estimates are provided by gradient search in the phase space of the
extracted signatures. The most accurate optical flow estimations are produced by the phase-based
approach in [35, 212].
Motivation for this approach is based on the argument that evolution of phase contours provides
a good approximation to projected motion field. The phase output of band-pass filters is generally
more stable than the amplitude when small translations in the scene are sought.
Region Matching
Region matching forms the filters for feature extraction from the previous image in the sequence.
Tiles from the previous image are correlated with the next image using some distance measure. The
best match provides the most likely displacement.
The distance measure used by more classical algorithms such as Anandan [9], and Singh and
Allen’s [331] is referred to as the sum-of-square differences (SSD).
Anandan [9] constructs a multi-scale method based on the Burt Laplacian pyramid [67]. A coarseto-fine strategy is adopted so that larger displacements are first determined from less resolved versions
of the images and then improved with more accurate higher resolution versions of the image. This
strategy is well suited for large-scale displacements but is less successful for sub-pixel velocities.
Singh and Allen [331] provide another approach using the SSD. They use a three-frame approach
to the region matching method to average out temporal error in the SSD. For a frame 0, they form
an SSD distribution with respect to frame -1 and frame +1. From that, a probability distribution is
built up. Then, a Laplacian pyramid is employed. This provides a more symmetric distribution about
displacement estimates in the SSD.
Benoits and Ferrie [47] build a more robust and simplified region matching metric that is similar
to the SSD. Thresholding is applied to the difference and sum distributions. When the sum of pixel
intensities is small, the data is considered unusable. When the difference between successive inputs is
small, the intensities should be considered the same. From the total difference-sum ratio distribution,
average pixel-matching error is summarized.
Another interesting region matching flow algorithm is Camus’ quantized flow [69]. Camus constructs a real-time flow algorithm with the idea that performing a search over time instead of over
space is linear in nature rather than quadratic. A quantized sub-pixel displacement field results. The
success of this algorithm is based on the idea that support for a faster frame-rate reduces the necessary
area of spatial search by providing a better sampling rate.
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Other Algorithms
In [213], using a general steady 3-D motion model in combination with 3-D Hermite polynomial
differentiation filters an efficient and accurate algorithm is constructed. Their approach requires generating a family of spatio-temporal filters. The filters are thus tuned to reflect the 3-D motion model
when projected onto a 2-D perspective model.
Other original approaches to flow estimation include Nesi [274] work. They obtain discontinuous
flow estimates using clustering techniques. They use the Combinatorial Hough Transform to propose
a multipoint solution with most-likelihood estimation. They argue that clustering techniques provide
a better approach to solving the flow-blurring problem than more traditional techniques that use leastsquare estimation.
Heitz and Bouthemy [158] use a statistical model to provide estimation of discontinuous flow
fields. They suggest that using the intersection of solution sets provided by complementary constraints
provides a more robust estimate. Data fusion between constraints is formulated using a Bayesian
framework associated with Markov Random Fields.
Finally, among the applications of the optical flow the following studies should be mentioned:
approximations to image motion [3, 115, 144, 254, 271, 375], motion segmentation [49, 53, 106, 109,
172, 261, 313], computing of the focus of expansion and time to collision [66, 171, 284, 304, 343,
345], motion compensated image encoding [73, 104, 374], computing of stereo disparity [34, 89,
173, 197], measuring of blood flow and heart-wall motion in medical imagery [301], and measuring
of minute amounts of growth in corn seedlings [36, 210].

2.2.4 Time to Contact
Most of the existing work in optical flow-based navigation has concentrated on the development of
low-level behaviours for specific navigation tasks. These behaviours can be classified into one of
four categories of operating scenarios which are considered to encompass the major conditions under
which optical flow has been used for navigation [244]. These categories are:
• Near-constant, time-critical conditions.The optical flow induced by robot motion remains constant during navigation but regular control updates are required to maintain stability. This
relates to environmental conditions which are relatively free of obstacles, but may contain
boundaries (such as walls or the ground surface). This encompasses such behaviours as corridor
centring or flight stabilisation.
• Near-constant, non-time-critical conditions. The environments described are as above, but the
optical flow estimation is not time-critical with respect to the needs of control. This is most
used in tasks such as visual odometry.
• Continuous, rapidly changing conditions. A robot is making continuous motion approaching a
surface or surfaces. This can be associated with obstacle avoidance, docking, or graze landings
in flight. In these cases, the optical flow exhibits rapidly increasing flow. This effect is used to
provide a measure of range, based on a time-to-contact estimate.
• Non-continuous, rapidly changing conditions. The frame-to-frame changes in flow are greater
than the temporal development of flow. This is concerned with robots capable of 3D motion
(aerial or underwater) performing visual behaviours such as hovering or station keeping.
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In this case, vision for safety navigation, the behaviour that better fulfills the necessities of the
task is the “continuous, rapidly changing conditions”, and the work is centered on the calculation of
the time-to-contact in order to avoid the obstacles that can appear during the navigation task.
The time-to-contact can be computed from the optical flow extracted from monocular image sequences acquired during motion. It is defined as the time needed for the robot to reach to the object
or obstacle, if the instantaneous relative velocity along the optical axis is kept unchanged [250].
Many different techniques has been proposed in the literature since Lee presented his seminal
work in 1976 [200, 201]. Also, Nelson and Aloimonos, in [273], wrote one of the first papers where
vision-based spatio-temporal techniques enabled a robot to avoid collisions by means of the computing of the time-to-contact.
Finally, using the optical flow field computed from two consecutive images, it is also possible to
find the depth information for each flow vector by combining the time-to-contact computation and the
robot’s speed at the time the images are taken. Simply, with the product of the velocity of the robot
and the time-to-contact value it is possible to know the depth for each pixel of the image [333].

2.3 Cooperative formations of multiple mobile robots
As it was seen in chapter 1, in recent years there have been several advances in robotics that have
made it possible to work with teams of multiple mobile robots, and consequently, to research into
how these teams can cooperate in order to accomplish tasks in a coordinated way.
A considerable amount of research has been focused on the problem of coordinated motion and
cooperative control of multiple autonomous robots in recent years. Researchers have been trying to
understand how a group of moving robots can perform collective tasks.
Research on coordinated robots started after the introduction of the behaviour-based control
paradigm [57]. Before this, research had been concentrated on controlling single robot systems and
distributed problem-solving systems which does not involve robotic components.
In these early days of the distributed robotics, the topics of main interest included:
• Cellular (or reconfigurable) robot systems. The main examples of this topic are works on the
cellular robotic systems [137], and swarms [46].
• Multirobot motion planning, with works on traffic control [300], and movement in formations
[12, 361].
• Architectures for multirobot cooperation, such as the work on ACTRESS architecture [22].
After that, several researchers began investigating issues connected to multiple mobile robot systems. Since then, this field has grown with a great variety of topics, but due to its youth, no topic area
can be considered to be mature enough [292]. Some of these areas have been explored more extensively and the researchers are beginning to understand how to develop and control certain aspects of
multirobot teams. These areas or topics are described below.
• Biological systems. This area is centered in examining the social behaviours of insects and
animals, and to apply this research to the design of multirobot systems. Common applications
are flock, disperse, aggregate, forage, or following trails [98, 103, 234], where the rules of
biological societies such as ants, bees or birds are imitated in the control of multirobot systems.
Moreover, it has been demonstrated how cooperation can emerge as result of acting on selfish
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interests [246]. Cooperation in more complicated animals, such as wolfs, has also been studied
and it has generated advances in cooperative control, in particular in predator-prey systems,
although only in simulations [45, 156]. A domain that uses competition in multirobot systems
is multirobot soccer [231, 339]. Finally, more recent topics include the use of imitation for
learning new behaviours, and physical interconnectivity, used by insects, to allow collective
navigation over challenging terrains.
• Communication. This topic involves the study of the effect of the communication on the performance in multirobot teams in different tasks. The communication can provide benefits for
particular types of tasks [222]. Also, in many cases, the communication can produce a great
benefit [27]. Recent work on this topic focuses on representations of languages and the grounding of these representations in the world [167, 179].
• Architectures, Task planning, and Control. In this case, the focus of the research is the development of architectures, task-planning capabilities, and control in order to focus on issues such as
action selection, delegation of authority and control, communication structure, heterogeneity
versus homogeneity in robots, achieving coherence in local actions or resolution of conflicts.
In general, the architectures developed tend to focus on providing a specific type of capability, such as task planning [4], fault tolerance [289], swarm control [237] or human design of
mission plans [248].
• Localization, Mapping, and Exploration. A lot of research has been carried out in this area,
but only in single robot systems. Only recently, these areas have been applied to multirobot
systems, but trying to extend the single-robot developments to multiple robots instead of developing a new distributed algorithm. Some subcategories in this field are the use of landmarks
[97], scan-matching [64], or graphs [305] for the localization, mapping or exploration. Also, it
is possible to use range sensors (sonar or laser) or vision sensors.
• Object transport and Manipulation. In order to carry, push, or manipulate common objects, a
cooperative approach is desired. Many projects have taken this into account dealing with a lot
of variations of this task including the number of robots or the type of multirobot systems. The
most important subfield is box-pushing, where a lot of research has been done [191, 240, 289,
315, 336]. This is due to the fact that this task is easier than the carry task, where several robots
must grip a common object and navigate to a destination in a coordinated way [159, 184, 363].
• Reconfigurable robotics. This topic involves all those robotics systems where robots are capable
of reconfigurating themselves, that is, allowing individual modules, or robots, to connect and
reconnect in various ways to generate a desired shape in order to perform a desired function.
With these systems, there is an increment of robustness, versatility and self-repair. One of
the most popular applications is navigation, where these systems show different configurations,
such as rolling track motion [371], earthworm or snake motion [74, 371], and spider or hexapod
motion [74, 371]. Also, other systems are able to connect in different shapes forming matrices
or lattices for specific functions [51, 316, 356, 373]. Research has only recently begun in this
field, and most of the systems developed are not yet able to achieve anything except simple
laboratory experiments or in simulations.
• Learning. Typical tasks of this area include predator/prey [45, 156], box-pushing [224], foraging [237], multirobot soccer [308, 339], and cooperative target observation [291]. In particular,
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it is desired that these tasks are cooperative, that is, they cannot be decomposed into independent subtasks to be solved by a distributed robot team. By means of cooperation, the system
manages to learn.
• Motion coordination. This is one of the most popular fields of study in multirobot systems.
Some applications that are well understood include multirobot path planning [370], traffic control [300], formation generation [12], and formation keeping [29, 361], however, not many
demonstrations of these applications use physical robots, only simulators. Other fields of study
related with motion coordination are target tracking [291], target search [198], and multirobot
docking behaviors [257].
To sum up, there are some of these areas that are well understood, such as biological systems,
the use of communication in multirobot teams, and the design of architectures for multirobot control.
In others, the progress has been considerable, such as multirobot localization/mapping/exploration,
cooperative object transport, and motion coordination. And others are now getting good results, such
as reconfigurable robotics and multirobot learning.

2.3.1 Motion coordination: multirobot formations
In the field of motion coordination, one of the tasks where most success has been achieved is in
the organisation of formations of multiple robots. Having a group of robots moving in formation
would be beneficial in many applications in real world environments, such as exploring an area for
surveillance, search and rescue, demining or military missions, surrounding and capturing a prey,
convoying, grazing, or cleaning tasks, to cite some of them.
Formations can be defined as groups of mobile robots establishing and maintaining some predetermined geometrical shape by controlling the positions and orientations of each individual robot
relative to the group, while allowing the group to move as a whole.
Formation behaviours in biological systems, like flocking or schooling, benefit the animals that
use them. Animals in a group also combine their sensors to maximize the chance of detecting predators or to more efficiently forage for food. Since groups of artificial robots could similarly benefit from
formation tactics, robotics researchers have drawn from these biological studies to develop formation
behaviors for both simulated agents and robots.
An early application of artificial formation behavior was the behavioral simulation of flocks of
birds and schools of fish for computer graphics. Important results in this area were originated in a
pioneering work [307]. But more realistic simulated fish schooling by accurately modeling the animals’ muscle and behavioral systems was developed in [355]. Also in [54], a system was developed
for realistically animating herds of one-legged agents using dynamic models of robot motion.
Another topic that has produced attention is the dynamics and stability of multirobot formations.
In [362], a strategy was developed for robot formations where individual robots are given specific
positions to maintain relative to a leader or neighbour. But it did not include integrative strategies for
obstacle avoidance and navigation. Moreover, in [77], formation generation by distributed control is
demonstrated, where large groups of robots are shown to cooperatively move in various geometric
formations. In this case, the research is also centered on the analysis of group dynamics and stability,
and not in obstacle avoidance.
Mataric has also been investigating emergent group behavior [234, 236]. It is demonstrated that
simple behaviors like avoidance, aggregation and dispersion can be combined to create an emergent
flocking behavior in groups of wheeled robots.
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Other papers related to formation control for robot teams include [138, 285, 369, 372]. In [285],
Parker studies the coordination of multiple heterogeneous robots. Yoshida [372], and Yamaguchi
[369], investigated how robots can only use local communication to generate a global grouping behavior. Similarly, Gage [138] examined how robots can use local sensing to achieve group objectives
like coverage and formation maintenance.
Finally, Parker, in [286], simulates robots in a line-abreast formation navigating past waypoints
to a final destination. This approach includes a provision for obstacle avoidance. Parker’s results
suggest that performance is improved when agents combine local control with information about the
leader’s path and the team’s goal.
In this type of task, it is necessary to solve different problems in different fields of application. In
the local field, the problem is to determine what each robot has to do to maintain the formation, and
in the global field, what the group must do in order to accomplish its objectives.
Different characteristics can be associated with these coordination strategies. In [251], these
characteristics, grouped in three different categories, are outlined.
• Perceptual characteristics
– Visibility of other robots. The visibility of the robots in the group can be complete [324]
or limited [119, 132].
– Frame of reference. It is possible that robots use an absolute reference system to decide
their decisions [203, 324], or do it in relation to their own reference system [119, 132].
– Communication capabilities. Three options are possible: no communication [324], communication of global information [119, 132, 203] or communication of local information
[132, 203].
• Formation characteristics
– Types of formation. Robots can be organised to move into many different types of formation, such as circle, diamond, wedge, line, column, triangle, rectangle, arrowhead,
hexagon, tree, lattice (hexagonal, rectangular or triangular), or arbitrary.
– Position determination. This refres to how the robots calculate their position in the formation. Three techniques exist: “unit-center-referenced”, where the point used as reference
for all the robots is calculated as the average of the x and y positions of all robots [29];
“point-referenced”, where a single point, which can be the leader position [29] or a virtual point [199, 203], is used as a reference for each robot to determine its position; and
finally, “neighbour-referenced”, in which each robot determines its position in relation to
one [132] or two [119] of its neighbours.
– Structural constraints. Formations can be rigid [203], so they preserve the shape of the
formation at all time, or flexible [119], when the formation can change.
• Control characteristics
– Decision process. Although almost all the systems are distributed, it is also possible to
use a centralized approach [199]. In the case of distributed control systems, two different
types of decision process are available, homogeneous, where all the robots take the same
decision rules, or heterogeneous, if the robots have different rules about taking decisions.
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– Dependence on temporal states. The robots can determine their decisions only from the
information that they collect from their sensors at that instant or determine their decisions
based on information that has been acquired in the past [132, 346].
– Control strategy. Some strategies can be taken into account, based on control laws
like input-output feedback linearization [199], behavior-based [29, 132] or hybrid [120],
which can involve a supervisory level and an execution level.
But for the creation of formations by a robot team, many different types of coordinations problems
must be solved [31, 131, 133, 187, 202]. These problems are enumerated below:
1. How can formation shape be maintained while moving [29, 119, 120, 199, 203, 324]? In this
case, criteria like the maintenance of stability while moving in formation and a robust response
to robot failure are important [132].
2. How should obstacles be avoided? Two options are possible when the formation finds an obstacle in its path, one possibility is to occasionally split or deform and then reestablish the
formation [29, 119, 120, 324], or the other possibility is to preserve the shape of the formation
[132] and to move the entire formation in a way that makes avoiding the obstacle possible.
3. How should the shape of the formation be changed while it is moving [99, 132, 324]?
4. How should the formation be initialized and established [324, 346]? This point refers to the
need to specify if the formation is assembled at the starting point and/or established. That is,
do the robots organize themselves in the formation or is it necessary for a human agent to place
the robots in their initial position?
5. Determination of feasible formations [120, 348]. That is, is it possible to make any type of
formation, or is the number of formations limited due to restrictions in the system?

2.4 Teleoperation systems for mobile robots
From the very beginning, men have used tools to increase their manipulation ability. At the beginning,
it was only woods used to make fall the mature fruit of the trees. Some types of tools, such as the
blacksmith tongs, have been used to transport or manipulate red-hot or materials potentially dangerous, such as radioactive materials. The development of tools for operating at a distance culminated
in the development of teleoperation systems. Teleoperation is a form of control in which a human
operates a machine at a distance. When this machine is a robot, it is called telerobotics.
Since the first developments for teleoperation, the nuclear industry has been the main consumer
of teleoperated systems. But nowadays, teleoperation has several applications in other sectors. Specialists use teleoperated systems to explore hazardous environments. Military personnel increasingly
employ reconnaissance drones and telerobotic missiles. At home, we have remote controls for the
garage door, the car alarm, and the television. A brief summary of different applications is below
detailed.
• Space applications. These applications include planetary experimentation and exploration,
and satellite maintenance and operation.
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• Nuclear applications. In this case, the aim is to manipulate and experiment safely with radioactive substances, to operate and maintain installations, such as jets, pipes, installations for
nuclear fuel production, ..., pollution-free installations, or intervention in nuclear disasters.
• Underwater applications. Some of the applications are: inspection, maintenance and construction of underwater installations, underwater mining, or inspection of underground water.
• Military applications. There have been many significant developments in this field because
most of the mobile teleoperation technologies have been developed for military applications.
In this case, examples go from remote monitoring systems to the use of UAV (Unmanned Air
Vehicles). Also, ground vehicles, called UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicle), are used to inspect,
explore and or rescue. And USV’s (Unmanned Surface Vehicle), have been developed for force
protection, surveillance, mining detection, and special forces operations.
• Medical applications. These applications range from prosthesis or devices for assistance for
handicapped people, to telesurgery or telediagnosis. The most important development in this
area is the master-slave systems for performing “robot-attended surgery”, in which a surgeon
uses mechanical arms that reproduce the movements that he performs in the patient. The whole
operation is supervised by the surgeon by means of cameras.
• Other applications. Other developments include building and mining, maintenance of voltage
lines, intervention in natural disasters, car industry, or entertainment.

Teleoperation means simply operating a device at a distance, so that it enables the capability to
sense and to act in a remote location. A basic teleoperation framework is composed of:
• Human operator, who performs the control of the operation at a distance, generating commands
via input/control devices and receiving feedback from displays. His control can be continuous
or intermittent in order to monitor and indicate objectives and plans.
• Remote device, which can be a manipulator, mobile robot, vehicle or similar device. It is the
device working in the remote location and executes the operator’s commands. Usually, it is
equipped with sensors, actuators and often some level of autonomy.
• Communications channel. It is the set of devices which modulate, transmit and adapt the signals
that are transmitted between the local and remote locations. Usually, wireless connections or
Internet are used for this purpose.
Another important element in any teleoperated system is the interface. The interface is the group
of devices which allow the interaction of the operator with the teleoperation system. Usually, it is
formed by all the control devices, as joysticks, mouse, keyboard, haptic devices, ... and a set of
displays with feedback information from the remote site, as video, sonar readings, laser readings,
force feedback, ... In figure 2.6, it can be seen the relation among all the systems involved in the
teleoperation.
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Figure 2.6: General diagram of a teleoperation system

2.4.1 Control models for teleoperated systems
Depending on the autonomy level of the robot and the role the the human plays in the decision making,
there are three basic control models used to operate with robots: direct control, supervisory control,
and fully autonomous control.
The direct control model has been in use since the early 1900’s. Supervisory control was developed in the 1960’s as a way to characterize operators functioning in discontinuous control loops
[327]. Fully autonomous control describes robot systems that rely on humans to set high-level goals
or to specify high-level strategy, but which then execute independently of direct human control.
Direct Control
This is the most common method for performing robot teleoperation. In it, the operator directly
operates the remote robot using hand-controllers (e.g., joystick, mouse, keyboard) while monitoring
video on one or more displays, and the robot must reproduce the movements as exactly as possible.
Although the robot or the user interface can assist the human, the primary responsibility for perceiving
the remote environment, making decisions, and executing the plan rests with him.
Direct control is the cheapest and easiest model to implement. However, it can be problematic
due to the fact that all control decisions depend on the human, so, tasks can only be performed while
the human remains in the system. Moreover, performance is limited by the human capabilities and
workload. Many factors can influence the perception of the environment by the human, such as
sensorimotor limits, knowledge, skill, training, control station design or communication bandwidth.
All these factors can lead to the human operator making mistakes. Another limitation is that this
model demands expert users because of the difficulty and the risk is high.
Supervisory Control
The supervisory control concept appeared from research on earth-based teleoperation of lunar vehicles [118], and the term supervisory control is derived from the analogy between a supervisor’s
interaction with subordinate staff [327]. Although it is used primarily for telemanipulation [50] in
known and structured environments, it has been also used for mobile robots teleoperation [2, 25, 208,
330, 337, 364].
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In the supervisory control, an operator divides a problem into a sequence of sub-tasks which the
robot can perform on its own. Once control is given to the robot, it is expected to complete the tasks
without human intervention. During autonomous action, the operator watches displays, which show
sensor data processed by the robot perception modules, to monitor the progress and to understand
how the robot is performing the task. If a problem occurs, the operator is responsible for finding a
solution and for developing a new task plan. So, all the control is made through a user interface
But Sheridan [327] notes that the human is not restricted to only to a supervisory role. Instead, he
can intermittently control the robot, or he can control some variables while leaving the others to the
robot. The former approach is known as “traded control” and the latter as “shared control”.
The main problem of this model is that failures can occur if the human operator is unable to recognize that the robot is ill-suited for the situation. Another limitation is that it is unable to accommodate
a wide range of users, although it has less impact than in the direct model due to the fact that the robot
is able to execute certain tasks autonomously.
Another problem relies on the human’s ability to understand the remote environment and process.
The human must maintain situational awareness, must know what the robot is doing, and must recognize when the robot has problems. If the user interface is poor, or if the human builds an incorrect
mental model of what is happening, it can result in damage or loss to the system.
Fully Autonomous Control
In fully autonomous control, the human gives high-level goals or tasks to the robot, which autonomously achieves them. The robot is able to plan prior to execution, concurrently with execution,
or continuously during execution. This approach is what research in “autonomous mobile robots”
wants to achieve.
Fully autonomous control can be seen as supervisory control taken to its extreme, where the
human gives a high-level, abstract goals which the robot then achieves by itself. Also in this model,
the human interacts with the robot through the user interface. While the robot operates, the primary
function of the human is to monitor execution via interface displays.
In this case, as the model is a simplification of the supervisory model, the same limitations are
applied to it, but in this case, they less depends on the capabilities of the human operator.
Other control models
Other control models have been recently implemented in teleoperation systems. These new models
take into account the relation between the operator and the remote device. That is, they not only
assume that the remote device is a tool, but also an active element in the system.
The first of these types is called collaborative control, which is a particular instantiation of supervisory control [127, 126]. In this type of control, the remote device and the operator dialogue
to decide which action must be carried out. This relation between the operator and and the device
improves the operating capacity of the system. However, one problem is that it prevents the operator
from acting when the robot is not capable of continuing its plan.
Other example is cooperation control [147, 349]. In this case, the remote device and the operator perform cooperated tasks each one adopting different roles depending on the task. The operator
can adopt different roles ranging from coordinator, when it only supervises the operation of the remote device, to device partner, where operator and device work independently to achieve common
objectives.
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2.4.2 Interface models for teleoperated systems
The basic function of a teleoperation interface is to enable an operator to remotely perform tasks.
Thus, all interfaces provide tools and displays to perceive the remote environment, to make decisions,
and to generate commands. A properly designed interface enables an operator to be more productive.
The most difficult aspect in robot teleoperation is that the operator cannot directly perceive the
remote environment. Instead, he relies on the interface to provide him with sensory information. As a
result, the operator often fails to understand the remote environment and makes errors. Some common
problems are: poor performance, poor judgement, loss of situational awareness, and failure to detect
or to avoid obstacles. A poorly designed or implemented interface aggravates these problems. Thus,
in order to achieve a successful robot teleoperation, it is necessary to build effective and easy-to-use
interfaces.
Controlling mobile robots through teleoperation is a challenging task that demands a flexible and
efficient user interface. Mobile robots are often equipped with numerous sensors (proximity sensors,
system status sensors, positioning and heading devices, multiple cameras, ...) that provide a large
quantity of data to the user. Because the amount of data is too large to fit on the screen, and because
the data can change rapidly and unpredictably depending on events in the environment, teleoperation
interfaces often display user-selected data with a windowing paradigm that facilitates quick display
modification.
Although in conventional teleoperation, the user interface serves only the operator with displays
that provide information for human decision making, most modern user interfaces are designed with
user-centered approach. In user-centered design, the basic goal is to facilitate the activity of humans
in the interface, for that, they enable humans to do things faster, with fewer errors, and with greater
quality [275].
Four main classes of robot teleoperation interfaces are most commonly used: direct, multimodal/multisensor, supervisory control, and novel. Direct interfaces contain all “traditional” vehicle teleoperation systems based on hand-controllers and video feedback. Multimodal/multisensor interfaces
provide multiple control modes or use integrated display techniques such as augmented reality or
virtual reality. Supervisory control interfaces are designed for high-level command generation, monitoring and diagnosis. Finally, novel interfaces use unconventional input methods (e.g., gesture) or
are intended for unusual applications. But there are also some interfaces, particularly hybrid systems,
which are difficult to put into any of these categories because they combine elements from more than
one class.
Direct Interfaces
The most common method for mobile robot teleoperation is using direct interfaces, where the operator
directly operates the remote robot using hand-controllers, such as joysticks, while it is monitoring
video images from cameras mounted on the robot. This type of interface is appropriate when realtime human decision making or control is required, and the environment can support high-bandwidth,
low-delay communications. If not, direct control can be tedious, fatiguing, and error prone [327].
But robot teleoperation using direct interfaces can be problematic. Loss of situational awareness,
inaccurate attitude and depth judgement, failure to detect obstacles, and poor performance are common occurrences [247]. Other research has tackled sensorimotor requirements for teleoperation [189]
and the impact of a video system field of view on remote driving [146].
Direct interfaces are used for applications requiring navigation through unknown environment
(survey, inspection, reconnaissance, ...) and robot positioning in support of remote tasks (loading,
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construction, ...). Other applications are target detection and identification [299], tunnel and sewer
reconnaissance [194], remote mine survey and rescue [154], telepresence controls for submersibles
[33] or heavy work vehicles [155].
Multimodal and Multisensor Interfaces
When the robot operates in changing, complex, and highly dynamic environments, it can be difficult
for the operator to perceive the remote environment, and consequently it is very difficult to make
control decisions in time. Multimodal and multisensor interfaces can help the operator by providing a
rich information feedback and command generation tools. These interfaces provide the operator with
several control modes and information displays.
Multisensor displays combine the information from multiple sensors or data sources from the
robot or the environment to present a single integrated view. These displays are very important for
those tasks in which the operator must rapidly process large amounts of multiple and dynamically
changing data.
Multisensor displays have been used in military aircraft to improve cockpit efficiency by fusing
information from imaging sensors and databases [351]. Also, they have been used to operate vehicles
in hazardous environments and for tasks requiring multiple control modes [125, 196, 296]. Moreover,
multisensor displays can improve situational awareness, facilitate depth and attitude judgement, and
speed decision making [102, 277].
Supervisory Control Interfaces
In this type of control, as explained before, the operator divides a problem into a sequence of subtasks, and the robot then executes this sequence on its own, the operator playing the role of supervisor
of the work done by the robot. So, supervisory control interfaces are designed for high-level command
generation, monitoring and diagnosis.
These interfaces, in contrast with direct control interfaces, are well suited for applications which
are limited to operate with low-bandwidth communication links or in the presence of high delay, due
to the fact that the remote robot includes some level of autonomy. Thus, the work of the operator
is focused on navigation and motion command generation. So, supervisory control interfaces must
provide tools to make these tasks easier.
Some of these facilities are designed for task planning and sequence generation. Moreover, some
interfaces provide methods for reviewing and analyzing results, so that the operator can monitor task
performance and identify anomalies. Additionally, interfaces can also make use of haptic devices
with force feedback or virtual reality devices, all these focused on giving to the operator the maximum
grade of telepresence in the remote environment.
But there are still many design challenges for these interfaces including display layout, humanrobot interaction, and adaptability (to the situation, to the user, ...). Also it is important to provide
in the interfaces a way for exchanging information between the operator and the robot, above all in
those situations when the robot is not able to perform a task and the operator needs to know what has
happened. Another important design issues is that the interfaces must provide flexible displays.
Supervisory control interfaces have been developed for numerous ground vehicles, where the most
popular command mechanism is waypoint driving. In this type of driving, the operator specifies a
series of intermediate points which must be passed on route to a target position. Waypoint driving can
be performed using either maps, which requires accurate localization and maps, or images, which is
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more suitable for unexplored environments. Some examples are explained in [88, 182, 241, 303, 365],
most of them based on interplanetary teleoperation.

Novel Interfaces
The last category of vehicle teleoperation interfaces are the novel interfaces. Interfaces can be novel
in several ways. Some interfaces are novel because they use unconventional input methods, such as
a hands-free remote driving interface based on brainwave and muscle movement monitoring [8], or
haptic interface which enables an operator to “drive-by-feel” and vision-based system which maps
hand movements to motion commands [124].
Another way to create novel interfaces depends on the control device used for allocating the
teleoperation interface, as can be the use of PDA’s [124, 296]. Using PDA’s it is possible to create
lightweight, portable, and feature touch-sensitive displays interfaces in portable devices.
Moreover, personal interfaces can also be considered novel since they began to use the Internet
for teleoperating robots in 1994. Since then, several web-based robot teleoperation interfaces have
been developed [150, 253, 328, 329].
Finally, interfaces can be novel if they are used in unusual ways, such as in [294], where the
teleoperation interface enables operators to “project their presence into a real remote space”, that is,
the teleoperated robot can be seen as “real-world avatar” for the operator.

2.5 Proposed approach
In this section, the different techniques and options chosen to implement the points of this thesis are
described.

Architecture for robot control
As it has been said before, one of the objectives of this thesis is the development of an architecture
for a team of heterogeneous mobile robots so that they can cooperate.
Following the premises seen in subsection 2.1.1 for defining the characteristics in a group architecture, it is possible to define the use of a decentralized distributed architecture for multiple heterogeneous robots, which can use communication interaction and in which the modeling of the rest of
robots is made by the programmer.
Regarding this type of the architecture, as seen in subsection 2.1.2, the architecture implemented
in this thesis is a layered hybrid architecture. This architecture is divided into two layers grouped in a
middleware layer, the lower for reactive behaviours such as the execution of actions in any actuator or
getting information from any sensor, and the upper for deliberative tasks, such as the localization or
the navigation of the robot. Upon this middleware layer is the applications layer, that is also modeled
as a deliberative layer.
Finally, the multiagent systems implemented is of the class “heterogeneous communicating multiagent systems”, whose characteristics can be seen in subsection 2.1.3. Moreover, the type of agents
used in the architecture can be seen as reactive or deliberative, depending on which layer they are
situated in.
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Vision for safe navigation
In order to validate the architecture created, a cooperative application is implemented which consists
of making possible for a group of robots to cooperate in order to safely navigate through an unknown
environment.
As seen in previous sections, to navigate safely it is necessary the use of vision, or more specifically active vision, to estimate the motion of both, the obstacles that can appear in the way of the
robot, and the motion of the robot itself. In this estimation, one of the techniques most uses is the
calculation of the optical flow field.
In the case of this thesis, the optical flow field is calculated to manage the robot while navigating.
Among all the possible techniques available in the literature to calculate the optical flow, a differential
technique has been chosen, and more specifically, the one based on the Horn and Schunk calculations.
Also, in an attempt to detect the obstacles on the path of the robot and to know the time remaining
for colliding with them, the time-to-contact is calculated. Moreover, from this time-to-contact, it is
possible to calculate the distance to the object, a calculus that is also used in the development of the
application.
Multirobot formations
Using the different categories shown in section 2.3.1, it is possible to outline the characteristics of the
system used in this thesis for the multirobot formations.
In this case, the robots only have limited visibility, they only know their actual position and
only one robot is equipped with a camera to recognize if the rest of the robots are maintaining the
formation or not, and only one robot is equipped with a laser range-finder in order to allow it to follow
a predefined path on a predefined map.
Also, they use a relative frame of reference, that is, they do not use an absolute positioning system,
only the robot with the laser uses an absolute system in relation with the map that it uses to navigate.
And in relation with the communication capabilities, the robots can share local and global information
to compensate for their limited visibility, in fact, the global information shared among the robots is
the actual position of the robot with the laser, and the local information is the actual position of each
robot determined by the robot with the camera.
Due to the fact that the robots must be localized by the robot with the camera in both the initialization of the formation and during the maintenance of the formation, all the possible formations that
can be performed must avoid the occlusions of the robots from the point of view of the robot with the
camera. In chapter 5, some diagrams are shown as examples.
Each robot determines its position in order to maintain the formation with respect to the leader
or a displacement of the position of the leader, with a “virtual” point. And although in the actual
implementation of the formations is rigid, it is possible to make it flexible in an easy way.
Regarding the control characteristics, a distributed approach is used in order that each robot decides what to do in each moment from the information that it has at that moment. But the global
decision process can be seen as centralized, because the leader is which decides how to move the
formation. No information from the past is used in the application. And finally, the control strategy
used in this case is hybrid strategy, because an execution level is used in each robot to react to the
movement of the formation, and a supervisory level is used in order to supervise that each robot is in
the correct position.
Moreover, almost all the coordination problems associated with the problem of the multirobot
formation have been taken into account, and the ones that have not been taken into account have an
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easy solution with the system implemented. In this case, the application has been centered on the
problems of autonomous initialization and maintenance of the formation shape. Also, the determination of the possible formations has been addressed. The other two problems, avoidance of obstacles
and the change of the shape of the formation, have not been taken into account, but an easy solution is possible in the framework defined for the implementation of the applications of multirobot
formations.
Teleoperation of a team of mobile robots
The main objective of the teleoperated system developed is to allow any user, independently if he
knows the system or the instructions to operate a robot, can teleoperate with the team of robots to
achieve a specific task goal, making transparent for that user the differences among the different
robots of the team.
The aim is to allow the user or operator to give orders to the robots to move them in the desired
direction with the desired velocity, to be able to pick up an object or move the camera to focus toward
a desired direction. At the same time, the aim is to allow the user to see by means of the interface the
consequences of the actions executed and all the available information relative to the robots.
To get that, two main decisions have been taken in order to implement the control and interface
models of the system. In order to implement the control model, a supervisory traded control model
has been chosen. This model has the advantages of direct control when the aim is to operate with the
robots and from the supervisory control when the aim is only to monitor the activity of the team of
robots. Moreover, it allows the robots to be operated in intermittent way.
To design and implement the interface model, the multimodal/multisensor model has been chosen.
This interface means that all the information about the robot can be integrated into an unique display.
As the robots have different types of information sources, this is the best option for implementing
the interface. Furthermore, due to the differences among the robots of the team, a different display is
available for each robot. These displays are generated in execution time depending on the elements
that each robot has active at that moment.
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Chapter 3

Acromovi architecture
This chapter describes the architecture designed in order to solve the problems of cooperation.

3.1 General overview
The architecture forms the backbone of a robotic system. The right choice of the architecture can
facilitate the specification, implementation and validation of the applications implemented for the
system. This chapter presents an architecture for the development of collaborative applications for a
heterogeneous team of mobile robots.
Acromovi architecture was born from the idea that teamworking is an essential capability for a
group of multiple mobile robots [178, 239]. As it has been said previously, having one single robot
with multiple capabilities may waste resources. Different robots, each one with its own configuration,
are more flexible, robust and cost-effective. Moreover, the tasks to achieve may be too complex for
one single robot, whereas they can be done effectively by multiple robots [13].
In the decade of 90’s, there was an enormous increase in the amount of research on robot groups
focused on architectural issues for robot control and coordination [19, 29, 136, 190, 232], but heterogeneous groups were not studied in so much detail. Heterogeneous robot systems are now a growing
focus of robotics research. A team of robots is heterogeneous if the members of the group are different in at least one of the following attributes: mechanics, sensing, computing hardware, or nature
of on-board computation [344]. These teams presents some advantages, for example some members
of the team are strong, others fast, others small and agile, others powerful enough for complex computation, ... Thus, each robot can include certain special features which equip it to perform the tasks
assigned to it. However, groups of heterogeneous robots are more complex and costly to mantain and
design.
The main idea in heterogeneous robot teams is that each robot can also use the equipment in
other robots in order to compensate for the functions they do not have. In this way, the architecture
can implement applications for a team of heterogeneous robots that can help each other by sharing
capabilities [219, 220].
The Acromovi architecture defines a framework for application development by means of embedding agents and interfacing agent code with native low-level code. This architecture emphasizes
the reusability of software, allowing the programmer to seamlessly integrate native software components (vision libraries, navigation and localization modules), by means of agent wrappers, providing
the programmer with a set of tools for mobile robots. And, what is more important, it allows the
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robots to share resources among themselves and obtain easy access to their elements by the applications. Finally, other important characteristics of the Acromovi architecture are the scalability and
ease-of-use.
Because the architecture is just a set of embedded agents, a multiagent system programming
tool has been selected for its implementation. The chosen multiagent tool was JADE (Java Agent
DEvelopment Framework). It is a software framework for developing agent-based applications in
compliance with the FIPA specifications for interoperable intelligent multiagent systems [43]. But
other implementations have been tested, as will be seen in section 3.3, based on other techniques.
The first one is based not on agents, but on a set of software components implemented by Java RMI
[255]. The second one is also based on multiagent systems, but in this case the tool chosen was
MadKit [114]. A brief performance test is shown to demonstrate that the implementation with JADE
is the most suitable for the implementation of the architecture.

3.1.1 Related work
The amount of research in the field of cooperative mobile robotics has grown progressively in recent years [70, 290]. Some examples of these works, centered on the some of the characteristics of
Acromovi architecture, are presented below.
In an attempt to use traditional AI techniques, the GOPHER architecture was developed to resolve problems in a distributed manner by multirobots in internal environments [68]. A central tasks
planning system (CTPS) communicates with all the robots and has a global vision of the tasks that
have been done and of the availability of the robots to perform the tasks that remain to be done.
An example of a heterogeneous behaviour-based architecture is ALLIANCE, which is designed to
organise the cooperation of a small-medium team of heterogeneous robots, with little communication
among them [289]. It assumes that the robots are relatively able to discern the effects of their actions
and those of the rest of the agents, either through its perception or through communication. Individual
robots act based on behaviours or sets of behaviours to carry out their tasks.
A learning variant of this architecture, L-ALLIANCE [288], uses communication among heterogeneous robots to help divide tasks among the robots which they can carry out independently. Agents
only broadcast the task on which they are currently working. If the communication fails, multiple
robots might temporarily try to do the same task, but they will eventually realize the conflict by observation and one will move on to a different task. In L-ALLIANCE, robots learn to evaluate each
other’s abilities with respect to specific tasks in order to more efficiently divide their tasks among the
team.
ABBA (Architecture for Behaviour Based Agents) [178] is another behaviour-based architecture
for mobile robots, the purpose of which is to design an architecture to model the robot’s behaviour so
that it can select reactive behaviours of low level for its survival, to plan high level objectives oriented
to sequences of behaviours, to carry out spatial and topological navigation, and to plan cooperative
behaviours with other agents.
Another interesting project, MICRobES, is an experiment of collective robotics that tries to study
the long time adaptation of a micro-society of autonomous robots in an environment with humans.
Robots must survive in this environments as well as cohabit with the people [298].
CEBOT (CEllular roBOTics System) is a hierarchical decentralized architecture inspired by the
cellular organization of biological entities. It is capable of dynamically reconfigurating itself to adapt
to environmental variations [134]. It is composed of “cells”, in the hierarchy there are “master cells”
that coordinate subtasks and communicate among themselves.
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SWARM is a distributed system made up of a great number of autonomous robots, usually homogeneous. The term “SWARM intelligence” has been coined to define the property of systems of
multiple non-intelligent robots to exhibit a collective intelligent behavior. Generally, it is a homogeneous architecture, where the interaction is limited to nearest neighbors [176].
The University of Ulm has created a middleware for autonomous mobile robot applications. Miro
is based on the construction and use of object-oriented robot middleware to make the development of
mobile robot applications easier and faster, and to foster the portability and maintainability of robot
software [357]. This middleware also provides generic abstract services such as the localization or
behavior engines, which can be applied to different robot platforms with virtually no modifications.
In an attempt to use agents, dynamic physical agents are considered in an architecture called DPA,
being well suited for robotics [280]. A physical agent is the result of integrating a software agent in an
autonomous hardware. This hardware is frequently a mobile robot. DPA architecture shows the agent
as a modular entity with three levels of abstraction: control module, supervisor module and agent
module. The architecture’s operation is based on two basic processes for each module: the process
of introspection and the one of control, and in a protocol of intermodular dialogue which allows the
exchange of information between modules.
In order to reuse native software components, agents can be embedded in an interface level or
middleware. ThinkingCap-II [76] is an architecture developed, in a project of distributed platforms
based on agents for mobile robots. It includes intelligent hybrid agents, a planning system based on
visual tracking, vision components integration, and various navigation techniques. Furthermore, it has
been developed over a real-time virtual machine (RT-Java), implementing a set of reactive behaviors.
Another system that uses native software in order to encapsulate drivers and algorithms for mobile
robots is CARMEN (Carnegie Mellon Robot Navigation Toolkit) [258]. CARMEN is an open-source
collection of software for mobile robot control that provides modular software for mobile robot control and navigation including: base and sensor control, obstacle avoidance, localization, path planning, people-tracking, and mapping. But it is oriented for using in a unique robot and moreover, the
communication between CARMEN modules is handled using a separate package called IPC. So, it is
not suitable for the implementation of cooperative tasks.
Finally, one of the most widely used software nowadays for programming multirobot applications
is the Player/Stage project [143]. Player is a network oriented device server that provides clients with
network-oriented programming interfaces to access actuators and sensors of a robot. It employs a oneto-many client/server style architecture where one server serves all the clients of a robot’s devices and
it relies on a TCP-based protocol to handle communication between client and server. Accompanying
Player is the robot simulator Stage, a lightweight, highly configurable robot simulator that supports
large populations of robots and allows programmers to control these virtual robots navigating inside
a virtual environment.
These works implement architectures and systems so that teams of mobile robots can carry out
cooperative tasks. The architecture implemented in this thesis goes some steps further emphasizing
the reusability of software and allowing the programmer to seamlessly integrate native software components. It is also emphasized the sharing of resources from a robot among the whole team and the
easy access to the physical elements of the robot by the applications. And adding to all these the
versatility and power of the multiagent systems for the resolution of cooperative tasks for a group of
heterogeneous robots.
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3.2 Design of the architecture
This section develops the conceptual design of the architecture. This architecture, as it has been said
in the previous section, consists of a set of embedded agents that can cooperate among themselves in
order to perform complex tasks.
Multiagent systems are an important tool for the development of new robotic applications. They
are the natural environment for the development of applications which consist of more than one
robot and make possible the fast implementation of powerful architectures for the specification and
execution of tasks for those teams of robots.
The embedded agents that constitute the Acromovi architecture work as interfaces between the
applications and the physical elements of the robots. Some agents also make the handling of these
elements easier and provide higher-level services. The embedding agents are the key for powerful
distributed applications being rapidly developed.
Furthermore, multiagent systems are composed of multiple interacting agents. These agents communicate in order to achieve more efficiently their goals or the goals of the society in which they
exist. To make possible these communication acts it is necessary to define protocols, sets of rules
which guide the interaction among the agents. Interaction enables agents to cooperate and to coordinate in achieving their tasks.

3.2.1 Overall description
The robots that constitute the team, the Pioneer-2 robots, already have a two-layer programming
architecture with native (C/C++) libraries for all their accessories. The lower layer called ARIA
[311] and the upper layer called Saphira [186]. However, this native code is oriented to both local
and remote processing from only one controller, without defining collaboration mechanisms between
robots or applications.
Acromovi architecture tries to overcome this problem. Acromovi is based on a hybrid layered
architecture as presented in 2.1.2. In this architecture each one of the layers can interact with those
above and below it, and the agents can interact with another agent through direct communication at
each of the layers.

Figure 3.1: General architecture diagram
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As can be seen in figure 3.1, Acromovi architecture is a distributed architecture that works as a
middleware of another global architecture for programming robots [263]. It is situated between the
native robot architecture and the applications and it allows the collaboration and cooperation of the
robots of the team. This middleware is based on an agent oriented focus.
Also, Acromovi architecture is able to subsume any other extra software, like the ACTS [309]
(a color tracking library) and the Vislib [312] (a framegrabbing library). Subsuming existing C/C++
libraries is a powerful and quick method for rapidly developing Java code and thus embedding agents
with all the functionality of native libraries.
As shown in figure 3.2, the middleware level has been divided into two layers. As in any hybrid
architecture, the lower layer involves processes for sensing and perception and for motion control,
which are directly connected to the sensors and actuators of the robot. The upper layer usually
implements processes for world modeling and for planning and deliberation.

Figure 3.2: The middleware layer of the Acromovi architecture
In the lower layer, there is a set of components which are in charge of handling the physical
elements of the robot, such as the sonar, laser, base, ... The others are special components that
offer services to the upper layer, such as vision, navigation or localization. These components only
perform two kinds of tasks or functions, the processing of the requests that receive and the sending of
the results, in a reactive operations mode. Thus, they could be implemented as software components,
but for reasons of efficiency, implementation facility and integration with the whole structure, they
have been developed as agents that encapsulate the required functionality.
The upper layer of the middleware comprises a great variety of embedded and supervising agents,
which need more deliberate processing. These agents act as links between the applications and the
agents that access the physical components of the robot, e.g. agents for monitoring the state of
the agents/components of the lower layer, agents that provide services of subscription to a certain
component, agents that arbitrate or block the access to a component, and any other type of agent which
might offer a service that can be of interest for the whole architecture or for a particular application.
Because of the heterogeneous character of the team and depending on each robot in particular,
there are different middleware layers for the robots. These middleware layers are generated in execution time according to the elements that each robot has active at the moment of its execution. These
different configurations can be seen in figure 3.3.
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(a) “Plain” robot

(b) Robot with camera

(c) Robot with laser

(d) Powerbot

Figure 3.3: Different middleware layers
Finally, above the middleware layer is the applications layer, that is also implemented as agents.
These applications, to access to the physical components of the robots, must communicate with the
agents of the middleware, which then access the native layer that physically controls the robot.
An important feature of the created architecture is its scalability. That is, the architecture can
grow in a fast and easy way. Once an application has been tested, and if it is useful for the entire
architecture, it can be easily converted into a new agent of the upper layer of the middleware. From
that moment, this new agent is in charge of offering new services, that can be helpful, to another
applications that could be created. Thus, each application that we make can expand our system to
make applications more complex and more interesting, following a bottom-up design.

3.2.2 Agents description
As has been said, the elements of the robot are represented and managed by agents. The agents that
form the lower layer have been conceptually divided into three different groups, depending on which
part of the robot the agent carries out its work with. Thus, there are body agents (base, gripper, sonar,
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bumper and IR agents), laser agents (laser, localization and navigation agents) and vision agents
(camera, ACTS, vision and display agents).
The body agents are the basic agents for the operation of the robot and they correspond with the
main physical elements of the robot.
• BaseAgent is in charge of everything that is related to the movement of the motors and to the
internal state of the robot.
• GripperAgent is in charge of the operation of the gripper, and of allowing the other agents to
manage it.
• SonarAgent is in charge of the correct operation of the sonar, and of returning the appropriate
values when these are required by other agents or applications.
• BumperAgent manages the bumpers of the robot and returns their values when they are required.
• IRAgent is devoted to the handling of the 4 infrared sensors equipped on one of the robots.
The agent gives information about the state of these sensors when it is necessary.
The laser agents communicate with the laser device and allow the use and management of the
localization and navigation modules.
• LaserAgent allows multiple operations with the laser and is in charge of its correct operation.
• LocalizationAgent is responsible for localizing the robot in a known environment.
• NavigationAgent calculates the best path to follow between two points and moves the robot
along this path.
The vision agents are in charge of capturing the images from the camera and process them in a
correct way.
• CameraAgent physically moves the camera and gives information about its state.
• ACTSAgent is used for the color tracking of objects.
• VisionAgent captures images, and can visualize or modify them by means of the Vislib library.
• DisplayAgent modifies and processes operations on the captured images, by means of the use
of the Java 2D libraries.
The agents of the upper layer have a generic character and can take different forms depending
on the agent of the lower layer that they are serving. Thus, there might be more than one agent of
the same type but serving different agents of the lower layer. These agents have also been divided
into two groups. On the one hand, the generic SubscriberAgent is in charge of controlling those
agents of the lower layer that can serve information or data in a continuous way. On the other hand,
the FilterAgent and ArbiterAgent are in charge of managing the operation of those agents of the
lower layer that may have conflicts in its access, such as concurrency problems. The agents of the
lower layer are those ones that can physically move any part of the robot, such as the base, gripper or
camera.
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3.2.3 Interaction protocols
As in any other multiagent system, Acromovi is composed of multiple interacting agents. These
agents need a way to communicate between themselves in order to achieve their goals or those of the
society in which they interact. The tools that make this communication possible among the different
agents of a system are the protocols.
In the domain of multiagent systems, a protocol is a set of rules which guides the interaction
that takes place between several agents and that governs how the information is delivered. These
rules define what messages are possible for any particular interaction state. That interaction has to
be carried out so that agents exchange information. Interaction enables agents to cooperate and to
coordinate in achieving their tasks.
There are two different types of protocols to be defined in a multiagent system, the communication
and the interaction protocols. Communication protocols enable agents to exchange and understand
messages. Interaction protocols are defined as a series of communication acts, forming conversations,
aimed at achieving some form of coordination among the agents..
As Acromovi architecture has been implemented by means of the JADE [43], the communication
protocols used are those offered by this framework, such as TCP/IP, HTTP, RMI, ... The advantage
offered by JADE is that it permits a transparent use of this protocols, adapting the transport mechanism to each situation. Moreover, it incorporates a transport mechanism that works like a chameleon
because it adapts to each situation in the best way, by transparently choosing the best available protocol.
On the other hand, the interaction protocols used are the ones proposed by FIPA [332]. FIPA
proposes a set of interaction protocols for multiagent systems. JADE defines a library with all these
interaction protocols ready to use. But these protocols are very general and they don’t deal with any
of the features of the Acromovi architecture. So, two new protocols that enable the system to carry
out new functions have been implemented.
The first protocol implies a modification of the FIPA subscription protocol, in which an agent
requests regular notification of the required information. In this new protocol two types of agents are
involved: the subscribers that want to have a regular flow of information from one of the elements
of the robot, such as the readings of the sonar and laser or a continuous flow of images from the
vision system; and the providers that serve these flows of information from the agents that manage
the elements of the robot. These agents are closely joined to the agents that manage the elements of
the robot. That is, there is a provider joined to the sonar agent, another joined to the laser agent, and
so on.
The provider agents are continuously requesting information from the agents that manage the
elements of the robot, so they always have the actual values of these elements. The rate at which these
provider agents request the information from the other agents is given by the real rate at which the
physical elements can serve the information. The operation of the protocol can be seen in figure 3.4.
The subscriber agents in the moment of the subscription indicate how often they want to receive
the data from the provider agent (“SUBSCRIBE X”). The provider agent serves the data to each
subscriber agent at the right moment (“DATA n”) depending on the frequency indicated in the subscription message. That is, if one subscriber wants to get the data just one for every two times that
the sonar gets data, the provider agent sends to the subscriber agent the data every two readings of the
sonar. To do that, the provider agent has an active list which points out the agent which has made a
petition of subscription and the frequency with which this agent wants to get the data.
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Figure 3.4: Subscription protocol
The second protocol is a new one and has been introduced in order to control the access to some
“problematic” elements, which are all those elements that go wrong if one or more agents can access
and execute operations at the same time on them, eg. the base, the gripper, the camera ... So, this
protocol tries to resolve the concurrency problems. Another important characteristic of this protocol
is that it prevents the agents from carrying out operations with the “problematic” elements that can
put the robot in danger, eg. if an agent wants to move the robot two meters, but there is a wall only
one meter away. The conceptual operation of the protocol can be seen in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Permission protocol
There are four different agents: the petitioner, the arbiter, the filter, and the agent that manages
the corresponding problematic element. The petitioner agent is the one which wants to use the “problematic” element. This agent must request permission from the arbiter agent before using the element
(“REQUEST”). So, each agent that wants to use a “problematic” element has to request permission
from the specific arbiter agent.
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The arbiter agent maintains a queue of the requests that the agents have made and gives permission
following a FIFO strategy. When the permission is given, the agent can use the element until it finishes
its task.
When the arbiter agent deals with the request of a certain agent, it sends one message with the
address of the petitioner agent to the filter agent indicating which agent has permission to use the
element (“ADDRESS”, address). When the filter agent receives that message, it sends the same
message to the agent that manages the element to inform it about which agent is sending it commands
and to which one it has to send the responses of the commands executed.
When the agent that manages the element receives the address of the petitioner agent, it sends a
message to the filter agent confirming that it is ready to receive commands (“OK ADD”). The filter
agent sends another message to the arbiter agent confirming the response of the element’s agent. And
finally, the arbiter agent sends a message to the petitioner agent confirming that it has the permission
to use the element.
From this moment, the petitioner agent can send as many messages as it wants until it finishes its
task (“command n”). The messages must be addressed to the filter agent, and this agent sends them
to the element’s agent if they are not dangerous for the robot. So, the filter agent works as a safety
agent in charge of maintaining the integrity of the robots. If the command sent to the filter agent is
conflictive, the filter agent doesn’t send it to the element’s agent, and sends a notification of error to
the petitioner agent.
When the petitioner agent finishes its task, it sends a message to the arbiter agent indicating
that it has finished using the element (“END”). The arbiter agent sends a new message to the filter
agent to inform it that the last agent has finished and that it must wait for a new agent petition. The
filter agent sends a message to the element’s agent to confirm that the agent has ended its task. The
agent’s element sends a new message confirming that it has received the message from the filter
agent (“END OK”). This one sends a message to the arbiter as confirmation. And the arbiter sends a
message to the petitioner agent to confirm that it does not yet have permission. Now, the arbiter agent
takes the next petition from the queue or waits until a new one arrives.
With this approach, when one agent gains the access to the element, it has this access until it
finishes its task. For the moment, for current applications this approach is enough. But in future, an
important extension could be to introduce a maximum time for performing the tasks. Once this time
is finished, the agent must join the queue again to regain permission. Or another possibility could be
to add a system of priorities in the requests to the arbiter agent. Thus, if an agent has an urgent task to
do, it can get the access temporarily returning to the queue the agents that in that moment are using
the element. In that way, they are able to use the element immediately and do not have to wait to get
the permission. Or even, a mixture of the two techniques would be more profitable.

3.3 Implementation of the architecture
For the implementation of the architecture described, two approaches were suggested: on the one
hand, an object-oriented approach using the Java RMI, and on the other hand, an agent-oriented
approach using any tool for developing multiagent systems.
Both approaches assume that the middleware must be implemented using Java. Since ARIA and
Saphira are implemented in C++ and the middleware in Java, it is necessary to use a mechanism to
integrate these different programming languages. For this reason, Java JNI (Java Native Interface)
[206] has been used, so that C++ code can be managed, like the robots’ libraries, in Java programs.
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JNI is a programming framework that allows Java code running in the Java virtual machine to call
and be called by native applications (programs specific to a hardware and operating system platform)
and libraries written in other languages, such as C, C++ and assembly. The JNI is usually used
to write native methods to handle situations when an application cannot be written entirely in the
Java programming language. It is also used to modify an existing application, written in another
programming language, to be accessible to Java applications.
In figure 3.6, an example of communication, from the applications layer to the call to the function
that moves the element, is shown.

Figure 3.6: Different communication languages used in the Acromovi architecture
In this example, a generic application would try to move the base depending on the data that it
perceives from the ACTS vision system. In order to do that, first it must to get the information from
the ACTS by sending a message to the ActsAgent indicating which information the application needs.
The ActsAgent calls the corresponding Java function from the Acts library which is in charge of communicating with the function of the C++ native library ActsNative that performs the action required.
At this point it is when the Java JNI plays its role. The function in the ActsNative library simply calls
to a function implemented in the robots’ libraries. The result of the execution of the function with
the desired value returns to the application layer in opposite direction. Once the application has this
information, it sends another message to the BaseAgent which performs the same process once more
in order to arrive at the robots’ libraries and physically move the robot.
The two approaches cited before are described below. In the case of the agent-oriented approach
two different implementations with different multiagent development tools are shown. Finally, a time
performance is exposed to demonstrate that the approach followed is the best for the objectives of this
thesis.

3.3.1 Implementation using software components: RMI
The first option was to use the Java RMI to create the middleware layer of the Acromovi architecture.
The Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is the Java mechanism that allows a procedure (method, class,
application, ...) to be invoked for remote object communication.
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RMI applications often consist of two separate programs, a server and a client. A typical server
program creates some remote objects, makes references to these objects accessible, and waits for
clients to invoke methods on these objects. A typical client program obtains a remote reference
from one or more remote objects on a server and then invokes methods on them. RMI provides the
mechanism by which the server and the client communicate and pass information back and forth, the
Stub/Skeleton approach.
The stubs and skeletons allow the remote functions to be simulated locally at the moment of their
invocation. As it can be seen in figure 3.7, the stub works as a simulator for each invoked function that
belongs to the server implementation. The skeleton works as a simulator to receive the parameters
from the client implementation.

Figure 3.7: The Stub/Skeleton approach in Java RMI
Rather than making a copy of the client object in the server, RMI server passes a remote stub
for a remote object to the client. This stub acts as a local representation for the remote object in
the server, and basically is the remote reference. The client invokes a method on the local stub,
which is responsible for carrying out the method invocation on the remote object of the server. The
skeleton receives the invocation of the method from the stub and the parameters, and executes the
corresponding method. Then, it returns the result of the method to the stub in the client.
This is used in the implementation of the architecture. The main idea is that each robot has a set of
servers which give access to the resources of the robot, so that the applications, in the role of clients,
can access these resources. So, in each robot there are a server for each element, thus, there is a server
to manage the gripper, one to manage the movement of the robot, one for the camera, ... Moreover,
there are other types of more advanced servers that are in charge of the navigation and localization
of the robot. These servers are the ones which communicate with the lower layer of the architecture
(ARIA + Saphira) by means of JNI.
Each one of these servers belongs to the robot where it is running, but they must be accessible
by all the clients by means of RMI. Thus, the clients could be a PC controller or any other robot that
executes a client. With this vision, it is easy to share the resources of a specific robot among the
team, because all the robots have access to the features of all the other robots. Moreover, each robot
is independent of the other, even so it is easy to create cooperative algorithms where more than one
robot can take part.
An example of client program with this approach where actions are executed in two different
robots is shown below:
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Robot1 . b a s e . move ( 1 0 ) ; / * Move R o b o t 1 10 m e t e r s * /
Robot2 . g r i p p e r . c l o s e ( ) ; / * C l o s e R o b o t 2 g r i p p e r * /
i f ( Robot1 . s o n a r . g e t C l o s e s t R a n g e ( ) <= 2 ) Robot2 . b a s e . move ( 2 ) ;
/ * I f R o b o t 1 c l o s e r t h a n 2 m e t e r s t o Robot2 , move R o b o t 2 2 m e t e r s * /

3.3.2 Implementation using a multiagent system
Initial implementation: MadKit
This second approach involves the implementation of the middleware layer using a tool for the development of multiagent systems. This option has been chosen due to the advantages that it offers
the agent compared to the objects, making the agents more appropriate for the implementation of
concurrent and distributed system, as has been shown in section 2.1.
The agents has two important capabilities, they are able to perform autonomous actions, that is,
they can decide by themselves what they need to do in order to satisfy their own objectives, and they
are able to interact with other agents to cooperate, collaborate, negotiate, ... [368]. So, they can be
seen as autonomous and intelligent objects that are equipped with the capacities of knowledge and
reasoning to satisfy several objectives.
In this case, the MadKit (MultiAgent Development Kit) [153] multiagent systems programming
tool has been selected for the implementation of the architecture. MadKit is based on a organisational
model called “Aalaadin”, based on three concepts: agent, group and role. MadKit also implements
the community concept [114]. The relationship among these concepts can be seen in the figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Aalaadin organizational model.
An agent is an active organization of communication that plays roles within the group. A group is
a set of agents with similar functionality. Each agent can belong to one or more groups. A role is an
abstract representation of the function or service of the agent. Each agent can have several roles, and
each role is defined by a group. On the other hand, a community is a group of interconnected MadKit
kernels. Each kernel acts as a node in a distributed environment. Thus, all the groups that are created
must belong to one community [263].
Since the team includes seven mobile robots, the middleware layer is formed by a community of
agents called “Seven Dwarfs”, that can be seen in figure 3.9. In this community, one active robot
defines a group of its elements, which are represented and managed by agents. These agents communicate with the native layer of the global architecture by means of JNI.
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Figure 3.9: Structure of the “Seven Dwarfs” community

Initial implementation: Jade
The problem of MadKit is that it does not fulfill some practices that are “standard” in the domain
of multiagent systems. The most important problem is the fact that MadKit does not use the FIPA
specifications for their interoperability. So, a new multiagent system programming tool has been
selected for the implementation of the middleware layer. This time, the multiagent tool chosen was
JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) [193].
JADE is a software framework designed to develop agent-based applications in compliance with
the FIPA specifications for interoperable intelligent multiagent systems. It is a software framework
fully implemented in Java language and simplifies the implementation of multiagent systems through
a middleware and through a set of graphical tools that supports the debugging and deployment phases
[43]. The JADE middleware implements an agent platform for execution and a development framework. Also, it provides some agent facilities such as lifecycle management, naming service and
yellow-page service, message transport and parsing service, and a library of FIPA interaction protocols ready to be used [43].

Figure 3.10: Structure of the Acromovi architecture implementation
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The Acromovi architecture has been implemented following the JADE specifications. Thus, each
robot involved in the architecture is a main container.Each one works as a host of a distributed network. In each container, there is a set of agents. These agents are created in execution time depending
on the robot configuration, and each one represents one of the elements that at that moment the robot
has active. All this, can be seen in the figure 3.10.

3.3.3 Architecture performance
Finally, in order to determine how good the architecture is, a time performance is shown. In this
performance, the robot must realize the “test of the square”, that is, its movement must draw a square
of 1m x 1m. In the test, the square is repeated 5 times.
Three different ways of communication have been tested. The first one consists of an implementation of the architecture using software components. These components communicate among
themselves by means of the Remote Method Invocation (RMI) method. The second way is an implementation of the architecture using the MadKit multiagent system. And the third one is the implementation of the architecture described in this paper, using the JADE system.
The method for getting the times is the following; there is a client, a server and a controller
for the base. The client communicates with the server to indicate to it which movement it should
make. When the server receives the order from the client, it communicates with the controller to
physically move the robot. The communications, in the case of RMI, are made by means of remote
function invocation, and in the case of the MadKit and the actual architecture with JADE, by means
of messages.
Also, different configurations relating to the place where the interactive entities are have been
tested. Thus, in the cases of the MadKit and the actual implementations, the intra-platform and the
inter-platform configurations have been tested. In the case of RMI, only the intra-platform configuration has been tested. In the intra-platform configuration, all the entities are in the same robot or
computer. In the inter-platform configuration, there is a robot or computer with the client, and another
one with the server and the controller. The information that is of interest for the performance is the
transmission time between the client and the server.

Figure 3.11: Timing performance among different implementations of the Acromovi architecture
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A graph comparing these times can be seen in figure 3.11. It is important to note that the times
shown in the graph are the time of sending the message from the client to the server plus the time
of the answer from the server to the client. As can be seen, in the intra-platform configuration all
the systems have a similar time. That is because JADE and MadKit internally use the RMI method
when the messages are sent in the same platform. The differences come from the inter-platform
configuration, in this case the actual configuration is better than the one implemented with MadKit.

3.4 Architecture extension for mobile manipulators
This section describes an extension added to the Acromovi architecture to manage an arm over a
mobile robot [269]. Mobile manipulation involves the most important key issue in robotics: integration. While hardware integration seems to be nearly solved due to the increasing dominance of
PC-compatible systems, software integration is still a challenge, since a lot of issues arise with the
variety of operating systems, device drivers, application libraries, and programming languages which
need to be merged in any real-world robotic system.
In recent years, there is an emergent interest in combining the two most important fields of
robotics, the control of static manipulators and the navigation of mobile robots. By means of the
mobility of the platform, there is an increase of the workspace of the manipulator. Also, having a
manipulator on a mobile robot there is an increase in its operational capability and flexibility. Such
systems allow robots to perform the most common missions of robotic systems which require both,
locomotion and manipulation abilities. So, they seem particularly suited for field and service robotics
[38].
Many different control systems for mobile manipulators have been developed. In [297], a control architecture suitable for mobile manipulation is explained. This architecture combines existing
techniques for navigation and mobility with a flexible control system for the manipulator arm.
In [360], the authors implement a behaviour-based controller over a mobile manipulator to make
it possible for the robot to open a door. The key issue for achieving such behaviour is cooperation
between robots function sub-systems, such as the locomotion control system, the manipulator control
system and the sensor systems.
Other approaches to the control of a mobile manipulator take into account neural networks. In
[209], a neural network-based methodology is developed for the motion control of mobile manipulators subject to kinematics’ constraints.
A task-oriented framework for the dynamic coordination of mobile manipulator systems has been
implemented in [183]. The dynamic coordination strategy developed is based on two models concerned with the effector dynamic behavior, and the robot self-posture description and control. The
effector dynamic behavior model is obtained by a projection of the robot dynamics into the space
associated with the effector task, while the posture behavior is characterized by the complement of
this projection.
Finally, other possible approach is to use multiagent system as in [110]. This work presents a
multiagent system approach to a service mobile manipulator robot that interacts with human during
an object delivery and hand-over task in two dimensions. The agents of the system are controlled
using fuzzy control. The functions of the fuzzy controllers are tuned by using genetic algorithms.
In [207], a multiagent system architecture for a modular mobility enhancement system is presented. The system consists of one or more multiple mobile robotic platforms and a set of user
defined application modules, such as chairs, tables multifunctional chairs etc. All these modules can
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be inexpensive everyday life items, which become functional when a mobile platform is properly
attached to them. This way the system can act as a wheelchair, as a carrier of objects, or even as a
walker.
Concerning vision, in [71] a new methodology to achieve vision-based control of a mobile manipulator is presented. This methodology makes it possible for the mobile manipulator to reach a required three-dimensional target position and orientation. The objective is to apply the non-holonomic
degrees of freedom represented by two independently driven wheels together with the holonomic
dexterity of the on-board arm in order to bring about a desired positioning objective for the arm.
Other work that presents a visual control is [325]. In this project, a high-precision visual control
method for mobile manipulators is presented. That method makes efficient use of all the system’s
degrees of freedom, which reduces the required number of actuators for the manipulator.
Finally, the arm must be able to perform manipulation tasks. In [188], a framework for visually
guided manipulation tasks is presented. The complexity of such tasks determines the precision and
degrees of freedom controlled which also affects the robustness and flexibility of the system. The
proposed approach results in a system which can locate and grasp a certain object.

3.4.1 Acromovi mobile manipulator extension
The general purpose is to add to the Acromovi architecture the capability of managing new components, an arm with all its accessories, and make feasible the cooperation between the arm and the mobile base, creating a mobile manipulator. The mobile manipulator used is formed by the combination
of a Mitsubishi PA10 arm and an ActivMedia Powerbot mobile robot, as explained in section 1.2.1.
For the design of the framework, the characteristics of the two systems that constitute the mobile
manipulator have been considered, the mobile base and the manipulator. The framework maintains
the characteristics of the two sub-systems independently; while at the same time provides a basis for
cooperation by means of the multiagent system. Also, the framework gives access to the accessories
mounted on each sub-system making it possible to coordinate all the elements to perform a certain
task.

Figure 3.12: Extended Acromovi architecture
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As in the case of the Vislib or ACTS, it is necessary to subsume new native libraries in the lower
level of the global architecture. These native libraries are the libraries that permit the access to the
arm and its accessories. This can be seen in figure 3.12.
The PA10 library is a library designed to develop application programs for the operation control
of the robot, and moreover, is an interface library to ease the operation of all the functions for the
motion control of the robot. It is written in C language. To manage the stereo, the C++ library Small
Vision System (SVS) [185] is available. The SVS consists of a set of library functions for performing
stereo correlation. Programs may call these functions to compute stereo results on any images that
are available. It is written in C++.
These two libraries need to transfer their functions and information that return to Java. For this
reason, the Java Native Interface (JNI) is used . In the case of the PA10 library, there is a wrapper that
transforms the functions of this library to Java functions. For the vision system, there is a wrapper for
the SVS, and it is able to deliver stereo 320x240 color images at 20 frames per second.
The stereo provides information that can be used to control the arm with a Java program. The
acquisition of the images need the libraries provided with the cameras. Then these images are used to
create the video stream using the Java Media Framework (JMF) [148]. One major advantage of using
JMF is that is able to seamlessly transmit video over the network, using the RTP protocol [295]. With
JPEG compression, the system is able to deliver 20 fps of stereo images through a wireless network
(802.11b) to the university network, without noticeable loss of quality and response.
To control these new libraries, it is necessary to include new agents/components to the middleware
layer. In more detail, in the lower level, as can be seen in figure 3.13. These new components are in
charge of serving the petitions of the other agents of the system to the element that they manage.

Figure 3.13: Mobile manipulator middleware
Thus, the first agent developed is the agent that moves the arm. The communication between the
upper agents and the native library of the arm to move it is made possible by this agent.
In order to integrate the images of the stereo par with the agent architecture, a new agent has
been implemented, the SVSAgent. This agent serves the images that are acquired by the stereo to the
system, and offers all the facilities included in the SVS library.
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Finally, the JMFAgent is capable of creating a video stream through the images that serve the
SVSAgent. This video frame can be transmitted over the network without an elevated cost due to the
jpeg compression. Also, this agent is able to execute some functions of image processing.
As can be deduced, each of the systems that form the mobile manipulator, the mobile base and
the manipulator arm, are considered independently, but allowing their cooperation on the applications
layer of the architecture to solve possible problems of global redundancy or control sharing.
It is the responsibility of the programmer to adapt the tools that the architecture offers to a mobile
manipulation system. Also, it is possible, because of the scalability of the architecture, to implement
a new application that makes possible the manipulation of the whole mobile manipulator, and then to
implement that application as a new agent of the upper layer, allowing the agents of the architecture
and other applications to access the facilities of the mobile manipulator.

3.5 Architecture extension for the Linuxbot robots
Finally, in this section another extension to the Acromovi architecture is described. This time, the
extension consists of the incorporation of a new type of mobile robots to the general architecture, the
Linuxbots, that were shown in section 1.2.1.
Linuxbots already have their own programming and control architecture. Thus, the followed
process has been to extend the Acromovi architecture in order to integrate the Linuxbot architecture,
so that the new mobile robots can use the Acromovi architecture. With this aim, it has been necessary
to make a change in the approach of the architecture, and modify it using concepts from objectoriented programming, like superclasses, interfaces and inheritance.
Due to the simplicity of the Linuxbot robots, there are only two basic systems to take into account
in the integration. On the one hand, it is the base of the robot that allows the robot to move through
the environment, and on the other hand, it is the infrared frontal sensors, which allow the robot to
detect if there is anything in front of it. Thus, following the design of the architecture, it was only
necessary to create two new Java libraries and agents to manage these new systems.
From the control library of the Linuxbots, and with the help of JNI, the two new Java libraries,
“Base Linuxbot” and “IR Linuxbot” were created. The first one to manage the base of the robot with
the movements and the internal state, and the second one to manage the infrared sensors.
From these two libraries developed, it was easy to create the new agents, “BaseAgent Linuxbot”
and “IRAgent Linuxbot”, which are in charge of the managing of the two components of the robot
in the multiagent system of Acromovi architecture. To create these new agents, the JADE multiagent
systems tool has been used. In the figure 3.14, the new libraries and agents can be appreciated, just
as the mechanisms that allow their inter-connection with their upper and lower layers.
Once the classes and agents were created, and after discovering that many of the functions and
procedures in the classes refering to the management of the base, it was decided to use concepts of
object-oriented programming like superclasses, interfaces and inheritance in order to create a more
functional architecture.
From the classes “Base Pioneer”, to manage the Pioneer robots, and “Base Linuxbot”, to manage
the Linuxbots robots, it was possible to create an interface called “Base”. Base contains all those
parts that are common between the two classes and which are necessary for a new mobile robot to
be incorporated into the Acromovi architecture, like movement functions, or functions to consult the
internal state of the robot.
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Figure 3.14: New agents and libraries for the Linuxbots robots
The new interface is used by BaseAgent, so that the access by part of the agent is transparent and
always equal, regardless of the mobile robot that is working. In the case of the infrared sensors, a
similar approach was followed.
In the figure 3.15, it is possible to see the relationship between the classes and the connexion with
the agents in the new philosophy of the architecture.

Figure 3.15: Example of interface communication for BaseAgent

Chapter 4

Cooperative navigation using the optical
flow
Navigation by means of the optical flow technique and time-to-contact calculation is explained here. A new
point of view is applied, extending the navigation from one robot to a group, the robots cooperating among
themselves to navigate in a safe way using the techniques described below.

4.1 General overview
Think about a mobile robot navigating through a corridor in an office environment. The robot carries
a camera to collect data about the environment and avoid possible obstacles in its way. This is the
common scenario in mobile robots research.
While moving, the robot is taking images of the environment which allows it to calculate an
estimate of the image motion. This estimate is of great importance in order to detect the objects in
front of the robot and avoid them, as was seen in section 2.2.
In order to estimate the motion of an object in the scene, one of the techniques most used is the
calculation of the optical flow, which is the distribution of the apparent velocities of movement of the
brightness pattern in an image, and arises from the relative movement of some objects and a viewer
[162]. As the robot is moving around, although the environment is static, there is a relative movement
between the objects and the camera onboard the robot.
The visual information coming from the camera of the robot is processed through the optical
flow technique, which provides the information the robot needs to safely navigate in an unknown
working-environment.
From the optical flow generated in this way the robot can infer how far an object present in a
scene is. This information is embedded in the time to collision (or time to crash) calculated from the
optical flow field [322].
The purpose of the cooperative application implemented is to use the technique of optical flow
so that a mobile robot equipped with a camera can navigate in a secure way through an indoor environment being able to avoid obstacles in real-time. This approach is then extended so that a group of
robots can navigate in a secure way, but in this case only one robot has a camera and the information
from the environment must be distributed among the team in such way that all the robots can navigate.
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In order to implement such an application, the Acromovi architecture, that has been explained
before, has been used. One of the features that makes Acromovi architecture suitable for the implementation of this application in that it allows the resources of each robot tobe shared among the
whole team. In this case, the information received from the camera and computed as optical flow and
time-to-contact is shared in such way that all the robots in the team can navigate without crashing
into any obstacle.
So, the main objectives include the use of vision libraries for capturing and processing image
frames, performing all the calculations as fast as possible, to implement simpler algorithms to perform the optical flow and time-to-contact calculations, and to include all these aspects inside the
Acromovi architecture. The first objective implies the use of libraries such as Java Media Framework
(JMF) for capturing images. The second objective is the most important to guarantee to the robot
the capability of real-time response. The third objective is common in software development, and
insures the accomplishment of the second objective. Finally, the fourth objective involves the use of
the Acromovi architecture giving support for all the application.
For years, the problem of processing image sequences for calculating the optical flow has been
studied for vision-based mobile robot navigation [72, 87, 101, 141, 145, 320, 319, 323, 322]. In
some of these cases a specialized hardware is used [72, 87, 101], in others spatial cameras are used
[87, 320], in others only small regions of the image are computed [72, 101, 141], or in others the
image processing is done off board the robot in other computers [72, 101].
Also, in order to detect obstacles and avoid them there is a great number of studies. Nelson
and Aloimonos [272] were the first to implement a simple obstacle avoidance algorithm using flow
divergence for a camera mounted on a robot arm. Ancona and Poggio [10] use a 1-D correlation-based
method for detecting motion and visual motion is only calculated where time-to-contact measures are
to be taken.
Also, Coombs et al. [87] use normal flow in the central region of the camera view to recover flow
divergence for real-time time-to-contact estimation, which is then used to decide whether to turn or to
stop when collision is imminent. Finally, Santos-Victor and Sandini [318] use optical flow to achieve
obstacle avoidance without the direct use of time-to-contact or flow field divergence. Obstacles are
detected by observing obstructions in the expected flow field induced by the ground plane. More
recent works include those of Sarcinelli-Filho [323, 322], or Souhila [333].

4.2 Background Theory
This section presents the theory about the techniques used in the implementation on the navigation
tasks. This techniques are the optical flow and the time-to-contact.

4.2.1 Computation of the optical flow values
Optical flow computation consists in extracting a dense velocity field from an image sequence assuming that intensity or color is conserved during the displacement. This result may be used by other
applications such as time interpolation of image sequences using motion information.
The optical-flow field used in this work is obtained by using formulas and constraints used by
Horn and Schunck [162]. The equation that relates the change in image brightness at a point to the
motion of the brightness pattern is:
Ix u + Iy v + It = 0

(4.1)
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where, I(x, y, t) represents the value of brightness at time t of a point with coordinates (x, y) in
the image plane. Ix , Iy , It represent the partial derivatives of I with relation to x, y, t respectively. u,
v denote the components of optical flow along x and y respectively.
However, this equation, that is called “optical flow constraint equation”, is not enough to determine u and v at any pixel from the image, so a new constraint should be included. Horn and Schunk
use an additional constraint in which the sum of the Laplacians of u and v should be minimized. This
constraint is called “smoothness constraint” [162]. This means that
∇2 u + ∇2 v =

∂2u ∂2u ∂2v
∂2v
+
+
+
∂x2
∂y 2
∂x2 ∂y 2

(4.2)

must be minimized.
They approximate the values of the Laplacians as
∇2 u ≈ 3(ū − u)
∇2 v ≈ 3(v̄ − v)

(4.3)

where ū and v̄ are the average values of the optical flow components taken over 3x3 pixels square
centered on the pixel under consideration. That can be calculated as follows
ui,j,k = 1/6 {ui−1,j,k + ui,j+1,k + ui+1,j,k + ui,j−1,k }
+1/12 {ui−1,j−1,k + ui−1,j+1,k + ui+1,j+1,k + ui+1,j−1,k }
v i,j,k = 1/6 {vi−1,j,k + vi,j+1,k + vi+1,j,k + vi,j−1,k }
+1/12 {vi−1,j−1,k + vi−1,j+1,k + vi+1,j+1,k + vi+1,j−1,k }

(4.4)

That is, the following mask is used in the calculus of the Laplacians
1/12
1/6
1/12

1/6
−1
1/6

1/12
1/6
1/12

The iterative solution for the values of u and v is given by:


un+1 = un − Ix [Ix un + Iy v n + It ] /  α2 + Ix2 + Iy2
v n+1 = v n − Iy [Ix un + Iy v n + It ] / α2 + Ix2 + Iy2

(4.5)

where n + 1 is iteration under calculation, n is the previous iteration, and α is a weighting factor.
Finally, the values of Ix , Iy and It can be calculated as follows:
Ix ≈ 1/4[Ii,j+1,k − Ii,j,k + Ii+1,j+1,k − Ii+1,j,k + Ii,j+1,k+1 − Ii,j,k+1 + Ii+1,j+1,k+1 − Ii+1,j,k+1]
Iy ≈ 1/4[Ii+1,j,k − Ii,j,k + Ii+1,j+1,k − Ii+1,j,k + Ii+1,j,k+1 − Ii,j,k+1 + Ii+1,j+1,k+1 − Ii,j+1,k+1](4.6)
It ≈ 1/4[Ii,j,k+1 − Ii,j,k + Ii+1,j,k+1 − Ii+1,j,k + Ii,j+1,k+1 − Ii,j+1,k + Ii+1,j+1,k+1 − Ii+1,j+1,k ]
As can be seen, this algorithm only uses two different images (t, t + 1), thus very little quantity of
memory is needed. Also, in the initialization it is necessary to provide the algorithm with the number
of iterations to be performed (n). Depending on this number, the computational consumption will be
higher.
Following the algorithm, the optical flow can be calculated. In figure 4.1, an example of this
calculation is shown.
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Figure 4.1: Optical flow field.

4.2.2 Computation of the time to contact values
A primary use of optical flow in robotics vision is collision detection, in particular time-to-contact
computation. Using only optical measurements, and without knowing one’s own velocity or distance
from a surface, it is possible to determine when contact with a visible surface will be made [69].

Figure 4.2: Optical geometry for time-to-contact.
A point of interest P at coordinates (X, Y, Z) is projected through the focus of projection centered
on the origin of the coordinate system (0, 0, 0). P is fixed in physical space and does not move. The
origin/focus of projection however moves forward with velocity dZ/dt. If the camera is facing the
same direction as the direction of motion, then this direction is what is commonly known as the “focus
of expansion” (FOE), since it is the point from which the optical flow diverges. The image plane is
fixed at a distance z in front of origin. For convenience, it is set to z = 1 (The actual value of z
depends on the focal length of camera). P projects onto point p in this plane. As the image plane
moves closer to P , the position of p in the image plane changes as well. Using equilateral triangle,
y/z = y/1 = Y /Z

(4.7)
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and differentiating with respect to time and taking the reciprocals in both sides,


y/ẏ = − Z/Ż = τ
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(4.8)

The quantity τ is known as the time-to-contact. Note that the left-hand side contains purely optical
quantities, and that knowledge of τ does not provide any information about distance and velocity, only
their ratio. In figure 4.3, a example of the calculation that provides this method is shown .

Figure 4.3: Example of time-to-contact graph.

4.3 Navigation of a single robot
This section comments on the method and implementation performed in order that a single robot with
a camera mounted on it can navigate through an unknown environment.

4.3.1 Control system and navigation
Based on the optical-flow field and the time-to-contact values obtained as described above, the sensing
subsystem delivers that information to the control subsystem. As can be seen in figure 4.3, the timeto-contact is divided in distinct stripes in the visual field of the robot. The values of these stripes are
considered to control the heading angle of the robot.
The stripes of the time-to-contact correspond to the columns of pixels in the image. In each of
these columns, the value corresponds to the minimum value of the time-to-contact for that column,
thus obtaining the most dangerous value in this place. So, 240 values of the time-to-contact are
available.
In order to calculate the evasion manoeuvre, two options have been defined. The first one consists
of dividing the possible situations that can occur in the vector of time-to-contact in three general
situations. These situations are:
• Imminent Collision, when an object is very near to the robot, that is, the values of the time-tocontact in the middle of the image are less than the threshold. In this case, the action the robot
takes is to go back 10cm, to rotate 180 degrees in one direction and to move forwards again.
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• Side Obstacle, similar to the previous one, but in this case the object is in the left or right side
of the image. In this case, the action the robot takes is to rotate 15 degrees in the opposite
direction and to resume moving forwards.
• Normal Situation is characterized by the situation where no objects with low time-to-contact
are detected in the image frame, that is, all the values are above the threshold. This means
that none of the objects in the visual field of the robot are close enough to deserve an abrupt
manoeuvre. When this is the case, the robot moves straight ahead.

In order to differentiate among the Imminent Collision and Side Obstacle situations, three different areas must be defined to separate the stripes of the time-to-contact that defines each of these
situations. Thus, the left Side Obstacle situation includes the area between the stripe 0 and 80, for
the Imminent Collision situation, the are between 80 and 160 stripes, and for the right Side Obstacle
situation, the stripes between the 160 and the 240 ones. This can be seen in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Distribution of the different situations of the time-to-contact
The second option tries to make the movements of the robot smoother. The path followed by the
robot through the environment will therefore be also correspondingly smooth.
First, the 240 values of the time-to-contact graphic are grouped in groups of 10, segmenting the
image in different regions that execute similar movements. The final result of such segmentation of
movement is a vector of 24 values of time-to-contact, which are the mean of the 10 values that are
grouped. Each value of the time-to-contact corresponds to the object closest to the robot in each
angular interval of 2 degrees of the visual field of the robot (which is 48 degrees). Each angular
interval of 2 degrees corresponds to a region whose width is 10 pixels, so that obtaining a vector of
24 times to contact is equivalent to using 24 CCD cameras, each one with a visual field of 2 degrees.
Such vector of time-to-contact is the sensorial information used to control the heading angle of
the robot in this case. Knowing that the center of the image corresponds to the 0 degrees of rotation,
the left side corresponds to positive angles until 24 degrees, and the left side to negative angles up to
-24 degrees.
In this case the basic idea is to recognize which is the direction with more free space and to steer
the robot in that direction. This direction is represented in the graph of the time-to-contact values as
the region with the highest value.
The operation of the control system in this case is as follows. If all the values of the time-tocontact are over a defined threshold, the robot must move straight ahead. But if any of the values is
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under the threshold, in this case the robot must detect it and perform the evasive manoeuvre, if it is
the case, to avoid the obstacle. Knowing the position of the obstacle in the image and the position
which has more free space, it is easy to calculate the angle that the robot must turn in order to avoid
that obstacle.

4.3.2 System Development
To give support for the system that has been explained, three new agents have been designed for the
development of this application in the Acromovi architecture, the JMFAgent, the OpticalFlowAgent,
and the ControlAgent. Each of these agents implements each of the modules described in previous
sections. A diagram of the relation among these agents can be seen in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Interaction among the agents
The first agent involved in the process is the JMFAgent, which is in charge of capturing the
input image frames. The video from the camera on board the robot is captured using the Java Media
Framework (JMF). The agent produces an image frame of size 320x240 pixels and provides grey
scale data of each pixel at the rate of 5 frames per second. In figure 4.6 there is an example of frame
captured by the JMFAgent.

Figure 4.6: Captured image by the JMFAgent
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Next, this image is sent to the next agent in the process, the OpticalFlowAgent. This agent
performs two different tasks. Firstly, it calculates the optical flow derived from the new image, and
then, it calculates, from the optical flow, the time-to-contact vector. In figure 4.1, there is an example
of the optical-flow field and in the figure 4.3, the time-to-contact graphic.
Next, the OpticalFlowAgent sends the information corresponding to the time to contact to the
ControlAgent, which implements one of the two strategies explained before. Also, this agent is the
one which sends the different actions to the BaseAgent so that the robot can avoid an obstacle or can
follow its path.
An important disadvantage of the system is that after any turning, the calculation of the time-tocontact values must be elapsed during one image frame. This turning can produce an abrupt change
in the image frame, and therefore it can cause an incorrect optical flow field to be acquired or a very
high magnitude which can result in low time-to-contact values and hence a wrong decision which can
put the physical integrity of the robot in danger.

4.3.3 Results
In order to check the performance of the sensing and control subsystems discussed before, the robot
is programmed to wander around the lab, avoiding all the obstacles it detects with both the methods
explained.
The robot acquires image frames of 320x240 pixels continuously at an interval of 200 ms, the
calculation of the optical flow vectors plus the calculation of the new heading angle is compatible
with the rate of acquisition of images, thus showing that the use of optical flow for this kind of
sensing is suitable.
An analysis of all the actions the robot has taken shows that it was effectively able to avoid the
obstacles that appeared in its way, as expected, using the time-to-contact based sensorial information.
In both cases the robot performs the tasks in a correct way. But, it is important to note that the second
option is more precise in the avoiding of the obstacles and does not perform abrupt movements. Some
examples of executions can be seen in the following figures.
The first one, in figure 4.7, corresponds to an experiment using the first strategy which divides the
frame into three possible situations. In this case, a manoeuvre to avoid the obstacle in the situation
“Side Obstacle” is shown.
The second experiment, in figure 4.8, corresponds to the “Imminent Collision” situation of the
first strategy. It can be seen that when the robot arrives too close to the object, it turns 180 degrees
and comes back.
Finally, an example of execution following the second strategy is shown in figure 4.9. In this case,
it is possible to see how the robot when it approaches the obstacle, selects the direction that offers
more free space to the navigation of the robot.

4.4 Cooperative navigation using the optical flow
In this section a new approach to the visual navigation described in the previous section is explained.
In this case, it is not only a robot which navigates through the environment avoiding the obstacles. In
this case, there are two robots navigating at the same time, but the approach that is described can be
used to make more than two robots navigate at the same time.
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Figure 4.7: Strategy followed in the case of the “Side Obstacle” situation

Figure 4.8: Strategy followed in the case of the “Imminent Collision” situation

4.4.1 Control system and navigation
This application allows a number of robots to navigate through an unknown environment in a secure
way. The environment is restricted to corridors or environments like a corridor where the robots can
move forward for long periods without encountering obstacles.
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Figure 4.9: Strategy followed with the second strategy
Any number of robots can form the team but in this example only two robots are taken into
consideration. One of these robots has a camera mounted on it, which allows the robot to compute
the optical flow field and the time-to-contact values in order to avoid the obstacles that can appear
in the way. The other robot does not carry any sensor that could give it any information about the
environment.
The idea is that the information of the robot with camera, from this point the leader, can be shared
in any way that helps the robot without a camera to navigate through the environment without crashing
into any obstacle. For this reason, the robots must maintain a specific position each one with regard
to the other, so that the leader robot can know the position of the “blind” robot and help it when an
obstacle appears in the way. The positions of the robots considered for this application are shown in
the figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Positions of the robots at the beginning of the application
The two robots always move forwards in a straight line while the leader does not detect any obstacle for it or the the other by means of the optical flow and time-to-contact values, as was explained in
section 4.2. In the moment that the leader detects any obstacle, an evasion manoeuvre must be made
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in order to avoid the obstacle and maintain the integrity of the robots.
Different situations can arise when detecting an obstacle. Depending where the obstacle is located, the robots will take different strategies for avoiding it. These strategies can be divided into two
groups.
The most common situation is when there is enough space to avoid the obstacle and so the robots
merely pass by one side or the other. Depending on which side there is more free space, the robots
move to that side. This can be seen in figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Maneouvres taken to avoid an obstacle passing the two by the left or the right side
The other situation occurs when there is not enough free space for the two robots to pass by one
of the sides of the obstacle, then the robots must divide one on each side. This is represented in
figure 4.12.
As can be seen in the figures, when an obstacle is in the path of the robots, the robots must
modify their current path in order to avoid it. For this reason, the control system of the leader robot
must calculate the point where the robots must move to avoid the obstacle. With the information of
the time-to-contact and the data that the robot has at that moment, it is possible to calculate these
points for both robots.
First of all, it is necessary to know the width of the obstacle and the free space that remains on
both sides of the obstacle in order to choose one of the possible strategies seen before. The time that
remains to contact with the obstacle in frames is known and indicated by the time-to-contact values,
and the frequency at which each new frame is acquired from the system is also known. With this
information it is easy to calculate the time to contact that remains by the following equation,
t=

1
· ttc
f

(4.9)

where t is the time in seconds to crash with the obstacle, f the frame frequency, and ttc the
number of frames from the time-to-contact.
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Figure 4.12: Manoeuvres to avoid an obstacle passing each robot by one side
Once the time to contact is known, and knowing the velocity of the robot, it is also easy to
calculate the distance to the obstacle,
dist = t · v

(4.10)

where t is the time calculated previously and v is the actual velocity of the robot.
Now, from the time-to-contact vector it is possible to calculate the width of the obstacle in the
image. Simply, recognizing which values of the time-to-contact corresponds to the obstacle, counting
the stripes that it fills and multiplying this value by 10 pixels grouped in each stripe, the width of the
obstacle in the image is calculated, as shows figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13: Width of the obstacle calculated in the time-to-contact vector
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To determine the width of the obstacle in the real world, it is necessary to use some intrinsic
parameters of the camera. Supposing that the robot has a “pin-hole camera”, the different elements in
the scene are related as shows figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Pin-hole camera model
From the figure it is possible to extract information that allows the real width of the obstacle to be
calculated. It is necessary to know three parameters, the focal length of the camera, the width of the
object in the image and the distance from the camera to the object. With this information, the width
of the object can be calculated as follows,
W = dist ·

w
f

(4.11)

The free space remaining on both sides of the obstacle can be calculated following the same
strategy. With that information, the robot has to decide one of the possible strategies and depending
on that, it has to calculate the points to which the robot must move in order to avoid the obstacle.

Figure 4.15: Calculus of the destiny point to avoid the obstacle
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Depending on the strategy chosen to avoid the obstacle, different points must be calculated, but all
of them follow the same calculation procedure. That is, knowing the actual position of the robot P0 ,
the distance to the object l, a parameter d, which indicates the separation between the robot and the
object, and other parameter k, that indicates the vertical separation from the front side of the obstacle,
the point to move the robot Pf can be calculated. All these elements are represented in the figure 4.15.
Also it is necessary to know which portion of the obstacle still remains on the side that the robot
has chosen to move. Supposing that the robot moves in the center of the time-to-contact vector, simply
counting the pixels that remain until the end of the obstacle and applying the equation 4.11, the size
of the obstacle that remains in the way of the robot, O, is calculated. With this data, the final point to
move the robot can be calculated as follows:
xf = x0 + l + k
yf = y0 + O + d

(4.12)

thf = th0
The robot leader calculates these points for every robot that is present in the execution of the
application. Depending on the strategy used, different points will be calculated for the robots, but all
the points follow the same calculation.
Once the points for all the robots are calculated, the leader sends them to the corresponding robot
in order that this robot can avoid the obstacle. When the robots receive this point, they must move
to it. The strategy followed to move the robot from one point to another is to use Bezier curves [79],
which allow them to move in a smooth way without great changes in the orientation of the robots. As
can be seen in the figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: Bezier Curve to move from one point to another
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Such curves can be defined with only four points: the endpoints P 0 and P 3 are given by the
actual position of the robot and the end position; the control points P 1 and P 2 are chosen along the
lines defined by the orientations of the robots.
The cubic Bezier curve is given by


x(t)
(4.13)
P (t) =
= at3 + bt2 + ct + P0 , t ∈ [0, 1]
y(t)
where the vectors a, b, c are defined as follows
c = 3(P1 − P0 )
b = 3(P2 − P1 ) − c

(4.14)

a = P3 − P0 − c − b
and the points are defined in the follower robot’s reference frame

P0 =

x0
y0




, P1 =





x0 + d
y0

, P2 =

xf − d · cosθ
yf − d · sinθ




, P3 =

xf
yf


(4.15)

where the value of θ is the orientation of the final point with respect to the initial one, usually this
value will be 0 in order to adopt the same orientation so that it can follow the same way, and the value
of d can be chosen arbitrarily, but depending on this value, the curve to be followed by the robot is
different. In this application it is calculated as,
2√ √
2( 2 − 1) x, y
(4.16)
3
The robot must follow this trajectory that the Bezier curve indicates in order to arrive at the end
point. Assuming that the robot moves at a constant linear velocity v, to compute the angular velocity
ω, the computation of the curvature κ is necessary since
d=

v
= vκ
(4.17)
R
where R and κ are the radius and curvature of the trajectory, respectively. The curvature of any
parametric curve is calculated as
ω=









xy −y x
κ = 2
(x + y  2 )3/2

(4.18)

So, in order to move the robot from one point to the other and avoid the obstacle, the following
velocities must be set
• Linear velocity: v
• Angular velocity: ω = vκ
The robots move following the described curve to arrive at the end point. Once they have arrived
at this point, they continue moving in a straight line while the leader robot is “seeing” the obstacle.
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When the leader no longer perceives the obstacle, a manoeuvre to return to the original positions
is made. This manoeuvre is similar to the one to avoid the obstacle. It is necessary to calculate a new
Bezier curve with new points, calculate the angular velocity and move the robot until it arrives at the
desired position. Once the robots have arrived at the position, they continue moving in a straight line
until a new obstacle appears in the way.

4.4.2 System Development
In this case, the development for the two robots is taken into consideration. In the leader, the same
agents that in the case of only one robot are present. However, it is necessary to change the ControlAgent so that it can take decisions about which strategy to use, both on the same side or make a
bifurcation, and can calculate the points to which the robots must move in order to avoid the obstacle.
In the other robot, it is only necessary to add a ControlAgent that receives the point to which it
must move from the leader and moves the robot to this point by means of a Bezier curve.
For this reason, a communication among the two robots is necessary. This communication is
limited to the minimum and the two robots only communicate among them 3 times. The first one is
when the leader communicates that the movement can begin. The second one is performed when the
leader detects an obstacle and sends the point to the robot to which it must move. Finally, the third
communication act is made when the leader no longer sees the obstacle and sends the point to the
robot to return to the original position.

4.4.3 Results
Also in this case, in order to check the performance of the sensing and control subsystems discussed
before, the robots are programmed to move in a corridor-following application, avoiding all the obstacles that they detect with the method explained.
The robots at the beginning are placed one besides the other with a distance of 0.5 meters. The
robot with no sensing system can be at the right side or the left side of the leader, but the leader must
know this position in order to perform the calculations.
The analysis of the actions that the robots take shows that they are able to avoid the obstacles
that appear in their way. In all the possible variations the robots perform the tasks correctly. Two
examples of executions can be seen in the following figures.
The first one corresponds to an experiment where the two robots can pass both on the same side
of the object. The manoeuvre to avoid the obstacle can be seen in the sequence of images shown in
figure 4.17.
Finally, this example of execution corresponds to the case in which it is not possible that both
robots pass on the same side. In this case, the robots must perform a bifurcation and once the obstacle
has been passed they must come back to the original positions. In the following series of images, this
behaviour can be seen in figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.17: Strategy followed in the case that the two robot can pass by the same side

Figure 4.18: Strategy followed in the case that the two robot cannot pass by the same side
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Chapter 5

Cooperative formations of multiple
mobile robots
This chapter explains how to create and mantain a multirobot formation. The formation is made up of a group
of robots in which only one has a laser system which is used to navigate through the environment and only one
has a camera to localize the other robots and is used to mantain the formation. The cooperation among the
robots is also explained in this chapter.

5.1 General overview
As seen in section 2.3, coordination among a group of robots can be very useful for many applications.
One of the most important tasks is in motion coordination, is how to move a team of robots in an
ordered way, such as maintaining a predefined formation.
In this way, one of the first systems that used specific formations for a particular task were scout
teams of the US Army. In moving quickly down roadways for instance, it is often best to follow one
after the other. When sweeping across desert terrain, line-abreast may be better. Furthermore, when
scouts maintain their positions, they are able to distribute their sensor assets to reduce overlap. Army
manuals list four important formations for scout vehicles: diamond, wedge, line, and column.
Balch and Arkin [28, 30] used homogeneous, reactive, non-communicating agents to study formation maintenance in autonomous robots. The robots’ goal is to move together in a military formation
such as a diamond, column, or wedge. They periodically come across obstacles which prevent one or
more of the robots from moving in a straight line. After passing the obstacle, all robots must adjust
in order to regain their formation.
Formations are very important in the field of multiagent robotics, in order for the robots to roam
together to complete a certain task they need to form a chain and maintain this formation [160, 174,
276]. Control of robot formations has received much attention in the past years.
One of the first approximations to multirobot formations is the leader-follower approach [94, 100,
204, 214] where one robot is selected as the leader and must be followed by the rest of robots. The
task is usually implemented as only a single robot following some other autonomous agent. The
follower must attempt to track the leader even though the leader undergoes possibly rapid random
motion changes [105].
This approach can be extended to more than two robots. In that case, each robot references itself to
one neighboring robot, using usually local information, maintaining a certain angle, ψ , and distance,
79
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l, to it. Thus, the information needed is position and orientation of one robot close by and within line
of sight. Keeping pre-set headings and distances from each follower to their leader robot it is possible
to create and maintain a formation while robots are moving.
In this field, two works [79, 306] were developed at the Robotic Intelligence Lab of the Jaume I
University. These works were useful as the basis for the work developed in this section.
Chiem [79] presented a simple method for the development of leader-follower formations of multiple autonomous robots. Each follower robot estimates the position and orientation of its leader with
a color-tracking vision system, and builds a Bézier curve that describes the trajectory between its
current position, and the position of the leader robot. This approach can be extended to more follower
robots, while keeping a line formation. Also, Chiem stated that by the introduction of virtual points
formations of different shapes can be generated, but it was not implemented.
Renaud [306] followed the same work as Chiem, that is robot formation control strategies based
on a vision-based follow-the-leader scenario, but he concentrated on the reliability of the system. In
that way, perception is enhanced by the control of a pan-tilt-zoom camera, which gives the follower
robot a large field of view and improvement of the leader detection. Moreover, bidirectional and
non-oblivious robot control is proposed, with the use of odometry to detect outliers in the follower
vision-based pose estimation, and the leader path planning taking into account visibility constraint.
The application described in this section is a continuation of the previous ones but extended to
multiple types of formations by using virtual points as explained in [79]. For this reason, some of
the techniques and resources mentioned in the previous papers are used. An important value added
to the previous works is the cooperation among the robots. The main idea is to make it feasible for
a heterogeneous team of four robots, which is composed of one robot with a laser range-finder, one
robot with a color camera and two plain robots without any sensor, to navigate through an environment
in such a way that the robots with sensory power help the robots without it.
Before presenting the approach followed in this section, it is necessary to define some specific
terms and specifications. As specified in [29, 131], after analyzing different types of geometric formations that multirobots can create, they agree that a geometric formation consists of three main
parts: conductor, leader and followers. Conductor is the robot at the head of a group in a formation,
and is the responsible of leading the group and all the other robots will follow it. Leader is the robot
who takes the decisions about the formation. Finally Follower is any robot in a formation except the
conductor, including the leader.
In any formation application, there are two phases, first creating the formation, and then maintaining the formation while the robots move. In the first phase, it is necessary to detect and localize
the robots in the environment, for this end, the robot with the camera, the leader, searches in the
environment the rest of robots and localize them with respect to itself by means of a colored target
that the robots carry on. Once the robots are localized, it is easy to create the formation around the
leader. Once the formation is created, the second phase is actived. In order to get the robots moving in
a coordinated way, a conductor-referenced system is used, but using displacements of the conductor
position, in the form of virtual points, in order to create the desired formation. That is, each robot will
follow a virtual point, which is determined by the position of the conductor at any moment.
To determine the relative location of other robots, the leader uses the visual information obtained
from the pan-tilt-zoom on-board camera. Camera images are used to detect other robots and to determine the relative position of the detected robot and its orientation with respect to the leader. Each
robot carries a colored target that helps the leader to recognize it and calculate their position and
orientation. Moreover, the zoom is used to enhance the perception and get a higher accuracy and a
larger field of view.
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Robot localization has been recognized as one of the fundamental problems in mobile robotics
[129]. Using sensory information to localize the robot in its environment is the most fundamental
problem that has to be solved in order to provide a mobile robot with autonomous capabilities [90].
Most of the existing work in localization is addressed to the localization of a single robot by itself.
However, if robots can detect each other, there is the opportunity to do better. When a robot determines the location of another robot relative to its own, both robots can improve the accuracy with
which they localize each other.
Vision has been widely used to get exteroceptive information in order to detect and localize robots.
Although omnidirectional cameras have been used in the detection and localization of robots [94], directional cameras suppose a better option due to their much lower cost [321] and because they have
complementary performances despite the visibility constraints [251]. Regarding the image processing, color has been widely used to achieve robot detection [93, 131, 251]. However, the robustness of
color detection with respect to light conditions can be a major source of failures [92].
Also, the use of the zoom has been used in the context active vision [23] or visual servoing [164].
For using the zoom, it is necessary the explicit knowledge of intrinsic parameters from the calibration
of the camera [80, 225].
The control of the maintenance of the formation while the robots are moving is performed using a
decentralized process, where each follower decides which movements must be performed in order to
follow the movements of the conductor. The conductor is specialized in navigation because it is using
a laser range-finder to build maps and achieve the localization and navigation tasks. The actual position of the conductor while it is moving is sent to every follower. When receiving the position, each
follower calculates the virtual point that it must follow. This virtual point, as mentioned previously,
consists of a displacement in the position of the conductor that allows it to create different formations, not only the leader-follower line formation. Once the virtual point is calculated, the follower
computes the trajectory it must follow in order to arrive from the current position to the estimated
conductor relative position. For the calculation of this trajectory, Bezier curves are considered, as in
[79, 306].
As it was seen in 2.3, other options can be used in order to maintain the formation, not only the
conductor-referenced system. This system is very similar to the point-referenced system [199, 205,
262], where each follower determines its position in the formation in relation to the leader robot and
it is responsible for the maintenance of the formation. The difference between the approach described
in this system is that in this case the leader is not the same robot as the conductor and the leader itself
is also a follower.
Another possibility is the unit-center-referenced formation [29, 203], where the average of the x
and y positions of all the robots is calculated and used as a reference point for the robots so that they
can calculate their own formation position. In this case, the perception by each robot of the other
members produces a redundancy which increases the formation robustness.
Finally, in a neighbour-referenced approach, each robots maintains its position relative to one
other predetermined robot, a neighbour [131, 251, 348]. This option can not be a good choice if
failures are to be avoided, because, if a robot that works as reference fails, the follower robot can not
detect this and so adjust their position or the positions of other components of the formation, so the
formation will fail. If the failure can be detected, the most common robot attitude is the re-formation
of the robots, but this can not be the best option if the failure is produced by a vision failure or a
temporary occlusion.
The research presented in this section only concentrates on how to achieve the creation and the
maintenance of a formation. But as it was seen in section 2.3, other problems are of special interest
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in the domain of multirobot formations. Regarding the types of formations that it is possible to form
with the team of robots available, all the formations must have the conductor in front so that no robot
can interfere with the laser range-finder sensor and thus produce bad readings. The rest of robots can
not be arranged forward or besides this robot. With regard to the switching formation problem, it
was not implemented, but with the definition of the formations in the systems and the method use to
create the formations, it will be possible to switch the formation at any moment by simply stopping
the formation and rearrange the robots in a new formation. Finally, in relation to the avoidance of
obstacles, by means of the method used in the navigation and moving of the formation, all the static
obstacles in the map are avoided, but no avoidance for dynamic obstacles is provided.

5.1.1 Design of the application
The objective of this applications, that is the creation of multirobot formations, is to demonstrate that
the Acromovi architecture is suitable for the purpose for which it was created, to give the necessary
support to the robot team for the programming and execution of cooperative tasks.
Formations can be defined as spatial structures made up of a set of robots where each one represents a point or vertex of a certain structure, and the imaginary lines between the vertexes or robots
represent the structure contours. These formations are usually linear or polygonal in shape. But, when
more than one robot is moving in a common space, each one of them is transformed into a mobile
obstacle for the rest. For this reason a certain degree of coordination among the robots is necessary.
The coordination consists of a movement synchronization so that each robot executes its tasks without
producing a collision between them.
The main objective in this section is to develop a system able to create and maintain a formation
while the robots are moving. It is important to remark that the available team for the development of
the application is composed of robots with different capabilities. As common equipment, each robot
has an onboard computer and can communicate with the rest of robots through a wireless network.
But only one robot carries a laser range-finder to help it in the navigation and localization tasks, and
only one robot carries a pan-tilt-zoom color camera to detect the rest of the robots and calculate their
position. The rest of the robots are “plain” robots, that is, they do not have any type of sensor to help
them in the resolution of the tasks assigned. It is only by cooperating with each other that these plain
robots can perform the assigned tasks in a correct way, that is maintain the formation while moving.
As seen before, the applications consists of two phases, the first one, the creation of the formation,
has as its objective getting the group of mobile robots, which are distributed in the environment,
organized into a predefined formation among the ones that the group knows. This must be performed
by themselves, without the help of any human operator. The second phase involves the movement
and maintenance of the formation.
The first phase, the autonomous creation of the formation, was developed during a staying of the
author of this thesis at the “Bristol Robotics Laboratory” in the University of the West of England,
Bristol. The team of robots available at this laboratory consisted of three Linuxbots robots, see section
1.2.1, without any type of sensor mounted on them, and only one Pioneer-2 robot, see section 1.2.1,
with a pan-tilt-zoom color camera, and all the robots had the capacity to communicate by means of a
wireless network. The robots can be seen in figure 5.1.
As in this phase there is no intention to move the formation, no robot plays the role of conductor.
The Pioneer-2 robot plays the role of leader and is the responsible for organizing the robots in the
formation. The rest of the robots, the Linuxbots, play the role of followers, but in this phase they only
obey the orders of the leader and no following action is performed.
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Figure 5.1: Team of robots used in the creation phase

The creation phase can be divided into two sub-phases, the first one consists of the detection and
calculation of the position of the robots in the environment by the leader, using for this purpose the
camera in order to detect the colored target. To this end, the leader first searches for a certain color
pattern and then calculates the position of the robot that carries this pattern in relation to itself. Once
all the robots are localized, in the second phase, the leader sends to all the robots the position that they
must occupy in the formation, and the robots, knowing their actual position and the position where
they must be, move to position themselves in the formation. The creation phase is repeated twice, so
that final positions of the robots in the formation are more precise.
The second phase, the maintenance of the formation while moving, was developed at the “Robotic
Intelligence Laboratory” in the Jaume I University in Castellon. Now, the team of robots is slightly
different. All the robots of the team are Pioneers-2, but each one with different capabilities. Thus,
there is still one robot with the camera, which also plays the role of leader. There is one robot which
has a laser range-finder and plays the role of conductor, that is, it is in charge of driving the team
by a previously defined path. Finally, there are also two plain robots, which are the followers, and
their only mission is to follow the conductor and obey the orders of the leader. In this case, the leader
also acts as follower, because it must maintain the formation in order to get the information for the
plain robots, so it must follow the conductor as well. Moreover, all the robots have the capacity to
communicate by means of a wireless network. This new team of robots can be seen in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Team of robots used in the maintenance phase
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This phase is actived once the formation is created. The conductor indicates the movement to be
followed by the rest of robots in the formation and each follower decides which movements it must in
order to follow the movements of the conductor. At each step, the actual position of the conductor is
sent to every follower. The follower computes the trajectory to follow in order to get from its current
position to the virtual point derived from the conductor position.
As it will be seen next, with this approach the robots are able to move in formation, but only
in simulation environments, where the odometry error is controlled. When this approach is used in
physical robots, the odometry errors make it useless. In order to improve the performance of the
approach, a new agent is introduced in the system. In this case, the camera that is carried by the
leader is used to reduce the odometry errors of the robots while they are following the conductor.
In this new approach, the types of formations that the system can create must be modified. Now,
the leader must always be at back of the formation in order to get the rest of the robots in the visual
field of the pan-tilt-zoom camera (180°). Also, occlusions in the formations must be avoided.
The leader can detect the position of the conductor and the rest of robots and at the same time
that the formation is moving, it monitors the position of each robot and indicates to them the possible
variations that each one must perform in its movement in order to maintain the formation. This is
repeated until the robots arrive at the desired position.

5.2 Determination of feasible formations
In this section, all the formations that can be created for a team of four mobile robots are shown. Because of the limitations on the sensory input of the robots of the team, not all the possible formations
which can be made with a group of four robots will be available.
The formations are conceptually defined by means of a matrix which indicates whether there
should be a robot in a cell or not, and which robot should be there, identified by its ID, that is, for
each formation, each robot has a specific position defined by its ID.

Figure 5.3: Example of matrix defining a formation
In these formations, the conductor must always be in front and no other robot can go in front or
beside it. This is due to the fact that the conductor uses a laser range-finder with 180°of “visual field”
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in order to localize itself in the map and to follow a predefined path. If any robot is in the visual field
of the laser, it can produce false readings and consequently, the localization of the conductor can be
wrong and so it cannot follow the path. An example of a formation defined with a matrix can be seen
in figure 5.3.
In the matrix two different sizes are defined, which correspond to the distances between the
squares of the matrix in the vertical (dx) and horizontal (dy) ways. Thus, if the gap between the
squares is 0.5 metres, and one robot is separated 2 squares from another robot, the separation between
these two robots will be 1 metre. In that way, in figure 5.3, the formation will be a triangle, where the
separation between the robots will be 1 metre.
With this vision, many different types of formations can be created, from formations with only
two robots, the conductor and a follower, up to formations of four robots, the conductor and three followers. Some examples are depicted in the following figures. Although in the figures is not indicated
which robot is the leader and carries the camera, it is easy to deduct that this robot must be one of the
robots at back with sufficient visibility of all the other robots.
Formations with two robots

Figure 5.4: Examples of formations with only two robots, the conductor and one follower
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Formations with three robots

Figure 5.5: Examples of formations with three robots, the conductor and two followers (1/2)
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Figure 5.6: Examples of formations with three robots, the conductor and two followers (2/2)

Formations with four robots

Figure 5.7: Examples of formations with four robots, the conductor and three followers (1/2)
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Figure 5.8: Examples of formations with four robots, the conductor and three followers (2/2)
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5.3 Autonomous creation of the formation
This section describes how the formation can be created in an autonomous way. Having the robots
distributed in an environment, they are able to organize themselves in a formation without the help of
any human operator. To this end, the leader uses the camera that it carries to detect and localize the
rest of the robots of the team and indicates to them which is the position that they have to occupy in
order to create the formation. This process is explained in more detail in the following sub-sections.

5.3.1 Detection of the robots in the environment
The first step is the detection of the robots in the environment, in order for this decision to be taken,
the leader uses its camera to detect a series of color patterns which identify each one of the robots in
an unequivocal way. To detect the colors, the Mezzanine program is used.
Mezzanine [165] is an overhead 2D visual tracking package intended primarily for use as a mobile
robot metrology system. It uses a camera to track objects marked with color-coded fiducials and infers
the pose of these objects in world coordinates. Mezzanine works with most color cameras and can
correct for the barrel distortion produced by wide-angle lenses.
Mezzanine consists of three main components or parts. Mezzanine itself is the tracking program,
mezzcal is a tool for calibrating the tracking program, and libmezz is a library for communicating
with mezzanine.
In order to use mezzanine for the purpose of the work explained here, it was necessary to modify
the philosophy of the program. In this case, it is necessary to use the program not overhead but to get
images from the front of the robots, so that, many of the features of Mezzanine, such as the inference
of the pose of the fiducials, are not available.
Mezzanine is used only for the detection of the colors of the patterns that are used to recognize
the robots. And with the information that is collected from the mezzanine system, it is possible to
localize the robots in the environment and calculate their pose (position and orientation) with respect
to the leader.

Figure 5.9: Dimensions and color layout of the IDs
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The color pattern that the leader has to search for is created with a beer can of half a liter covered
with colored cards in a specific layout, because each ID is unique. In figure 5.9, it is possible to see
the sizes and dimensions of the target and the color layout at the front and at the back.
As it can be seen in the ID, there are two different parts separated by a black zone. These two
parts are formed with the same colors and the same cards, but there is a 90°difference in orientation
between the ID cards which means that thay are read as different cards. That is in this way to get two
different readings of the orientation of the can and thus getting more accurate estimations.
All the three patterns used by the robots can be seen in figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Different color patterns used to identify the robots
Since each color card corresponds to the ID of a different robot, the leader is able to recognise
each one. Also, with this pattern it is possible to calculate the pose of the robot in relation to the leader.
It is easy to recognize which robot the camera is seeing, it is simply necessary to pay attention to the
layout of the colors. Mezzanine can detect several colors at the same time and group the different
areas of the same color in blobs. With the information associated with these blobs it is possible to
know which ID the camera is seeing at that moment.
The movement that the camera performs to find these IDs is firstly horizontal movement of 180
degrees from left to right. If nothing is found in this movement, the camera increases its vertical
position in 5 degrees up to a maximum of 30 degrees. If when this process has finished, still any robot
has not been identified, the leader executes a 180 degrees turn and repeats the same process until all
the robots are found. In this way, the leader searches all the space around it for the other robots.
Throughout the searching process, mezzanine is monitoring all their channels where it has assigned a predefined color, and in the moment that it finds anyone of them, the camera is stopped.
From this moment, a centering process begins. This new process tries to center the pattern found in
the middle of the image. To this end, because the robots are in movement, it is important to center
the target in a minimum number of movements, and at the same time it is important to maximize the
zoom of the camera to make a better identification in the following phases.
In order to center the target, when mezzanine detects one blob of any color bigger than a certain
size, the robot stops the searching process previously described. The size has to be big enough to rule
out possible errors of the program or reflections of the target. From this blob it is possible to know
the position of its mass center in the image system, so the space between this and the center of the
image can be calculated.
To translate this distance into a movement of the camera, it is necessary to know some intrinsic
parameters of the camera, such as the focal length. These parameters can be obtained with a previous
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calibration of the camera. Having a calibration target, from the pinhole camera model of a camera,
the relationships among the parameters of the camera and the parameters of the scene can be seen in
figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Relation among the parameters of the camera and the scene in the pinhole camera model
Knowing that (h) is the real height of the calibration target, (∇h) the height in pixels of the
calibration target in the image, (Z) the distance from the camera to the calibration target, and (fv ) the
focal length of the camera, it is possible to calculate the the focal length:
Z
(5.1)
h
As the camera includes a zoom, the focal length must be calculated for each of these values of
the zoom. After several tests performed in the laboratory by Vincent Robin during a stay there, he
managed to model the behaviour of the focal length depending on the zoom. The function that models
these behaviours can be defined as:
fv = ∆v

fv = (0.0368323 − 0.0000128323 ∗ z)−2 ∗ 1/2

(5.2)

being z the value of the zoom that is desired. This function can be visualized in figure 5.12, and
as it can be seen, the focal length does not follow a linear progression with the progression of the
zoom.
Knowing the value of the focal length for the actual zoom of the camera, it is simple to calculate
the movements that the camera must perform in order to center the blob in the image. There are two
movements that have to be made, in the pan (∇p), that is, in horizontal, and in the tilt or vertical (∇t).
These values can be calculated as:


i)
∇p = arctan (x−x

 f
(5.3)
i)
∇t = − arctan (y−y
f
where x and y correspond to the coordinates of the mass center of the blob in the image, and xi
and yi correspond to the center of the image. With these values the first blob that the robot finds can
be centered.
Once the first blob of the target is centered, it is possible to calculate the optimal value of the
zoom in order to reduce the detection failures of the targets of the robots and making sure of a better
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Figure 5.12: Relation among the necessary parameters to calculate the distance to the ID
approximation in the calculation of the position of the robot. These calculations are based on the
previous work of Pierre Renaud [306] during a stay in this laboratory.
Prior to calculating the optimal zoom, it is necessary to calculate the optimal focal length, and
with this value is possible to calculate the optimal zoom. In order to calculate the optimal focal length,
as can be seen in the relations in figure 5.11, it is necessary to know the actual distance (Z) to the
target.
Z = fv ∗

h
∆v

(5.4)

With this distance, and knowing which is the desired height (hdes ) of the blob that the program
needs to get the optimal configuration, and knowing the height of the blob in the image, the optical
focal length can be calculated.
fop = hdes ∗

Z
h

(5.5)

Finally, as deduced by Renaud in his work, the optimal zoom can be calculated merely by knowing
the optimal focal length.


zop = 77928.35 ∗ 3.6833e−2 − (2 ∗ fop )−0.5

(5.6)

Once this calculation is made, the zoom is applied to the camera, and as the rest of the blobs
or colors of the target are now visible, it is possible to identify the robot. This process is simple
and merely perceiving the distribution of the different colors in the target, the different robots can be
identified.
Next, in order to make the calculation of the position more precise, a new centering process is
carried out, but this time taking into account the blobs of the other colors present in the image. The
biggest blob of the other color in the image provides the system with enough information to center
the target in the image. The new equations to calculate the movements of the camera to center the
target are:
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((x1 +x2 /2)−xi )
f


((y1 +y2 /2)−yi )
arctan
f

∇p = arctan
∇t =
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(5.7)

Once the ID is centered on the image and with the maximum size possible, its position and
orientation with respect to the camera, or the leader, can be calculated. To know its pose (x, y, angle),
it is necessary to perform some calculations with the image.
In order to calculate (x, y), the system needs to know the distance and the angle of the ID with
respect to the leader, and from these values, calculates the position.
To calculate the distance from the ID to the image, it is necessary firstly to know some parameters.
These parameters are the real height of the ID (h), the height in pixels of the ID in the image (∇h),
and the focal length of the camera (fv ). With these values, the distance to the ID (Z) can be calculated
as:
h
(5.8)
∆v
As can be infered from figure 5.11, the height of the ID is fixed, and the height in pixels of the
ID in the image can be obtained from the blob information from mezzanine. The focal length of the
camera can be obtained as explained before, merely by knowing which is the actual value for the
zoom of the camera.
The precision of the approximated distance depends on the capacity of the system to recognize
the specific colors of the cylinders, which is influenced by the prevailing lighting conditions. When
the cylinder is lit from the side, their colors are preceived no longer uniform, making only part of the
width of the cylinders visible to the leader. For an optimal approximation, good uniform lighting is
necessary.
Z = fv

Figure 5.13: Relation among orientation and distance with the calculation of the ID position
The calculation of the orientation (α) at which the robot is depending on the leader is easier, since
the agent in charge of the camera operation (CameraAgent) indicates the orientation that it has (α) at
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that moment. In figure 5.13, the relation between orientation and distance for the calculation of the
ID position (x, y) can be observed.
When the distance and the orientation have been calculated, it is possible to calculate the position
(x, y) as:
√
x = b = d · sin α
d = a2 + b2
(5.9)
=⇒
α = arctan b/a
y = a = d · cos α
Once the position has been calculated, it only remains to calculate the orientation of the robot
with respect to the leader. For this calculation, the two horizontal parts or colors of the ID are used, or
rather, the relation between these two parts. In figure 5.14, some specific positions of the ID with the
relation between the colored parts and which angle is assigned for those positions can be observed.

Figure 5.14: Angles assigned to the specific positions of the ID
As it can be seen, based on the existing relation between the horizontal sizes of the two colored
parts, the orientation of the robot can be calculated. It can be observed that the upper layer and the
lower layer have the same colors, but the lower layer has them with a specific turn in relation with
the configuration of the upper layer. This is done to have two differentiated parts and to calculate the
orientation of the upper and lower layer separately, and thus, making the calculation more precise.
Moreover, as it will be seen below, in that way it is possible to avoid some positions that are not
accurate enough in the calculation of the orientation.
In the calculation of the orientation using the target selected, it is very important to take into
account the order of the colors. Regarding this, from the 0°position of the can to 180°position, the
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pink color is in the upper left position and grows until covers the complete side of the can. If the green
color is in the upper left, the orientation will be from -180°to 0°, depending on the portion of the can
occupied by this color. In the two cases, it corresponds the 90°or -90°when the two colors occupy the
same portion of the can, as it can be seen in figure 5.14, but depending on the color in the upper left
side, the orientation will be positive or negative.
From the relation of the left part (X) and right part (Y ), the orientation of the robot can be
calculated. The relation among the left and right parts and the entire width of the cylinder can be seen
in figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: Relation among the parts to calculate the orientation of the robot
From the figure, it can be deducted when the left and right parts are equal that
2X
2X
=
W
X +Y

(5.10)

The behaviour of the cylinder when it is turning can be modeled as sin(α − 90) + 1. Joining this
with the previous equation,
2X
= sin(α − 90) + 1
W
from which it can be infered the value of α as,
2X
− 1)
W
In the case of the negative orientation, the equation is similar,
α = 90 + arcsin(

(5.11)

(5.12)

2X
− 1)
(5.13)
W
In figure 5.16, it can be seen the graphics in radians that model these to functions.
Moreover, it is necessary to take into account the four exceptions to the general rule seen previously in figure 5.14. If there is only one color in one of the parts of the ID (upper or lower), then there
α = −90 + arcsin(
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Figure 5.16: Functions that model the orientation of the robot
is one of these special cases. Simply, distinguishing the order of the colors in the remaining layer, it
is possible to recognize the spacial case in question. The degrees associated with each special case
can be seen in the figure.
Also, as it can be seen in the graphs in figure 5.16, there are two zones in each graph in which
the value of the orientation changes too fast and it may cause the estimation to be less accurate than
desired. These zones are at the extremes with a width of 30°. When the calculation in one of the
layers returns a value within one of these zones, the values that are taken for the orientation of the
robot is the value that returns the calculation in the other layer. Due to the fact that the layers have
different turns, the values that appeared in one layer when the other is in one of these situations are
correct.
This calculation of the orientation of the robot can be easily extended to any of the IDs seen before
in figure 5.10. It is only necessary to take into account which is the pattern of the colors. Furthermore,
this identification system can be extended to any number of different IDs, the only limitation is the
number of different colors that mezzanine is able to detect.
Once the robot’s orientation is calculated, all the values necessary for determining its pose (x, y, angle)
in the environment with respect to the leader are available. This pose is sent to the corresponding robot
so that it knows its position.

5.3.2 Creation of the formation
When the pose of the robots has been calculated, the next step is the creation of the formation. The
leader decides which formation must be created, and where each robot must be positioned in order to
create that formation.
The information about the position in the formation that each robot must occupy is sent to it by
the leader, and in the moment of receiving that information, the robot calculates the direction it must
take in order to arrive at the corresponding position and then moves in that direction. In figure 5.17,
the initial and final positions of an example of formation can be seen.
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Figure 5.17: Example of the initial and final positions in the creation of a formation

Based on the matrix seen in figure 5.3, the positions which the robots must take up in order to
create the formation can be extracted and sent to each robot. As it has been explained, the position
which each robot must occupy in the formation has been indicated by means of its ID.
Once the robot has been informed of the position it must adopt, it calculates the necessary movements it must make in order to arrive at the desired position. The robot must carry out a turn in
order to be pointing in the right direction to move to the final point (θ); next, the robot must move in
straight line the distance corresponding to the difference between the two points (d); and finally, the
robot must effectuate another turn to orientate itself towards the angle indicated in the final position
(ω).
In figure 5.18 all the necessary movements to drive the robot from one position to another one can
be seen.

Figure 5.18: Movements to drive the robot from one position to another one
The formulas used to calculate the turning angles and the distance to move can be extracted from
the geometrical relations shown in the figure. As can be noticed in the figure, the angle α is that which
determines the direction that the robot must follow in order to get to the desired position.
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d=
tan α = m =



yf −y0
xf −x0



(xf − x0 )2 + (yf − y0 )2
=⇒

θ = (α + π) − θ0

α = atan2



yf −y0
xf −x0


(5.14)

ω = θf − (α + π)

5.3.3 Implementation of the application
In order to introduce this application in the Acromovi architecture, five new agents have been implemented to give support to all the parts explained in this section. A brief description of each agent is
provided.
TrackerAgent is the agent in charge of managing the search for the robots, and it is this agent
that receives the current positions of the rest of robots and sends to each one of the other robots the
position to which they are supposed to move as well as their current position.
In order to perform the search for the target that the robots carry, there is the SearchAgent. This
agent communicates with the agents of the camera and mezzanine to get information about the scene
to look for certain blobs that can reveal a target.
When a target is discovered, the CenterAgent is the responsible for centering that target in the
image and to maximize the zoom as much as it is possible to get the maximum of accuracy possible.
IdentifyAgent uses the information in the image, once it is centered, to identify the robot by means
of the target, and to calculate its position in relation to the leader.
These four agents are executed by the leader, in each of the other robots there is an agent called
RobotAgent which communicates with TrackerAgent to get the information concerning the current
position of the robot and the desired position of the robot in the formation. It is also the responsible
for moving the robot to the desired position in order to create the formation.
The relation among these agents and the messages that they exchange can be seen in figure 5.19.
As can be seen in the previous figure, TrackerAgent is the center of the whole process. It is in
charge of sending the corresponding message to SearchAgent to initiate the search for the rest of the
robots (“search initial”). When SearchAgent detects a blob that can belong to any target it sends
the information about the color of this blob to CenterAgent (“CH”). CenterAgent centers the target
in the image and maximizes the zoom, and it also detects the other color present in the target. The
information about the two colors (“CHX + CHY”) and the all the blobs which form the target are
sent to IdentifyAgent. This agent, with the information received, identifies the robot and calculates its
position in relation to the leader. When this process has finished, IdentifyAgent sends the information
about the actual position of the robot and its ID to TrackerAgent. When TrackerAgent receives this
information, it sends another message to SearchAgent (“search initial”) in order to find more robots
in the case that not all of them have yet been detected, or sends the current and desired positions to
each robot so that they move to create the formation.
Each robot has a RobotAgent instance running which is waiting for the messages from TrackerAgent. When this agent receives the actual and desired positions from TrackerAgent, it calculates
the necessary movements it must make in order to take up the desired position. Once the robot has
arrived to the desired position, it sends a message to TrackerAgent reporting this fact.
When TrackerAgent has received the messages from all the robots confirming that all the robots
are in the desired formations, it begins a new round of localization in order to get more accurate
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Figure 5.19: Agents and interaction among them to detect and localize the robots of the team
results. This time, instead of sending Searchagent the order to search for the robots in the environment, it sends the order but includes the ID of the robot to be searched for and the position where
it should be (“search + ID” + position) to make the searching process shorter. SearchAgent in this
case performs a limited search in a -30°to 30°interval around the position indicated. When it finds the
target, it sends to CenterAgent the information about the two colors presented in the target (“CH1 +
CH2”). CenterAgent performs the same process as in the previous phase and sends to IdentifyAgent
the new values. IdentifyAgent calculates the new position for the robot and sends this information to
TrackerAgent.
Finally, TrackerAgent sends to the robots the new positions. When each robot receives the new
position, it moves again in order to reach the final position, but only if the error in the previous
position is bigger than a predefined threshold. When the robots finish their new positioning process,
they indicate this fact to the TrackerAgent, and in this moment the formation can start its movement.

5.3.4 Results in the creation of the formation
From the experiments performed in order to evaluate the precision in the creation of the formation, it
can be concluded that the robots perform the expected behaviour. The leader is able to detect the rest
of the robots by means of the camera and can calculate their position, and the robots are able to move
from their position to the the desired position in the formation.
In the images in figure 5.20, the development of one of these experiments can be observed, and
it can be seen how the robots are able to organize themselves in a certain formation independently of
their initial position.
But the results are not quite exact. Due to errors in the precision of the camera and errors in
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Figure 5.20: Example of the creation of a formation
the odometry of the robots, at first the robots did not reach the correct position. That is, a small
discrepancy was detected between the desired position of the robot and its current final position. This
error, after several tests and measurements, could be estimated from 10 to 20 centimetres when the
robots had moved from a distance of 6 or 7 metres, a not unreasonably margin of error.
With the intention of reducing that error, when the robots get to the final position, another phase
for recognizing the robots and their positions is performed, and the robots move again until the final
position of the formation, if it is necessary. With this second recognizing phase, the error decreases
to just a few centimetres. This margin of error is considered quite satisfactory.
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5.4 Maintenance of the formation
In this section it is described how a formation can be maintained while the robots are moving in
the environment. The formation is composed of a maximum of four robots, where one of them, the
conductor, is equipped with a laser range-finder that allows it to navigate in buildings and follow a
path determined from the map of the building, the goal point, and the obstacles.
In the formation, the position of the robot followers can be controlled by the position of the
conductor if all the robots are arranged in a line formation. In other cases, when the followers are
positioned to the right or left of the conductor, virtual points are added to the system, as explained
in [79]. These virtual points are calculated by applying a displacement in the conductor position to
the left or to the right, depending on the desired formation. The followers, in this case, instead of
following the conductor must follow these virtual points. This arrangement is shown in figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21: Formation using virtual points as reference for followers
Different possibilities have been tested for this application. Firstly, it was desired that the robots,
only using the information from the current position of the conductor, and consequently the virtual
points, could maintain the formation based on their odometry. As it will be seen in this section, this
approach worked appropriately in simulation experiments, but when it was tested in real robots, this
approach failed due to the odometry errors in the robots.
To solve this problem, the decision was taken to try to use the camera of the leader robot to
improve the navigation of the robots and reduce the odometry errors. Monitoring the position of
the followers while the formation is moving, it is possible to indicate to them when they have lost
the position in the formation and which is their current position. The followers, in this case, must
perform a modification of their trajectory in order to put themselves once again in the correct position
in the formation.
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5.4.1 Improvement of the conductor navigation
As it is necessary for the robots to move in order to check if they are able to maintain the formation,
the use of a robot with a laser system is proposed. This robot, by means of the laser, can create a map
of the environment and with that map it is able to localize itself in that map. It is also able to follow a
predefined path in order to get to a certain position.
The first option for implementing the localization and navigation was using the Saphira software
which is included in the Acromovi architecture, as seen in chapter 3. But this software was out of
use and ActivMedia, the construction company of the robots, did not provide support for it. A new
software had been introduced by this company to solve the problems of localization and navigation
in the robots, the Advanced Robotics Navigation and Localization (ARNL) [310].
ARNL is a software development library for localizing and navigating mobile robots within
mapped indoor environments. ARNL uses the data obtained from a laser range-finder to localize
the robot in the environment and to detect obstacles. It also uses the laser data together with robot
odometry and a map in order to navigate through the environment by planning and then following a
certain path. One of the main characteristics of ARNL is that all the tasks are performed in background while the main program continues its execution.
ARNL is divided into two different tasks, the localization and the navigation tasks. It is important
to note that the localization task can work by itself without the navigation task being active, but the
navigation task needs the localization task to work. The localization task is in charge of keeping the
robot localized in the map using the laser range-finder and the robot’s odometry data. In order to
localize the robot in the map, ARNL uses the Monte Carlo localization algorithm. The navigation
task is responsible for the navigation of the robot. It is possible to use this task to send the robot
autonomously and safetely to a goal location in the map. To calculate the path to follow, ARNL uses
the grid-based search, which computes an optimal path from the current position of the robot to a
predefined goal avoiding all the objects indicated by the map. In order to follow this path, ARNL
uses the dynamic window approach.
Separate libraries are provided by ARNL for the different tasks mentioned before. So it is easy
to create applications that use only one or both libraries, depending on the purpose of the application.
However, one disadvantage of ARNL is that it does not perform global localization, that is, the robot
must be placed in a known position so that it will be able to localize itself in the map.
In order to introduce this new software in the Acromovi architecture, and thus make it available
for the cooperative tasks that this architecture can implement, new libraries and agents have been
implemented following the process explained in section 3. In figure 5.22, the new agents and libraries
created for improving the system with the facilities of localization and navigation are shown.
As can be seen in that figure, two new native libraries have been created to manage the access to
the localization and navigation systems. This libraries communicate directly with the native software
of ARNL and also provide some facilities in order to simplify the use of these libraries. As it can be
observed, LocalizationNative and NavigationNative communicate between themselves. This is due
to the fact that for using the Navigation task of ARNL, it is necessary to use the Localization task
at the same time. In the immediate upper layer, there are the Java libraries that communicates with
the native libraries by means of JNI. Finally, the last layer corresponds to the agents that use the Java
libraries, and give support to the applications.
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Figure 5.22: New agents and libraries implemented to integrate ARNL in the system

LocalizationAgent and Localization libraries, facilitate the initialization of the laser system and
localization task, and loads the map of the environment and the necessary parameters for the localization. It also provides functions to consult the state of the localization, which is the actual position
or which is the home position.
NavigationAgent and Navigation libraries, also facilitate the initialization of the navigation task
and load the necessary parameters for it. It is also possible to indicate a certain position or goal and
the navigation task will move the robot so that it follows a previously calculated path. Moreover,
it offers functions to consult the state of the navigation, which is the current goal, the progress of
the navigation, and the time or distance to arrive at the goal. Finally, two important functions that
are provided by this agent are one function to cancel the navigation and one function to get the path
planned for the navigation of the robot.
An example of a navigation task performed by the robot can be seen in figure 5.23. In this figure,
the path planned by ARNL is indicated with a red line, and the path followed by the robot with a
green line.
But the use of the navigation provided by ARNL has several problems. First of all the robot is
controlled by the ARNL navigation task, and no parameter, for example lineal or angular velocities,
can be modified to control the navigation of the conductor and make it smoother so that the followers
can maintain the formation. Another problem detected after a few executions is that the robot does not
follow exactly the trajectory planned previously, producing sudden movements of the robot, especially
while turning.
After detecting these problem, the decision taken was to implement a new navigation task, but
using the path planned by the ARNL navigation task. In this way, the application will communicate
with NavigationAgent to ensure that this agent calculates the path, but once this path is calculated, the
navigation is canceled and the path is passed to the application to use it to perform its own navigation.
The path produced by the ARNL navigation task consists of a list of positions which are used by the
robot so that it can move to its destination. This list of positions is used by the new navigation task
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Figure 5.23: Trajectory of the robot using the ARNL application (Red: ARNL; Green: robot)
and it uses the Bezier curves, as explained in section 4.4.1, to navigate from one point to the following
one, until no more points remain on the list.
However, following this approach, the path calculated by the ARNL navigation task has some
“sharp” angles which cause the conductor to turn in an abrupt way, which prevents the robot followers
from being able to follow it and lose their position in the formation. In figure 5.23, some of these
situations can be seen in the path from the ARNL navigation task, in red. To avoid this problem,
some modifications are applied in the list of positions to smooth the trajectory that the conductor
must follow, and consequently the followers.
The first modification is aimed at smoothing all the turnings present in the path. To this end, all
the places where there is a change in the orientation of the position are detected. The position where
the turn takes place and all the positions in an interval of 0.5 meters before and after these turns are
eliminated. In this way, a smoother trajectory is achieved.
The second modification implies the elimination of superfluous positions in the list, that is, if the
robot must follow a straight line, it is not necessary to have several positions on this line. For this
reason, the length of the section between each turning and an interval which indicates the separation
that must exists between the positions in that section are calculated. The positions that are not at the
specified interval are deleted.
In figure 5.24, the previous path calculated by the ARNL navigation task, in red, can be compared
with the path after the modifications mentioned. As can be observed, the turns are now smoother.
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Figure 5.24: Trajectory after the softed process (Red: ARNL; Green: soft)

Finally, in figure 5.25, two examples of the navigation of he robot are shown. In these examples,
it can be seen that the robot, after the modification, follows more efficiently the path determined by
the ARNL navigation task.

Figure 5.25: Trajectories of the robot using the modified trajectory (Red: ARNL; Green: robot)
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5.4.2 Odometry-based formation control
In the first approach to the maintenance of the formation, it was desired that robots could perform
the task using only the odometry in conjunction with communication to estimate the position of the
conductor with respect to each follower. As explained before, formations of arbitrary shapes can be
obtained by the introduction of “virtual points”. These points do not correspond to the exact position
of the conductor robot, but with an added displacement, as it can be seen in figure 5.21. Thus, the
reference for the follower robots is not the conductor robot, but a point located at a given distance at
its left or right respectively. Since the position and orientation of the conductor are known, and the
displacement of the virtual point is fixed, their estimate is obvious.
The conductor, by means of the LocalizationAgent is always correctly localized in the map, and
it is assumed that it will follow a predefined trajectory, with a constant, known linear velocity. In
order for another robot to follow the conductor, the linear and angular velocities need to be computed
at each time step. It must be noted that the linear velocity of the follower robots is not constant,
due to the different radius of their respective trajectories or because their position may be relatively
further back or further forward in the formation. Thus, the linear velocity can be computed by simply
adding a gain factor proportional to the distance to the conductor robot. The angular velocity can
be computed by means of the curvature of the Bezier trajectory in the origin position (P0 ). These
velocities are updated at each time step, when the new position of the conductor is sent to all the
followers.

Figure 5.26: Calculation of the local position of the conductor
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In order to calculate the linear and angular velocities that allow the followers to move following
the movement of the conductor and maintaining the formation, it is necessary to construct the corresponding Bezier curve that defines the trajectory to be followed by the robot. To compute the Bezier
curve two positions are needed, the current position of the follower and the current position of the
leader in relation to the follower.
The conductor, at each step sends its own position to the followers. As it has been said before,
the conductor is always localized in the map by means of the LocalizationAgent, so, when it requires
information about its position, this is done with the coordinates of the map. The followers are not
localized on the map, so the only information they have available is their position on their own local
system which is determined by the origin that is fixed by their initial position. So, the conductor
must transform their global position into a position in its local system. In figure 5.26, the necessary
relationships to transform the global position into a local position can be seen.
From the figure, it can be deducted that to calculate the position in the local system it is necessary
to know the origin of the trajectory in the global system and the actual position of the robot in the
global system.
Oc

TC =

O

TOc

−1

·O TC

(5.15)

where Oc TC is the actual position of the conductor in the local system, O TOc is the origin of the
trajectory in the global system, and O TC is the actual position of the conductor in the global system.
This last position is updated continuously by the Localization task so that the robot have always its
current position on the map.
The conductor sends its current position calculated in this way to each follower. When the followers receive the position of the conductor, they need to calculate the position of the conductor
in relation to themselves in order to use that information to generate the Bezier curve necessary to
calculate the velocities which allow them to move maintaining the formation.
Each follower knows its original displacement in the formation. This information in conjunction
with the current position of the follower and the current position of the conductor allows the robots
to calculate the relative position of the conductor in relation with the follower. In figure 5.27, the
necessary relationships to compute the conductor position are shown.
In this case, from the figure, the following equation to calculate the conductor position in relation
with the follower F TC can be obtained,
F

TC =



Of

TF

−1

·Of TOc ·Oc TC

(5.16)

where Of TF is the position of the follower in its local system, Of TOc is the position of the origin of
the conductor’s trajectory in relation to the origin of the follower’s trajectory. This value is indicated
by the displacements assigned to the position of each robot in the creation of the formation. And
finally, Oc TC is the position of the conductor in its local system. This is the position that the conductor
sends every step to the followers.
Once this position is calculated, it is possible to compute the Bezier curve between the current
position of the follower and the position calculated for the conductor. It is at this moment when the
virtual points are calculated, if applicable, applying the following formulas,
x = x − sin(δ) · dy
y = y + cos(δ) · dy

(5.17)
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Figure 5.27: Calculation of the conductor’s position in relation to the followers
where (x, y, δ) is the position of the conductor in relation to the follower, and dy is the displacement in the y axis to be applied. This generates a new point, the virtual point, which will be used to
compute the Bezier curve that drives the movement of the follower.
From the Bezier curve computed, the linear and angular velocities can be obtained. The angular
velocity, as it was said before, can be computed from the curvature of the curve, and the linear velocity
is computed in order to maintain the distance from the conductor, applying a gain factor proportional
to the current distance from the conductor robot. If the robots is nearer than a predefined distance
in the formation, it will move slower, and if the robot is further than the predefined distance, it will
move faster.
This approach has been tested in simulation and in real robots with different results in both cases.
In figures 5.28, 5.29, and 5.30, some examples executed using the simulator for different formations
shapes are presented together with the formation in which the robots are organized. Formations from
two robots up to four robots can be used.
As it can be seen, the odometry-based approach explained in this section is suitable for the development of applications using multirobot formations. From the different examples, it can be infered
that the behaviour of the robots is as desired, and all the follower robots can follow the movements
of the conductor robot by the utilization of virtual points. Moreover, it can be noticed that the robots
follow the predefined path imposed by the conductor while maintaining the formation at all times.
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Figure 5.28: Examples of formations with only two robots, the conductor and one follower

Figure 5.29: Examples of formations with three robots, the conductor and two followers
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Figure 5.30: Examples of formations with four robots, the conductor and three follower

After testing in the simulator with different formation shapes and verifying that the approach
produces the desired behaviour, it was the turn of testing that approach in real robots. The change
from the simulation to the real robots is automatic, because no modification in the system or in the
code is needed in order to execute a program that has already been used in the simulator.
However, after several tests, it was noticed that something was wrong in the execution in real
robots. In the simplest case of formation, where one robot must follow the conductor, the follower
was not able to follow the conductor as desired. As it can be seen in the photographs of figures 5.31
and 5.32.

Figure 5.31: Execution in real robots with odometry errors in the navigation (1/2)
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Figure 5.32: Execution in real robots with odometry errors in the navigation (2/2)
It was noticed that the problem was due to the odometry errors of the robots. In the simulation,
no odometry errors were presented, but when the application was executed in real robots, these errors
meant that it was not suitable for the execution in real robots. These odometry errors influence in
the behaviour of the follower, making it impossible for it to follow the conductor maintaining the
formation.

Figure 5.33: Robot believes that its position is the correct one
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However, the problem of the odometry errors does not influence the way that the robot perceives
its own position. That is, the robot thinks that it is in the correct position, but really, the robot is not
in the position that it thinks, making it impossible for the application to take any steps to solve these
errors while the robot is moving. This behaviour can be checked comparing the figure 5.33 with the
photographs in figures 5.31 and 5.32.
The errors of odometry grow with the distance covered and can reach unacceptable levels. Some
measurements have been made in order to know the importance of this error in the navigation. These
measurements have been taken manually at some predefined points in the path followed by the robots.
The points where the measurements were taken and the measurements are shown in figure 5.34, and
the measurements taken are shown in the table.

Position
1
2
3
4
5

Measurement
(3cm, 5cm)
(-10cm, 12cm)
(-25cm, 30cm)
(-25cm, 37cm)
(25cm, 55cm)

Figure 5.34: Positions where the odometry errors were measured
Implementation of the application
To integrate in the robots the capabilities here described, new agents have been developed. In this
special case, only two agents are necessary to incorporate into the robots the navigation by means
of the odometry, the ConductorAgent in the conductor robot and FollowerAgent in each one of the
follower robots.
ConductorAgent is the robot in charge of leading the formation on a predefined path. In order
to calculate the path, this agent communicates with NavigationAgent and by means of ARNL it is
possible to calculate the path to follow in a map from one origin point to a goal. While this agent
drives the conductor by the path calculated, it must send its actual position to each follower at every
step, as it was explained before. Also, in order to get precise information about its own position in
the map continuously, this agent uses the LocalizationAgent for this purpose.
On the other side, FollowerAgent, when it receives the information about the actual position of
the conductor, calculates the virtual point, if needed, and the Bezier trajectory to follow the conductor
robot maintaining the formation.
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Figure 5.35 illustrates the coordination among the different agents in a diamond-shaped formation
using only the odometry for the maintenance of the formation.

Figure 5.35: Coordination among the agents in the odometry-based formation control

5.4.3 Vision-based formation control
To solve this problem, the decision was to use the camera of the leader robot to improve the navigation
of the robots and reduce the odometry errors. Monitoring the position of the followers while the
formation is moving, it is possible to indicate to them when they have lost the position in the formation
and what is their current position. The followers, in that case, must perform a modification of their
trajectory in order to put themselves in the correct position in the formation once again.
In order to calculate those real positions, the leader uses the targets that each follower carries
and the target that the conductor also carries. In this approach, the leader must be at the back of the
formation and all of the followers and the conductor being visible, and uses the camera as explained
in section 5.3 to localize each one of the robots.
Determination of the position and orientation of any robot can be achieved by estimating its
distance and relative orientation with regard to the leader robot. The position of the observed robot
can be obtained from its estimated distance and the pan angle of the camera. The relative orientation
of the robot can be obtained by means of the observation of the target.
Because the leader is also a follower, its position must be calculated, and for this, it uses the target
of the conductor. Localizing the position of the conductor it is possible to establish the real position
of the leader. So, two possibilities in the calculation of the position of the followers are implemented.
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In the case of the calculation of the position of the leader, it simply localizes the position of the
conductor, and by means of this position, its real position can be calculated. Thus, to calculate its
position, the leader needs to know three values, the position of the conductor in relation to itself,
L T , the current position of the conductor in its local system, Oc T , and the position of itself in
C
C
relation with the conductor in the creation of the formation, Oc TOl . Knowing that the current position
of the conductor in its local system can be calculated as
Oc

TC = (O TOc )−1 ·O TC

(5.18)

the actual position of the leader is calculated as
Ol

TL = (Oc TOl )−1 ·Oc TC · (L TC )−1

(5.19)

In figure 5.36, this calculation can be seen graphically.

Figure 5.36: Calculation of the conductor’s position in relation to the followers
In order to calculate the position of any of the rest of followers, it is also necessary to know the
position of this robot in relation to the leader, which is calculated by the leader using the camera.
Thus, to calculate its position, the follower needs to know four values, the position of the follower
in relation to the leader, L TF , the position of the conductor in relation to the leader, also calculated
with the cam, L TC , the current position of the conductor in its local system, Oc TC , and the position
of the follower in relation to the conductor in the creation of the formation,Oc TOf . Knowing that the
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current position of the conductor in its local system can be calculated using equation 5.18, the actual
position of the follower is calculates as
Of

TF = (Oc TOf )−1 ·Oc TC · (L TC )−1 ·L TF

(5.20)

In figure 5.37, it can be graphically seen.

Figure 5.37: Calculation of the conductor’s position in relation to the followers
Once one follower has calculated its real position, it changes the value of its actual position, that
is, its belief about the position where it thinks it is in that moment. In this way, in the following step,
when the follower calculates the Bezier trajectory to follow the conductor, it will use the real position
in those calculations, and automatically, following the trajectory of that Bezier curve, it will go to its
correct position in the formation while it moves following the conductor.
Some experiments have been performed in order to validate the new approach. Based on these
experiments, it can be concluded that the maintenance of the formation has been improved considerably, and now the robots are able to maintains their positions in the formation while following the
conductor in any path.
In figures 5.38 and 5.39, two experiments using different numbers of robots are depicted. In the
case of figure 5.38, only two robots are used in a classical leader-follower configuration in order to
contrast this results with the ones in figures 5.31 and 5.32. Figure 5.39 depicts a new experiment with
four robots in a diamond formation. As it can be seen, the robots behave as expected.
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Figure 5.38: Test with two-robot leader-following formation using visual repositioning
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Figure 5.39: Test with four-robot diamond formation using visual repositioning
Implementation of the application
In this case, the introduction of some old agents is necessary. These agents are the ones used before to
localize the robots in the environment, TrackerAgent, SearchAgent, CenterAgent and IdentifyAgent.
Their function in this case is similar to the function that they carried out before, they must search
continuously for each one of the followers, one per one, and calculate their position in relation to the
leader robot. Then, this position is sent to each follower to calculate their real position and try to
avoid the odometry problems.
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At the same time, the ConductorAgent continues sending their actual position to each robot follower in order that they can calculate the necessary trajectory to maintain the formation and follow
the conductor robot.
In figure 5.40, the coordination among the different agents in a diamond-shaped formation using
only the vision for the maintenance of the formation is shown.

Figure 5.40: Coordination among the agents in the vision-based formation control

Chapter 6

Teleoperation of a team of mobile robots
With the purpose of making the team of robots accesible for any user, independently of their knowlege in
robotics, a agent-based teleoperation system is implemented.

6.1 Overview
Completely autonomous performance of a mobile robot with non-controlled and dynamic environments is not possible due to several reasons including environment uncertainty, sensor/software robustness, limited robotic abilities, ... But in assistant applications in which a human is always present,
he can make up for the lack of robot autonomy by intervening when needed [139].
Teleoperation is a kind of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) which is distinguished by having a
physical distance between the robot and the human operator which prevents the operator from seeing
the robot during the execution of its tasks. It is usually used in cases where the environment is not
directly accessible by a human, or is too dangerous, or it is necessary to scale the force exerted on
the environment. Therefore it is necessary to rely on information and communication technology for
efficient transmission of the operator’s commands and of the robot sensory feedback [62].
In a teleoperation environment, it would be to have the possibility to interconnect various devices,
test different control algorithms, process data from various sensors and use various connection media
[75]. From this assumption, the idea of using a middleware integration framework arises. The Acromovi architecture fulfills all those requirements, making it a good option for the implementation of a
teleoperation system.
The main goal of this section is to make teleoperation of a team of mobile robots accessible to
all users, novices and experts. So, a “human-robot integration” mechanism is needed to improve the
robot autonomy in daily environments. Thus, an easy-to-use user interface and an effective agentbased human-robot interaction method to enable robust mobile robot teleoperation have been created.
Moreover, it is desired that the system will be able to cope with the different features of each robot in
the team in a transparent way for the operator.

6.2 Previous works
During the years spent for the PhD degree, the author of this thesis has been involved in different
projects that had in common the teleoperation of different devices in order to help students and novel
researchers in their work. Students used these teleoperated systems as a new tool for learning more
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about the devices and how they operate, and researchers as a help in their tests of new applications or
developments.
The first introduction of the author to the world of teleoperated systems was thanks to Raul Marin
and Pedro Sanz who counted on me to help them implement some new features for the UJI Robotics
Telelab. These first tasks were devoted to implementing a new concept of teleoperation that is remote
programming.
Until then, the teleoperation of the UJI Online Robot had been done by means of various methods
such as direct robot positioning, high level commands or voice commands. With the introduction
of the remote programming in the system, a new point of view in the commanding of the robots is
stablished. Both students and researchers have benefitted enormously from this project because now
they can program the system remotely to perform an autonomous task and validate their algorithms
in the remote robot without the necessity of being present in the place where the robot is set up. In
figure 6.1, it is possible to see the result of this research as the introduction of a new level in the
architecture that allows the operator to program the system remotely.

Figure 6.1: Remote programming architecture over the UJI Online Robot
As result of this research, many papers were published in different conferences and journals [226,
227, 228, 229]. It also serves as one of the research projects for obtaining the Advanced Studies
Diploma while studying the PhD degree.
All these previous works were focused in the teleoperation of manipulators. But after these experiences, new teleoperated systems for controlling the team of mobile robots were implemented. As
an attempt to improve the way in which students learn robotics and trying to reduce the time taken by
the researchers to learn how a new system works, a very simple teleoperated system was developed to
control the Pioneer-2 robots. It consisted of a graphical interface containing a menu with the different
orders that the user was able to execute with the robot. By means of this system, the learning time
was reduced considerably. The interface can be seen in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Simple teleoperated system to control a mobile robot
From this system, a student, Raul Perez, developed a system to execute vision orders in a robot
with a camera. In this way, the programmer could check their actions before implementing the application, thus reducing the time necessary for debugging the programs. The application consisted of
a graphical interface, as it can be seen in figure 6.3, which allows the user to send commands to the
vision and camera agents and displays the results.

Figure 6.3: Teleoperation system to perform visual operations with the robots
Such commands include the capture and display of the current image grabbed by the robot camera, the pan/tilt/zoom motions of the camera, and a set of image processing operations. Operations
provided were lowlevel operations like thresholding, blurring, edge detection, as well as high-level
ones as colour or motion tracking.
An extension of this work was developed by another student, Juan A. Querol, who integrated
this visual remote controller and other facilities in a web interface in order to make the teleoperation
accessible over the Internet. This interface was implemented as a Java applet in order to have an
application which can be launched directly from a web browser without installing any other software
in the local machine.
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The interface is divided in three modules, one for the connexion with the robots, another one
for commanding the robots, called JoystickController, and finally, another module implementing the
visual controller seen before. These three modules can be seen in figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Web-based teleoperation system for mobile robots team
Finally, in order to test these systems with real students, they were used for two years in the
International UJI Robotics School for carrying out practice activities [270, 267]. These systems
served as a first approximation to the control of the real devices that students used to program a
specific application. With these applications students learned the set of instructions that hey had to
use in order to program the robots and the effects that those orders had on the robots. This fact meant
that students did not lose much time in the learning of the system and applied almost all the time
in the development of the specific application. Moreover, with these systems, they were able to test
some of the parts of their programs in order to debug them in a quick and efficient way.

6.3 Development of the teleoperation system
This section describes the implementation of the control of the teleoperated system, in this case a
supervisory control model. This model of control enables the operator to view the current sensory
information of the system and allows any robot to be controlled remotely by sending it specific orders
or simply by supervising the work that the robot is performing. It is important to remark that control
and communications among the human operator and the robots are embedded within the agent-based
Acromovi architecture. So, new agents are created which are then integrated into the new application
in the system.
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This section also describes the human-robot interface implemented in order to operate the robots.
The design and operation of graphical user interfaces is key to supervisory control of mobile robots.
At this point, a multisensor/multimodal model has been used to implement the interface. The interface
has been implemented following the guidelines of JADE, resulting in an easy and fast integration of
a graphical interface with the agent system. Also, Java graphical libraries, like Java AWT (Abstract
Window Toolkit) and Java Swing, have been used to make the interface more user friendly.

6.3.1 Control of the teleoperation system
The control model implemented uses the Acromovi agent-based architecture to connect the different
parts of the system. It is implemented using agents and the JADE software which facilitates the
message sending among the different parts of the system. The user, who is connected to the system
via the user interface, is able to send orders to any robot and to see the sensory information of the
desired robots in the interface to check the consequences of those orders.
In the remote site, that is, in each robot, there is a group of agents which represents their elements
and allows any other agent or application to access to their facilities, to get information or perform
actions.
In the local site, there are two different agents that communicate with the agents of the remote site,
that is, with the agents of the robots. The first agent is the agent that controls the whole application
and facilitates the communication with the different robots of the system. It is called MainAgent. The
other agent is in charge of communicating directly with the agent of the robot assigned to it. This
agent is dynamic so that it takes different forms depending on the robot to which it is assigned. This
agent is called RobotAgent. It is also in charge of getting all the sensory data from the robot and
sending the orders generated in the graphical interface.
MainAgent
This agent is in charge of controlling which robots are connected and sends this information to the
main window of the interface. To know which robot is connected at any given moment, this agent
sends a message to the BaseAgent of any robot asking for its battery level. If it gets the answer of any
robot, it indicates that the robot is connected, so that information can be transmitted to the interface,
allowing the user to communicate with that robot. This agent is periodically carrying out this process
and updating the interface with the results. It is also possible to perform this process whenever the
user needs it by a simple interaction with the interface which is detected by this agent.
Moreover, this agent is responsible for instantiating a new RobotAgent for each connected robot.
If the user wants to communicate with a specific robot, it must indicate this by means of the graphical
interface, and at that moment, if the agent was not created previously, the MainAgent creates a new
agent in charge of communicating with the robot in question. This new agent, as it will be seen next,
will communicate with the agents of the robot to get all the necessary sensory information and to send
the orders that the user want to execute with that robot.
RobotAgent
In order to communicate with the agents of a specific robot, a new agent called RobotAgent has been
implemented. The function of this agent is to request information to update the interface and to send
orders that the user performs through the graphical interface.
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This agent has been created to be dynamic, that is, depending on the initial configuration of the
robot, the agent will take various types of actions. This makes the management of the heterogeneous
nature of the robot team more user friendly and transparent for the user or operator.
Depending on which robot the agent represents and the elements that the robot has available, it
will take different actions in order to update the graphical interface and a different set of orders will
be available to interact with the robot.
This agent has been implemented by means of a compound parallel behaviour compose of three
or four behaviours, depending on the configuration of the robot, which will be run concurrently.
Each behaviour will communicate cyclically with a different agent of the robot, which represents an
element of the robot, requesting information on the state of the corresponding element to update the
interface.
This agent is also in charge of sending the agents of the robot the action that the operator indicates in the interface. By means of events generated in the interface, the agent can detect the action
performed by the user and send the proper action to the specific agent in the robot.
As result of these actions, the user can see the results of their actions, soon after, thanks to the
information gathered by the cyclical behaviours in the parallel behaviour.
In the figure 6.5, an overview of the control system and the relation among the agents is shown.

Figure 6.5: Control model for the teleoperation
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6.3.2 Design of the graphical user interface
To improve the teleoperation, it is necessary to make it easier for the operator to understand the remote
environment and to make control decisions. That is, it is necessary to maximize the information
transferred while the cognitive loading in the design of the human-robot interface is minimized. The
system provides the operator with rich information feedback, facilitating the understanding of the
remote environment. In this way, sensor fusion displays combine information from multiple sensors
or data sources into a single integrated view [130].
Mobile robot teleoperation interfaces are often difficult to use and require extensive training.
As a result, only experts can achieve an acceptable performance. In order to make mobile robot
teleoperation accessible to all users, whether they are experts or not, it is necessary to make the
interfaces easy to deploy, easy to understand and easy to use. For this reason, the interface must make
understanding the remote environment easy and generating motion commands for the robots efficient
and accurate.
The interface is designed to take into account these features and consists of a series of displays,
one per connected robot, which contain the sensor information and a variety of command generation
tools. Moreover, due to the heterogeneity of the robots in the system, as it was seen in section 3.2.1,
these displays will vary depending on the robot that they are representing.
The interface consists of two different types of windows, the main window and the dynamic robot
windows. The main window enables the user to control the whole interface and the communications
with the different robots. It also is used to supervise the work when the robots are performing a
cooperative task. In the robot windows, all the information relative to a specific robot is displayed.
As the robots are heterogeneous because of the differences of their accessories, these windows will
show different information depending on the robot. It is important to remark that these differences
are dealt with in execution time in a transparent way to the user.

Figure 6.6: Main window of the interface
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Main window
Figure 6.6 shows the main window of the interface. This window consists of three differentiated displays: (a) an applications menu, (b) a panel with a list of the robots and (c) a map for the localization
of the robots.
The display with the list of robots is composed of a button for each robot that allows access to the
robot window. This buttons have two different states, depending on the state of the robots, that is, if
the robots are active or not. If the robot is active, the corresponding robot window will appear when
pressing the corresponding button.
On the map, the robots which are connected and have their position localized in a map are shown
in the proper position. Finally, in the menu the same actions that can be executed with the graphical
interface are displayed.
Robot windows
These windows have been designed by composing a set of three or four displays depending on the
configuration of the robot. In figure 6.7, all the different possibilities for the appearance of these
windows can be seen.

(a) Dump robot window

(b) Camera robot window

(c) Laser robot window

Figure 6.7: Different robot windows depending on the configuration of the robot
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As can be seen in the figure, there are three possible configurations of the window corresponding
with the three configurations of the robots. If the robot only has the sonars and the gripper, the window
will take the (a) configuration. If the robot also has a vision system with a camera, the configuration
is the (b) option. Finally, if the robot has a laser system, the configuration is the (c) option. Now, a
brief description of every display in the robot window is provided.
The sonar display is only for collecting information about the sonar sensor. It consists of a representation of the robot and over that representation the different values of the sonar in a graphical
representation. The sonars are represented by a group of cones forming a semicircle or a whole circle, depending on the robot, which represents the eight or sixteen sonar sensors, as can be seen in the
figure 6.8.

(a) Front sonar

(b) Both sonars

Figure 6.8: Sonar display depending on the number of sonars
The sonar cones vary their length depending on the value of the sonar disc sensor associated. In
this way, it is easy to see for the user which are the values of the sonar and to take the corresponding
action if an obstacle is detected.
The laser display represents the robot with the 180 laser beams of the laser sensor, as it is shown
in figure 6.9. As in the case of the sonar display, the length of the laser beams vary depending on
the values of the laser device, facilitating in that way the identification of obstacles in the way of the
robot.

Figure 6.9: Laser display
The joystick display consists of four different sections, as it can be seen in figure 6.10. The first
section is formed with the joystick buttons used to handle the direction of the mobile robot. The
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user controls the robot’s forward/backward speed by clicking on the vertical axis. Clicking on the
horizontal axis controls the robot’s rotation. Also, a button to stop the movement of the robot is
provided. The second part contains two swing bars to modify the linear and rotational velocity of the
robot, which affect the buttons of the joystick. In the third part, the battery level of the robot can be
seen. And finally, the fourth part is a small table where the information about the position of the robot
is shown.

Figure 6.10: Joystick display
The camera display reproduces live images from the camera located on the robot. Also, a set of
joystick buttons which the user can use to pan and tilt the camera by clicking on them and a swing
bar to enlarge or shrink the image (zoom) are provided. Moreover, there is the possibility to pan
or tilt the camera at a certain angle by means of the pan and tilt buttons. This means that the user
can move the camera by two different means: one with joystick buttons that rotates one degree in
the direction indicated by the button or indicating an angle and pressing on pan button to turn left or
right or pressing on the tilt button to raise or lower the camera depending on the angle being positive
or negative. The update button is used to upgrade the image of the camera on the interface when
necessary. The whole display can be seen in figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11: Camera display
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Finally, the picture of the robot gripper appears in the gripper display in the frontal and upper
views to see the status of it (open/closed, up/down, no object/object, ...). It also has a small joystick
to open, close, move the gripper up or down, and two buttons to move the gripper to predefined
positions, one when it is desired to leave the gripper in a store position and the other one when it is
desired to operate with the gripper. Figure 6.12 shows two different situations on the gripper panel,
when the gripper has no object between its paddles, and when the gripper detects an object between
them.

(a) Gripper without object

(b) Griper with object

Figure 6.12: Possibilities on gripper display
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
Final conclusions and some lines for future work are discussed here.

7.1 Summary of the thesis and conclusions
This thesis has considered the problem of having several robots working together in order to perform
common tasks, that is, cooperate among themselves in the resolution of a task. One of the most
important points in the creation of a cooperative system is the definition of the architecture which
will give support to that cooperation. In this way, the Acromovi architecture has been developed to
perform cooperative tasks with a team of heterogeneous robots.
The Acromovi architecture is basically an agent-based distributed architecture for the programming and controlling of teams of mobile robots. This architecture permits code re-use by using native
components, providing the programmer with a set of ready-to-use tested and efficient agents. Also,
it allows the scalability of the system and implements the resources sharing, that means that the elements of one robot can be easily accessed by all the other robots of the team.
In order to overcome some problems present on the Acromovi architecture, two new interaction
protocols were defined. The first one solves the problem that appears when one agent needs a continuous flow of data from other agent. The second one solves one of the most important problems in
distributed systems, the concurrency problem in the access to a certain resource, insuring that only
one agent can access to a certain element at each time. This second protocol also insures the physical
integrity of the robot, avoiding any action which may put the robot in danger.
Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the architecture may be expanded without difficulty. New
agents were implemented to make it possible to integrate a manipulator arm on a mobile base to create
a mobile manipulator. These agents facilitate the use of the arm and all its accessories. Thanks to the
Acromovi architecture, it is possible to establish the necessary cooperation between the arm and the
mobile base in order to accomplish tasks for mobile manipulators.
In order to validate the architecture, new cooperative tasks were implemented. The first one is an
application where a group of robots must cooperate in order to safely navigate through an unknown
environment. Only one robot has a camera mounted on it and the rest of robots do not have any type
of sensors. The robot with the camera calculates the optical flow values from the images that it gets
from the camera, and from these values calculates the “time to contact” values that determine the time
that the robot has before colliding with an obstacle in front of it. This information is shared among
the team in order that any robot can navigate without colliding with the obstacles.
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The second cooperative task consists of making it possible for the team of robots to create a
certain formation and navigate maintaining this formation. The group is formed of heterogeneous
robots where one robot is equipped with a laser system, another one with a camera, and finally,
another two robots without any type of sensor. The application consists of two parts or stages. The
first one is the creation of the formation, where the robot with the camera can detect the rest of the
robots in the environment and indicates to them which is their initial position in the formation. In
the second stage, once the formation has been created, the robots must be able to navigate through an
environment following the path that the robot with the laser indicates.
The results of the two cooperative tasks have demonstrated that the Acromovi architecture is able
to give support to any task which requires cooperation among the robots. In addition, the architecture
gives support for all those teams of robots with limited sensory power so that they can perform tasks
by means of the sharing of the resources among the team, providing the robots with less sensory
power with the capability to use the resources of other robots for their own benefit.
Finally, in an attempt to facilitate the access to the robots of the team and the information that
their accessories serve, a system for the teleoperation of the team has been implemented. This system
is used for teaching robotics or to facilitate the tasks of programming and debugging in research tasks.
Some of the main contributions of this thesis include: (1) the design and implementation of a
control agent-based architecture for the cooperation of a team of heterogeneous mobile robots, (2) the
implementation of a new cooperative task for the navigation between several robots by means of the
use of the optical flow and time to contact techniques, (3) the development of a new approach in the
creation and maintenance of multirobot formations where the robots must cooperate in order to follow
the path indicated by the conductor robot without losing the formation shape, (4) a new method for
the visual localization of the robots using a common and simple target, (5) an improvement in the
calculation of the path to follow by the formation performed by the software of the robots, (6) a new
design of formation navigation based on a “conductor-reference” approach with a series of virtual
points at a distance from the conductor position for the construction of the formation and Bezier
curves for the movement of each robot, (7) the implementation of a cooperative method in order to
eliminate the odometry errors of the robots and exploit the resources of each robot to the benefit
of the whole team to maintain of the formation while the team is navigating, and finally, (7) the
implementation of a teleoperated system to create a simple access to all the robots of the team, the
learning of the robots operation, and it is also an important tool to detect failures in the development
of cooperative tasks.

7.2 Publications
The development of this thesis has led to the generation of a number of publications in international
conferences, some chapters in books and some papers in international journals. The publications
associated with this thesis are detailed:
Papers in international journals
• Control architectures for multirobot teams.
– “An integrated agent-based software architecture for mobile and manipulator systems”.
In Robotica (Special Issue in Mobile Manipulators: basic techniques, new trends and
applications), 2007. Authors: P. Nebot and E. Cervera.
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– “Acromovi: an agent-based architecture for cooperative mobile robots”. In Industrial
Robot: an International Journal (Special Issue on Mobile Robots), in review process.
Authors: P. Nebot and E. Cervera.
• Tele-operation, tele-manipulation and tele-laboratories.
– “A Multimodal Interface to Control a Robot Arm via Web: A Case Study on Remote
Programming”. In IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics Journal (Special Section
on Human-Robot Interface), 2005. Authors: R. Marı́n, P. J. Sanz, P. Nebot, R. Wirz.
Chapters in international books
• Control architectures for multirobot teams.
– “Acromovi Architecture: A Framework for the Development of Multirobot Applications”.
In Mobile Robots: Moving Intelligence. Advanced Robotic Systems, 2006. Authors: P.
Nebot, E. Cervera.
• Tele-operation, tele-manipulation and tele-laboratories.
– “TeleLab I: Telelab on Agent-Based Mobile Robots”. In Methodology and Tools in Telemanipulation Systems via Internet. Publicacions de la Universitat Jaime I, 2004. Authors:
P. Nebot, E. Cervera.
– “Laboratory on Agent-Based Mobile Manipulation”. In Mobile Manipulators: Basic
Techniques, New Trends & Applications. Publicacions de la Universitat Jaime I, 2006.
Authors: P. Nebot, E. Cervera.
Papers in international conferences
• Control architectures for multirobot teams.
– IEEE Conference on Systems, Man & Cybernetics (SMC 2003) (Washington D.C., USA,
2003). “Agents for Cooperative Heterogeneous Mobile Robotics: a Case Study”. Authors: P. Nebot, D. Gómez, E. Cervera.
– IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA 2005) (Barcelona,
España, 2005). “Agent-based Application Framework for Multiple Mobile Robots Cooperation”. Authors: P. Nebot, E. Cervera.
– 12th International Conference on Advanced Robotics (ICAR 2005) (Seattle, WA, USA,
2005). “A Framework for the Development of Cooperative Robotic Applications”. Authors: P. Nebot, E. Cervera.
– 36th International Symposium on Robotics (ISR 2005) (Tokyo, Japan, 2005). “Acromovi
Architecture: Implementation of the Upper Layer”. Authors: P. Nebot, E. Cervera.
• Mobile manipulators.
– IEEE Conference on Systems, Man & Cybernetics (SMC 2004) (The Hague, The Netherlands, 2004). “Agent-Based Software Integration for a Mobile Manipulator”. Authors: P.
Nebot, G. Saintluc, B. Berton, E. Cervera.
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• Optical flow navigation.
– 15th International Symposium on Measurement & Control in Robotics (ISMCR 2005)
(Brussels, Belgium, 2005). “Distributed Optical Flow Navigation using Acromovi Architecture”. Authors: P. Nebot, E. Cervera.
– 3rd International Conference on Informatics in Control, Automation and Robotics (ICINCO
2006) (Setúbal, Portugal, 2006). “Optical Flow Navigation over Acromovi Architecture”.
Authors: P. Nebot, E. Cervera.
• Tele-operation, tele-manipulation and tele-laboratories.
– IEEE Conference on Systems, Man & Cybernetics (SMC 2003) (Washington D.C., USA,
2003). “Multirobot Internet-Based Architecture for Telemanipulation: Experimental Validation”. Authors: R. Marı́n, P. J. Sanz, P. Nebot, R. Esteller.
– IEEE Conference on Systems, Man & Cybernetics (SMC 2003) (Washington D.C., USA,
2003). “The Internet-Based UJI Tele-Lab: System Architecture”. Authors: R. Marı́n, P.
J. Sanz, P. Nebot, R. Esteller.
– 1st IFAC Symposium on Telematics Applications in Automation and Robotics (TA 2004)
(Helsinki, Finland, 2004). “Multirobot System Architecture and Performance Issues for
the UJI Robotics TeleLab”. Authors: R. Marı́n, P. J. Sanz, P. Nebot, R. Esteller, R. Wirz.

Papers in national conferences
• Control architectures for multirobot teams.
– X Conferencia de la Asociación Española de Inteligencia Artificial (CAEPIA 2003) (San
Sebastián, 2003). “Arquitectura Distribuida para un Equipo de Robots Móviles Heterogéneos” (in Spanish). Authors: P. Nebot, D. Gómez, E. Cervera.
– Campus Multidisciplinar en Percepción e Inteligencia (CMPI 2006) (Albacete, 2006).
“La Arquitectura Acromovi: una Arquitectura para Tareas Cooperativas de Robots Móviles”
(in Spanish). Authors: P. Nebot, E. Cervera.

7.3 Future work
Work on the architecture and the development of cooperative tasks has opened several lines that could
be considered for future work:
• Architecture for cooperative tasks. The architecture proposed in this thesis has been designed
for the development and implementation of cooperative tasks. This architecture includes two
new interaction protocols. With the approach followed in this protocols, when one agent wins
the access to a certain element, it has this access until it finishes its task. An important improvement could be to introduce a maximum of time for doing the tasks. Once this time is finished,
the agent must wait until getting permission once more. Or another possibility could be to add
a system of priorities, thus, if an agent has an urgent task to do it can get access temporarily,
throwing out the agents that in that moment are using the element, to use the element immediately and does not have to wait to get permission. Or even, a mixture of the two techniques
would be more profitable.
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• Cooperative navigation using optical flow.
– One of the problems with the optical flow technique is that it is impossible to distinguish
those situations when an object is too close to the robot. Sonars can be used to distinguish
those situations and allow the robot to perform the evasive maneouvre.
– Another important problem relies on the calculation of the optical flow in homogeneous
surfaces. New techniques or ways to detect this situation must be studied and improve the
system in order to deal with it.
– Also, it is important to try of reducing the time consumption by the calculation of the
optical flow. For that, new methods which are faster than the used in this work can be
used. One possible option that implies a little variation compared to the original method
is described in [350]. So, with a few changes it is possible to get a faster system and
capable of reacting in a more reliable way to changes in the environment.
• Cooperative formations of multiple mobile robots.
– The localization of the robots by means of the colored targets has been a hazardous work
due to the sensitivity of the vision system to the lighting conditions. Work could be
done on the development of more robust localization procedures using a combination of
different features to detect the target in the image space.
– One of the points not yet developed is that concerning how to change the shape of the
formation while the robots are moving. This can be useful in order to avoid obstacles
or to pass through narrow passages where the formation does not fit. With the actual
implementation of the system it is easy to perform this task as long as the robots can
stop and reshape the formation. To perform this task with the formation in movement,
the Bezier curves can be used to move the robots to virtual points that determinate the
position that they must occupy in the formation after the reshaping.
– Another point not developed is the detection of obstacles in the path of the formation. All
the static obstacles are detected and avoided by means of the generation of the path that
the robots must follow by the navigation system, but at this moment the dynamic obstacles
can not be detected. It is necessary to study how it might be possible, with the available
sensors, to detect dynamic obstacles and avoid them. It is also important to study how to
avoid the obstacle, that is, if it is necessary to reshape the formation or if it is possible to
move the formation in block.
• Teleoperation of a team of mobile robots. It would be profitable to improve the teleoperated
system including techniques to give the user an improved perception of the environment. For
this, it would be necessary to introduce techniques creating a virtual representation of the environment in 3D which could be implemented. Moreover, it would be necessary to include new
ways to introduce orders for the robots on a higher level. And finally, while at the moment the
orders can only be performed in one robot at a time, it is therefore necessary to introduce a
mechanism to facilitate the specification of orders for all the team in conjunction.
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